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Abstract:
When starved for nitrogen, MATa/a Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells
undergo a dimorphic transition to pseudohyphal growth (PHG).
Pseudohyphae are filaments of elongated incompletely separated cells that
grow by budding, often invasively. PHG may be a foraging mechanism:
pseudohyphal cells may be vectors that deliver ellipsoidal cells to new
substrates. PHG is a MATa/a-diploid-specific dimorphic transition. Mating
type locus regulation may occur because the mating type locus programs the
polar budding pattern of newborn MATa/a cells that is required for PHG.
Mutations in SHR3 cause cells to inappropriately enter the
pseudohyphal pathway when growing on media where proline is sole
nitrogen source. This probably occurs because shr3/shr3 strains have
impaired proline uptake so that when they grow on proline medium they are
nitrogen starved. The constitutively active RAS2val 19 allele inappropriately
activates PHG while overexpression of cAMP phosphodiesterase 2 inhibits
PHG. The latter mutation is epistatic to the former suggesting that the RAS-
cAMP pathway may directly regulate PHG.
PHD1 overexpression enhances PHG and also induces PHG on rich
medium. PHD1 is a nuclear protein and has a DNA binding motif similar to the
DNA binding domains of the SWI4 and MBP1 transcription factors and a
region of StuA, suggesting that PHD1 is a transcription factor. StuA is an
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Aspergillus nidulans protein that regulates two PHG-like cell divisions.
phdl/phdl strains undergo normal PHG when starved for nitrogen.
Overexpression of PHD1 induces DAL81 and POL2. DAL81 encodes a
transcriptional inducer of nitrogen catabolic genes and POL2, a gene
regulated by MBP1, encodes a S phase-specific DNA polymerase. These
results raise the possibility that PHD1 may regulate nitrogen metabolism and
the cell cycle, two processes with logical connections to PHG.
SOK2 is a PHD1 homolog (80% identity over the DNA binding motif)
that may participate in the RAS-cAMP pathway. Mutant sok2/sok2 strains
undergo greatly enhanced PHG. Mutant phdl/phdl sok2/sok2 strains exhibit
moderately enhanced PHG revealing a genetic interaction between PHD1
and SOK2. PHD1 and SOK2 may act together to integrate and transduce
signals that control PHG.
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This chapter reviews and integrates recently published information
about Saccharomyces cerevisiae pseudohyphal growth. For a discussion of
older work on pseudohyphal growth and related issues, readers are referred
to several excellent articles and books (Barnett, 1992; Barnett et al., 1979;
Guilliermond, 1920; Kendrick, 1985; Mortimer and Johnston, 1986; Scherr and
Weaver, 1953; van der Walt, 1970; von Wettstein, 1983).
The dimorphic transition to pseudohyphal growth is MATa/a diploid-
specific and is induced by nitrogen starvation (Gimeno et al., 1992).
Pseudohyphal growth can be divided into at least three distinct phases. In the
first phase, an ellipsoidal yeast cell buds an elongated pseudohyphal cell
(Gimeno et al., 1993). In the second phase, the elongated daughters bud
identical elongated cells that compose the backbone of the pseudohypha. In
the third phase, the elongated cells of the pseudohypha, with the exception of
those very near the growing tip of the filament, bud vegetative ellipsoidal yeast
cells. The net result is that pseudohyphal growth disperses asexually
produced vegetative ellipsoidal yeast cells to new and otherwise inaccessible
growth substrates. This has been interpreted to mean that pseudohyphal
growth is a foraging mechanism.
Component processes of pseudohyphal growth include the diploid-
specific polar budding pattern of newborn cells, cell elongation, invasive
growth into substrates, and the incomplete separation of pseudohyphal
mother and daughter cells (Gimeno et al., 1992). With the exception of the
polar budding pattern, a property of all wild-type MATa/a diploid newborn
cells, these processes are induced by nitrogen starvation. The MAT and
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RSR1/BUD1 genes affect pseudohyphal growth because they regulate one of
these processes, polar budding (Bender and Pringle, 1989; Chant and
Herskowitz, 1991). MATa/a diploid cells have the polar budding pattern that
permits pseudohyphal growth, whereas MATa and MATa haploid cells have
the axial pattern that precludes pseudohyphal growth (Chant and Pringle,
1991; Freifelder, 1960). The RSRl/BUD1 gene is also required for the polar
budding pattern; a Bud1- diploid has a random budding pattern (Chant and
Herskowitz, 1991; Ruggieri et al., 1989) that impairs pseudohyphal growth
(Gimeno et al., 1992).
The SHR3 gene indirectly regulates pseudohyphal growth by a
mechanism understood in some molecular detail (Gimeno et al., 1993;
Ljungdahl et al., 1992). Shr3- strains inappropriately induce pseudohyphal
growth when grown on proline as the sole nitrogen source. SHR3, a
component of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), is required for amino acid
permeases, including the proline permease PUT4, to exit the endoplasmic
reticulum and reach the plasma membrane. Thus, Shr3- strains have
impaired proline uptake that results in nitrogen starvation, which consequently
leads to induction of pseudohyphal growth when proline is the sole nitrogen
source.
Several other genes have been reported to affect pseudohyphal growth
directly or indirectly. These include protein phosphatase 2A, ELM1, PAM1,
PDE2, PHD1, RAS2, SOK2, STE7, STE11, STE12, and STE20. Mutations in
genes encoding any of the three subunits of protein phosphatase 2A can
cause filamentous growth (Blacketer et al., 1993; Healy et al., 1991; Ronne et
al., 1991; van Zyl et al., 1992) and some of these mutations interact with
mutant alleles of the PAM1 or ELM1 genes (Blacketer et al., 1993; Hu and
Ronne, 1994). The PAM1 protein is unrelated to proteins in databases while
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ELM1 is related to protein kinases. PHD1 and SOK2 encode putative
transcription factors that strongly enhance pseudohyphal growth when
overexpressed and disrupted, respectively (Gimeno, 1994; Gimeno and Fink,
1994; Ward and Garrett, 1994). The PHD1 and SOK2 proteins are
homologous to Aspergillus nidulans StuA, a regulatory protein that controls
two pseudohyphal growth-like cell divisions during conidiogenesis
(Timberlake, 1991). The RAS2 and PDE2 genes encode components of the
RAS-cAMP signal transduction pathway (Broach and Deschennes, 1990).
Ectopic activation of RAS2 induces pseudohyphal growth under inappropriate
conditions while PDE2 overexpression inhibits pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno
et al., 1992; Gimeno et al., 1993). STE7, STE11, STE12, and STE20 encode
components of a signal transduction pathway that regulates mating-specific
genes and some genes linked to either transposon Ty or the repeated element
sigma (Sprague and Thorner, 1992). Loss of function of any of these four
genes causes impaired pseudohyphal growth (Liu et al., 1993). The
mechanisms by which these varied genes regulate pseudohyphal growth are
not yet clear and their elucidation is the next frontier in the pseudohyphal
growth field.
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Genes and Proteins that Directly or Indirectly Regulate
Pseudohyphal Growth
SHR3 and Amino Acid Permeases
SHR3 is the gene whose mechanism of pseudohyphal growth
regulation is understood in most detail. SHR3 was identified as a gene that
when mutated confers upon yeast cells resistance to 30 mM histidine
(Ljungdahl et al., 1992). Mutant shr3 strains have pleiotropically impaired
amino acid uptake (Gimeno et al., 1993; Ljungdahl et al., 1992) and the shr3
mutation is synthetically lethal with several mutations that cause amino acid
auxotrophies. In addition, shr3 strains constitutively induce the translation of
GCN4, a gene encoding a positive regulator of amino acid biosynthetic genes
that is only translated under conditions of amino acid starvation (Hinnebusch,
1988).
Cloning and sequencing of SHR3 revealed that its predicted protein
product is not homologous to known proteins and is probably an integral
membrane protein and other experiments showed that it is a component of the
ER membrane. The impaired amino acid transport observed in shr3 strains
occurs because many amino acid permeases fail to exit the ER and reach the
plasma membrane, where they are functionally expressed. The permeases
are found to be at least partially inserted into the ER membrane but do not
assume their normal topology. This phenomenon appears to be specific to
amino acid permeases because several other secretory proteins including the
plasma membrane [H+]ATPase, a factor, a factor, invertase, and the vacuolar
enzyme carboxypeptidase Y are secreted normally in shr3 strains.
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Haploid shr3 strains grow slowly when they utilize proline as sole
nitrogen source because of their proline uptake defect. Diploid shr3/shr3
strains not only grow slowly on proline, but also ectopically enter the
pseudohyphal growth pathway (Gimeno et al., 1992). It seems likely that the
nitrogen starvation experienced by shr3 strains utilizing proline as sole
nitrogen source induces them to undergo pseudohyphal growth. Thus, SHR3
affects pseudohyphal growth indirectly by controlling the secretion of amino
acid permeases.
The Mating TyvDe Locus and BUD Genes
The polar budding pattern of newborn diploid cells is regulated by a
cell's ploidy as reflected by its genotype at the mating type (MAT) locus and is
the only component process of pseudohyphal growth that is not induced by
nitrogen starvation. Only MATa/a diploids and not MATa or MATa haploids or
MATa/a or MATa/a diploids show pseudohyphal growth, indicating that the
MAT locus controls this dimorphic transition (Gimeno et al., 1992). The MAT
locus also controls the budding pattern of yeast strains (Chant and Pringle,
1991; Herskowitz, 1989). Cells expressing only MATa or MATa bud in the
axial pattern whereas cells expressing both MATa and MATa bud in a polar
manner (see Table 1 in Chapter 2). The axial pattern leads to budding at the
junction of two cells and cannot extend the filament. Only the polar budding
pattern of wild-type diploid cells in which new buds emerge from the daughter
on the side opposite the junction to her mother is consistent with
pseudohyphal growth. In fact, it has been clearly shown by time lapse
photomicroscopy that pseudohyphae elongate by polar budding by newborn
cells (Gimeno et al., 1992).
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Budding pattern genes represented by BUD 1-BUD5 are required for
selection of the proper bud site and consequently for establishing the proper
axis of cell division (Bender and Pringle, 1989; Chant et al., 1991; Chant and
Herskowitz, 1991; Park et al., 1993). BUD 1, BUD2, and BUD5 convert the
default random budding pattern to bipolar and subsequent action of BUD3
and BUD4 converts bipolar to axial (Chant and Herskowitz, 1991). To explain
the observed cell type specificity (diploids are bipolar, haploids axial) an
elegant model was proposed that either or both BUD3 and BUD4 are
repressed by the repressor al a2 found only in MATa/a cells (Chant and
Herskowitz, 1991). That a MATa/a diploid strain with a random budding
pattern caused by a mutant allele of BUD1 has impaired pseudohyphal
growth demonstrated that BUD genes are important for pseudohyphal growth.
This observation was recently expanded with the discovery that a bud4
haploid strain that has the polar budding pattern undergoes pseudohyphal
growth when starved for nitrogen (Sanders and Herskowitz, 1994).
The cell type specificity of pseudohyphal growth is best understood by
considering the different roles of diploid and haploid cells in the S. cerevisiae
life cycle (Gimeno and Fink, 1992). The diploid is the assimilative phase of S.
cerevisiae and the predominant cell type found growing in nature (Lodder,
1970). Thus, the diploid phase must be specialized to deal with a variety of
nutritional conditions and stresses. Diploids have two cell type-specific
nutrient stress responses, sporulation and pseudohyphal growth. It has been
proposed that the diploid polar budding pattern exists at least in part to allow
one of these processes, pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno et al., 1992). In this
model, diploid cells are specifically able to undergo pseudohyphal growth and
foraging because they are the cell type that is specialized for assimilating
nutrients.
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The haploid phase is transient in the life cycle of S. cerevisiae and
functions as a gamete. Haploid cells are specialized to rapidly reform the
diploid phase immediately after ascospore germination. As I explain below, it
is thought that haploids have the axial budding pattern, which precludes
pseudohyphal growth, to enable them to perform mating efficiently (Nasmyth,
1982). The diploid phase is usually reconstituted when the two MATa spores
in the ascus mate with their two MATa sister spores (Hicks et al., 1977). If an
ascospore becomes separated from its mate, it uses its mating type
interconversion system and axial budding pattern to efficiently reconstitute the
diploid phase. The action of the mating type interconversion system results in
two cells of ascospore-derived four celled microcolonies being MATa and two
cells being MATa. The axial budding pattern causes the cells of opposite
mating types to be juxtaposed allowing efficient mating. Thus haploid cells
are specialized for mating and specifically have the axial budding pattern,
which prevents pseudohyphal growth, to make mating more efficient. In this
model, haploids do not need to be able to undergo pseudohyphal growth
because the goal of their transient existence is to reform the pseudohyphal
growth-competent diploid phase.
The RAS-cAMP Signaling Pathway
The RAS-cAMP signaling pathway regulates mitotic growth,
sporulation, stationary phase, and pseudohyphal growth (Broach, 1991;
Broach and Deschennes, 1990; Gimeno, 1994; Gimeno et al., 1992). The
RAS1 and RAS2 proteins are low molecular weight GTP-binding proteins that
are associated with the plasma membrane (Fig. 1.1). When they are bound to
GTP they are active as signal transduction molecules, and when they are
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Filure 1.1 The RAS-cAMP pathway. The RAS1 and RAS2 proteins are
inactive as signal transducers when bound to GDP. CDC25 promotes the
RAS proteins to undergo GDP-GTP exchange. When bound to GTP, RAS1
and RAS2 stimulate adenylate cyclase (CYR1) to convert ATP to cAMP. cAMP
binds to the regulatory subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (BCY1)
releasing the catalytic subunits (TPK1, TPK2, TPK3) which are active protein
kinases. IRA1 and IRA2 turn off RAS1 and RAS2 by promoting hydrolysis of
RAS-bound GTP to GDP. The cAMP phosphodiesterases PDE1 and PDE2
turn off cAMP-dependent protein kinase by hydrolyzing cAMP to AMP. When
intracellular cAMP levels decrease BCY1 releases cAMP and associates with




















bound to GDP they are inactive. Regulation of the activity of the RAS proteins
involves the CDC25 protein which promotes the exchange of GDP for GTP,
and the functionally redundant IRA1 and IRA2 proteins which stimulate the
intrinsic GTPase activity of the RAS proteins, causing their bound GTP to be
converted to GDP. GTP-bound RAS proteins stimulate CYR1-encoded
adenylate cyclase to convert ATP to cAMP, a second messenger molecule.
cAMP acts by controlling the activity of cAMP-dependent protein kinase, an
enzyme that, when inactive, exists in the cell as a heterotetramer composed of
two regulatory subunits encoded by BCY1 and two catalytic subunits encoded
by three functionally redundant genes, TPK1, TPK2, and TPK3. When high
levels of cAMP are generated in the cell, cAMP molecules bind to BCY1
proteins, and these complexes disassociate from the TPK proteins. Free TPK
proteins are catalytically active serine-threonine protein kinases that regulate
the activity of their substrates by phosphorylating them. Substrates are
thought to include several enzymes involved in carbohydrate metabolism and
some RAS-cAMP pathway components (Broach and Deschennes, 1990). At
the level of cAMP, the RAS-cAMP pathway is downregulated by two genes,
PDE1 and PDE2, encoding low and high affinity phosphodiesterases,
respectively. Other genes that may participate in the RAS-cAMP signaling
pathway are known, but how they fit into the pathway is not well understood
(Broach, 1991).
Strains that have an inactive RAS-cAMP pathway are inviable (Broach
and Deschennes, 1990). Such strains include cdc25 strains, rasl ras2
strains, cyrl strains, and tpkl tpk2 tpk3 strains. In general, strains that
experience a sudden inactivation of the RAS-cAMP pathway arrest growth as
unbudded cells if they are haploid and sporulate if they are diploid. Strains
with a hypoactive RAS-cAMP pathway cannot grow on nonfermentable carbon
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sources and accumulate carbohydrate reserves. MATa/a strains that have a
hypoactive RAS-cAMP pathway because they overexpress PDE2 have
severely inhibited pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno, 1994, Chapter 6). Strains
that have a hyperactive RAS-cAMP pathway are hypersensitive to heat shock
and nitrogen starvation, lose their carbohydrate reserves, and cannot
sporulate efficiently. A MATa/a yeast strain that has a hyperactive RAS-cAMP
pathway because it carries the dominant constitutively active RAS2val 9
allele (Kataoka et al., 1984) exhibits enhanced pseudohyphal growth.
Inhibition of pseudohyphal growth by PDE2 overexpression is epistatic to
enhancement of pseudohyphal growth by RAS2val19 suggesting that
RAS2val 9 enhances pseudohyphal growth by raising intracellular cAMP
levels which probably then cause activation of cAMP-dependent protein
kinase. Taken together, these results suggest that cells consider information
transmitted by the RAS-cAMP signaling pathway when deciding whether or
not to undergo pseudohyphal growth.
The only well characterized environmental signal that activates the
RAS-cAMP pathway is the addition of glucose or a related fermentable sugar
to yeast cells that are starved for glucose, have been growing on a
nonfermentable carbon source, or are in stationary phase (Broach and
Deschennes, 1990). Within two minutes of this treament, intracellular levels of
cAMP rise 10 to 50 fold. Soon after this cAMP spike, cAMP levels fall to a
basal level that is about two fold higher than the level of cAMP that existed in
the cell when it was starved for carbon. Thus, upregulation of the RAS-cAMP
pathway is associated with growth on a good carbon source and
downregulation of the RAS-cAMP pathway correlates with carbon starvation.
These relationships are consistent with the effects of perturbations in the RAS-
cAMP pathway on carbohydrate reserves: upregulation of the RAS-cAMP
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pathway causes depletion of carbohydrate reserves, whereas downregulation
of the RAS-cAMP pathway causes accumulation of these reserves. These
effects result because active cAMP-dependent protein kinase directly or
indirectly activates enzymes that break down storage carbohydrates and
inactivates enzymes that synthesize them. These facts suggest that one role
of the RAS-cAMP pathway is to communicate information to the cell about the
availability of carbon sources. As discussed in detail in Chapter 6, information
about carbon status is relevant for a cell's decision to undergo pseudohyphal
growth and this may explain why the RAS-cAMP pathway regulates
pseudohyphal growth.
Putative Transcription Factors PHD1 and SOK2
PHD 1 and SOK2 are two related genes that have interesting
pseudohyphal growth regulatory properties. PHD1 was identified as a high
copy number enhancer of pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno and Fink, 1994).
PHD1 overexpression causes MATa/a strains to manifest prolific
pseudohyphal growth earlier than wild-type controls. Also, the pseudohyphal
cells of strains overexpressing PHD1 are more elongated than wild-type
pseudohyphal cells. Significantly, PHD1 overexpression also induces
pseudohyphal growth in MATa/a cells growing on rich medium. As
determined by indirect immunofluorescence, PHD1 protein localizes to the
nucleus. The 366 amino acid PHD1 protein has a 100 amino acid DNA
binding motif related to that of the S. cerevisiae transcription factors SWI4 and
MBP1. These facts suggest that PHD1 may be a transcription factor. The DNA
binding motif in PHD1 is about 70% identical to a region of A. nidulans StuA.
This homology is interesting because StuA regulates the two pseudohyphal
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growth-like cell divisions that occur during conidiophore morphogenesis
(Miller et al., 1991; Miller et al., 1992; Timberlake, 1990; Timberlake, 1991). A
MATa/a phdl/phdl strain undergoes normal pseudohyphal growth in a
qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay.
Insights into the possible cellular role of PHD1 were gained by the
identification of genes that are induced when PHD1 is overexpressed
(Gimeno, 1994, Chapter 5). Three essential and two probably nonessential
genes that are induced by PHD1 overexpression were identified. Two of
these genes are POL2 and DAL81 and the three others have not been
previously characterized. POL2 is a DNA polymerase involved in DNA repair
and chromosomal DNA replication (Budd and Campbell, 1993; Morrison et al.,
1990; Wang et al., 1993). POL2is regulated by MBP1 (Johnston and
Lowndes, 1992), a transcription factor whose DNA binding domain is related
to the DNA binding motif in PHD1, which induces POL2 expression during the
G1 to S transition. This raises the interesting possibility that PHD1 may control
the MBP1 regulon which includes genes that regulate cell elongation and cell
separation, two component processes of pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno and
Fink, 1994).
DAL81 is a transcriptional regulator required for the induced expression
of several genes encoding enzymes that catabolize poor sources of nitrogen
(Bricmont and Cooper, 1989; Bricmont et al., 1991; Coornaert et al., 1991).
DAL81 is induced by nitrogen starvation and RAS2val19 (Gimeno, 1994), two
conditions that activate the pseudohyphal growth pathway (Gimeno et al.,
1992). It is possible that PHD1 is involved in the transduction of the nitrogen
starvation signal, the RAS2val19 signal, or both to DAL81. DAL81 appears
not to be required for the pseudohyphal growth component processes of cell
elongation, agar invasion, and incomplete cell separation. The absense of a
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pseudohyphal growth phenotype in dal81/da81 mutants raises the possibility
that PHD1 may induce DAL81 so that cells in the pseudohyphal growth mode
have the catabolic enzymes they need to utilize the poor nitrogen sources that
they are likely to encounter while foraging.
SOK2 was isolated by Mary Ward and Stephen Garrett as a high copy
number suppressor of the temperature-sensitive growth defect of a tpkl-
tpk2(ts) tpk3- mutant (Ward and Garrett, 1994). Subsequently, deletion of
SOK2 was found to exacerbate the temperature sensitivity of the tpk2(ts)
mutation. Together, these results suggest that SOK2 may function in the RAS-
cAMP pathway downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase. SOK2 is
predicted to encode a 470 amino acid protein that contains a DNA binding
motif that is 81.7% identical to the DNA binding motif found in PHD1. Because
PHD1 and the RAS-cAMP pathway have been implicated in pseudohyphal
growth control, the possible role of SOK2 in pseudohyphal growth was
studied.
Overexpression of SOK2 from a 2pm plasmid weakly enhances
pseudohyphal growth and disruption of SOK2 causes strongly enhanced
pseudohyphal growth. MATa/a phdl/phdl sok2/sok2 double mutants exhibit
enhanced pseudohyphal growth that is less vigorous than that of MATa/a
sok2/sok2 strains. Thus, the enhanced pseudohyphal growth manifested by
MATa/a sok2/sok2 strains is partially PHD1-dependent. The bulk of these
observations could be explained if one or more pseudohyphal growth genes
were positively regulated by PHD1 and negatively regulated by SOK2 and if
these two proteins competed for the same regulatory binding sites in the
promoters of these pseudohyphal growth genes. Because phdl/phdl strains
exhibit normal pseudohyphal growth and sok2/sok2 phdl/phdl strains exhibit
moderately enhanced pseudohyphal growth, this model predicts that yeast
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has at least one gene whose function is redundant with the pseudohyphal
growth regulatory function of PHD1.
It is interesting that the RAS-cAMP pathway regulates pseudohyphal
growth and genetically interacts with SOK2 and that SOK2 genetically
interacts with PHD 1. It is possible that SOK2 and PHD1 are members of a
group of structurally related transcription factors that respond to and integrate
the signals that influence a cell's decision to enter the pseudohyphal growth
mode.
Pheromone Response Genes
Haploid S. cerevisiae cells have a signal transduction pathway that
transmits the signal that a mating partner is nearby (Sprague and Thorner,
1992). At the apex of this pathway is a plasma membrane receptor (STE2 or
STE3) that binds to a peptide pheromone (MFA1, MFA2, MFal, and MFa2)
secreted by a cells of the opposite mating type. The pheromone bound
receptor interacts with a heterotrimeric G protein (GPA1, STE4, and STE18)
that is thought to directly or indirectly activate a protein kinase (STE20) and a
protein whose function is unknown (STE5). These proteins are thought to
stimulate various protein kinases (STE11, STE7, KSS1, and FUS3) that
directly or indirectly activate a transcription factor (STE12).
STE12 has several functions including the activation of mating-specific
genes and some genes linked to transposon Ty (Errede and Ammerer, 1989).
Additionally, STE12 probably regulates some genes linked to the repeated
element sigma (Van Arsdell et al., 1987). STE12 protein activates mating-
specific genes by binding to a specific DNA sequence present in their
promoters (Errede and Ammerer, 1989). Ty contains this specific STE12
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binding site so that it often puts genes into whose promoters it has transposed
under the control of STE12 and upstream pheromone signaling pathway
components (Ciriacy et al., 1991; Dubois et al., 1982; Errede et al., 1980;
Taguchi et al., 1984). Interestingly, STE12 and other components of the
pheromone signaling pathway are required for carbon source regulation of
some Ty-linked genes (Taguchi et al., 1984).
Of the genes that encode the pheromone response pathway
components mentioned in the preceding paragraph, only KSS1, STE7,
STE11, STE12, and STE20 are known to be expressed in MATa/a cells (Liu
et al., 1993; Sprague and Thorner, 1992). Mutations in STE7, STE11, STE12,
and STE20 but not mutations in KSS1 impair pseudohyphal growth (Liu et al.,
1993). Activated alleles of STE11 and STE12 enhance pseudohyphal growth
and enhancement by active STE 1 requires STE12. Mutations in STE2,
STE3, STE4, STE18, and FUS3 do not affect pseudohyphal growth. It is not
known whether mutations in MFA 1, MFA2, MFa 1, MFa2, or GPA 1 affect
pseudohyphal growth. These results show that some of the pheromone
signaling pathway components that are expressed in MATa/a cells directly or
indirectly regulate pseudohyphal growth. It would be interesting to know if
these genes regulate pseudohyphal growth by activating mating-specific
genes, Ty-linked genes, or by some other mechanism.
Protein Kinases, Protein PhosDhatases, and Interacting Proteins
Recently a genetic screen was reported that identified haploid yeast
mutants that are constitutively elongated (Blacketer et al., 1993). The elm 1,
elm2, and elm3 mutants were the focus of this study. Mutations in ELM1,
ELM2, or ELM3 in MATa/a strains constitutively induce invasive
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pseudohyphal growth. Interestingly, strains that are heterozygous at the ELM2
or ELM3 loci have enhanced pseudohyphal growth on nitrogen starvation
medium. ELM1 was cloned and encodes a putative protein kinase. Deletion
of ELM1 in haploid strains caused cell elongation and incomplete cell
separation while elm 1/ielm li diploids exhibited constitutive pseudohyphal
growth.
Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) is one of four superfamilies of protein
phosphatases (Cohen, 1989). In both yeast and higher organisms this
enzyme is comprised of at least two regulatory subunits (A and B ) and a
catalytic subunit (C) (Cohen, 1989; Peng et al., 1991). The product of TPD3 is
thought to encode the A regulatory subunit of PP2A (van Zyl et al., 1992) while
the product of the CDC55 gene probably encodes the B regulatory subunit
(Healy et al., 1991). Deletion of TPD3 or CDC55 causes a filamentous
phenotype (Blacketer et al., 1993; Healy et al., 1991; van Zyl et al., 1992). The
filamentous structures formed by Tpd3- or Cdc55- strains are elongated,
multinucleate, and have constrictions and diffuse nuclei. Three redundant
genes, PPH3, PPH21, and PPH22, have been reported to encode putative
catalytic subunits (C subunits) of protein phosphatase 2A (Ronne et al., 1991).
Interestingly, mutant alleles of these gene cause morphological phenotypes
(Ronne et al., 1991) including cell elongation, which is caused by PPH22
overexpression. There is evidence that PP2A is involved in carbohydrate
metabolism. PP2A activates glycogen synthase in vitro by dephosphorylating
it (Peng et al., 1991). This is particularly interesting because glycogen
synthase is thought to be activated directly or indirectly by phosphorylation by
cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Broach and Deschennes, 1990). Thus,
PP2A and the RAS-cAMP pathway, which has been implicated in
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pseudohyphal growth control (Gimeno, 1994, Chapter 6; Gimeno et al., 1992),
may have a common target.
A gene called PAM1 was isolated as a high copy number suppressor of
the inviability of pph3 pph21 pph22 triple mutants (Hu and Ronne, 1994). The
PAM1 product is predicted to be a hydrophilic 93 kD protein that contains two
coiled coil motifs and has a basic carboxyl-terminal region. PAM1 is not
significantly related to known proteins. Interestingly, overexpression of PAM1
induces pseudohyphal growth (Hu and Ronne, 1994). The pseudohyphal
cells in the PAM1 overexpression-induced pseudohyphae are well separated
and mononucleate.
Interestingly, the ELM1 gene interacts with CDC55 (Blacketer et al.,
1993). Double cdc55 elm mutants have a synthetic growth defect, have
highly abnormal morphologies, have a defect in either or both cytokinesis and
cell separation. This result suggests that ELMI and CDC55 may be involved
in the same cellular function. Other evidence that CDC55 may be involved in
pseudohyphal growth is that strains heterozygous for CDC55 have enhanced
pseudohyphal growth on nitrogen starvation medium and no pseudohyphal
growth phenotypes on rich medium (Blacketer et al., 1993).
It should also be mentioned that the redundant PPZ1 and PPZ2 putative
protein phosphatases have also been implicated in pseudohyphal growth
control. PPZ1 and PPZ2 are thought to be involved in the PKC signaling
pathway and ppzl ppz2 strains undergo pseudohyphal growth when grown in
osmotically supported medium (Lee et al., 1993). Taken together, these
results suggest that protein phosphorylation is important in regulating
pseudohyphal growth. It is now important to systematically study the role of
the genes discussed in this section in pseudohyphal growth regulation.
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Conclusions
The genetic regulation of S. cerevisiae pseudohyphal growth promises
to be complicated (Table 1. 1). To date, research into this area has focused on
the identification of genes whose mutation affects pseudohyphal growth. Only
in the case of SHR3 is the molecular mechanism of pseudohyphal growth
control understood in some detail. The mating type locus and BUD genes
control pseudohyphal growth most likely by programming the polar budding
pattern of newborn cells. The molecular mechanism of this programming as
well as how the BUD gene products determine budding pattern are active
research areas. Genes directly involved in the well characterized RAS-cAMP
and pheromone signal transduction pathways have been implicated in
pseudohyphal growth control. Also, PHD1 and SOK2, new genes whose
products have interesting homologies to well characterized transcription
factors and developmental regulators have also been implicated in
pseudohyphal growth control. ELM1, a protein kinase of unknown function,
protein phosphatases, and PAM1, a protein phosphatase interacting protein
may also play direct roles in pseudohyphal growth control.
Now that a long list of possible direct regulators of pseudohyphal
growth exists, it is possible to systematically determine each one's function in
pseudohyphal growth control. In Chapter 7, possible systematic approaches
to determine whether a gene whose mutation affects pseudohyphal growth
directly affects this process are presented. Reagents and technical advances
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Chapter 2:




This chapter will introduce the logic and results of the initial
experiments of my pseudohyphal growth project. An appendix that contains
some of these experiments is included as an aid to the reader. Results
pertaining to the development of pseudohyphae are presented.
Microscopic analysis of pseudohyphal growth in diploid MATa/a and
MATa/a shr3/shr3 Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains revealed that the first
pseudohyphal cell in a pseudohypha originates by budding from an
ellipsoidal mother. Mature pseudohyphae have a backbone of elongated
pseudohyphal cells that typically invades the agar medium. Pseudohyphal
cells that are located a few cells away from the growing tip of the filament often
bud mitotic ellipsoidal cells. These vegetative ellipsoidal cells colonize the
new substrates to which they have been delivered by the filament of
pseudohyphal cells.
These observations have been used to formulate a model of how
pseudohyphae forage for nitrogen. In this model, the elongated
pseudohyphal cells and the ellipsoidal cells that together compose the
pseudohypha have distinct roles in foraging. Pseudohyphal cells have the
role of penetrating and exploring substrates. Their elongated shape aids in
exploration because it increases the linear growth rate of the pseudohypha.
This occurs because pseudohyphal cells are about 1.5 times longer than
ellipsoidal cells and have a similar doubling time to them. Once the
pseudohypha has penetrated a new substrate it begins to generate vegetative
ellipsoidal cells. In the model it is the role of the ellipsoidal cells to colonize
new substrates and assimilate the nutrients that are present in them. Thus,
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pseudohyphal cells can be viewed as vectors that deliver mitotic ellipsoidal
cells to new and otherwise inaccessible growth substrates.
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Introduction
The logic and results of the initial experiments of my pseudohyphal
growth project are important for the reader to put in perspective the body of
work described in this thesis. For the reader's convenience, an appendix that
contains most of the research on the SHR3 gene described in this introduction
is included at the end of the chapter. Research not presented in the Appendix
is presented in Chapter 3. This introduction also describes my specific
contributions to the Appendix to Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
When I began my graduate studies, I started to work on SHR3, a
previously uncharacterized gene. SHR3 had been cloned and was being
characterized by my mentor Per Ljungdahl and its product was unrelated to
known proteins. SHR3 was interesting because its mutation resulted in the
impairment of the uptake of several different amino acids. Although several
mutations that resulted in this phenotype had been described (Grenson and
Hennaut, 1971; Lasko and Brandriss, 1981; McCusker and Haber, 1990;
Sorsoli et al., 1964; Surdin et al., 1965), none of them had been molecularly
characterized. Thus, the mechanism by which the mutation of a single gene
pleiotropically affected amino acid uptake remained a mystery.
Histidine is a noncatabolizable nitrogen source that is toxic at media
concentrations greater than 1 mM (Ljungdahl et al., 1992). SHR3 had been
identified by Per in a genetic selection called SHR (super high istidine-
resistant) for genes whose mutation permitted a histidine auxotrophic yeast
strain to grow on a synthetic medium that contained 30 mM histidine and had
proline as sole nitrogen source (SPD plus 30 mM histidine). Proline was used
as sole nitrogen source because at least three different permeases that take
up histidine are expressed by yeast cells growing on this amino acid
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(Ljungdahl et al., 1992). Thus, only mutations that affected the cellular target
of histidine or that diminished histidine transport by all three histidine transport
systems were expected to be isolated in the SHR screen. shr3 mutations fit
into the second class described above and caused an additional phenotype,
slow growth on SPD medium that contained 0.2 mM histidine.
To learn more about the phenomenon of super high histidine-
resistance and the SHR3 gene, I studied whether some already characterized
amino acid transport mutants were resistant to 30 mM histidine. I was
especially interested in the apf mutant described by Grenson because it had
pleiotropically impaired amino acid uptake and was biochemically well
characterized (Grenson and Hennaut, 1971). Grenson had sent a MATa apf
strain derived from the X1278b genetic background called RA68 (Grenson
and Hennaut, 1971) to Dr. Fink in 1971 and it had been entered into the Fink
laboratory strain collection as F35. I obtained F35 from the strain collection
and determined that it grew well on SPD plus 30 mM histidine medium and
that it grew poorly on SPD plus 0.2 mM histidine medium. In these respects
apf and shr3 mutants behaved similarly. Thus, it seemed possible that apf and
shr3 were alleles of the same gene.
The fact that apf strains have impaired proline uptake (Grenson and
Hennaut, 1971) suggested that F35 grew slowly on SPD plus 0.2 mM
histidine, which has proline as sole nitrogen source, because it could not
efficiently import its nitrogen source and consequently was nitrogen starved.
When I examined the small colonies made by F35 on the SPD plus 1 mM
histidine medium under the microscope I noticed that they had a fuzzy
appearance. Closer examination of the colonies revealed that they had many
filaments of elongated cells emanating away from them. Furthermore, these
filaments actually invaded the agar medium on which they were growing. F35
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was observed to make these filaments when grown on SPD plus 0.2 mM
histidine medium but not on rich media that were tested, including SPD plus
0.2 mM histidine medium that had been supplemented with other nitrogen
sources (Gimeno et al., 1992). Because of this result and because apf strains
are known to have impaired proline uptake (Grenson and Hennaut, 1971), it
seemed possible that the filamentous growth was caused by the nitrogen
starvation that F35 probably experiences when it utilizes proline as sole
nitrogen source.
These filaments of cells resembled the hyphae or filaments produced
by filamentous fungi (Kendrick, 1985). After some library research, I found
several yeast taxonomy books that reported that Saccharomyces cerevisiae
makes filaments called pseudohyphae which are defined as chains of
elongated yeast cells that have not completely separated and that elongate by
budding growth (Guilliermond, 1920; Lodder, 1970). This definition perfectly
described the filaments produced by F35 that I had observed. I realized that I
was potentially working on a part of the S. cerevisiae life cycle that had never
been studied by molecular geneticists.
Next, I wanted to demonstrate that F35 was a S. cerevisiae strain and
not a contaminant and to do a complementation experiment to determine
whether apf and shr3 were allelic. I decided to do these experiments
simultaneously by setting up a cross between F35 (reported to be MATa apf)
and a MATa shr3 strain. The result of this and subsequent crosses was that
F35 did not mate with either MATa or MATa strains. This meant that F35 was
either not a S. cerevisiae strain or that F35 had become diploid. I tested the
latter possibility by subjecting F35 to a sporulation experiment. F35
sporulated and tetrad analysis showed that the four ascospores derived from
F35 asci gave rise to nonmating strains that behaved just like F35. The
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simplest explanation for this observation was that the ho allele of RA68 (MATa
apf ho) had reverted to HO permitting a mitotic RA68 segregant to switch
mating types and subsequently mate to its mother, producing a strain with the
genotype MATa/a apf/apf HO/HO (for a review of mating type switching see
(Herskowitz, 1989)). Such a strain would sporulate and generate four MATa/a
apf/apf HO/HO meiotic segregant strains per ascus, just as F35 did.
To test this hypothesis, I sporulated F35 and mixed the resulting asci
containing haploid ascospores with a haploid ho - S. cerevisiae strain that had
an auxotrophic marker (strain MB758-5B, MATa ho ura3-52) on rich media. I
incubated the mixture of cells and ascospores at 30° C in the hope that after
germination some of the ascospores would manage to mate with MB758-5B
and not with their sister ascospores. After the incubation at 30° C, I replica
plated the mating mix to a SPD plus 0.2 mM histidine plate to select for the
diploid strains that resulted from the mating. This double selection works
because F35 derived apf strains grow poorly on SPD plus 0.2 mM histidine
and MB758-5B cells require uracil for growth. After several days, a few
colonies had grown out of the patch of cells on the SPD plus 0.2 mM histidine
plate. Tetrad analysis of a strain derived from one of these colonies
(CGDY53) revealed that its genotype was MATa/a apf/APF ho/HO ura3-
52/URA3. This result proved that F35 was a S. cerevisiae strain with the
genotype MATa/a apf/apf HO/HO.
I went on to show that apf was allelic to shr3 (Ljungdahl et al., 1992).
One of the ways that I did this utilized a MATa ho apf ura3-52 strain (CGAS53-
2E) that was an ascospore segregant of the CGDY53 strain described above.
I transformed CGAS53-2E with a control plasmid and also with a plasmid from
Per that contained the cloned SHR3 gene. The CGAS53-2E control plasmid
transformant grew on SPD plus 30 mM histidine medium while the CGAS53-
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2E SHR3 plasmid transformant did not: Thus the SHR3 gene on a plasmid
complemented the apf mutation.
This information proved useful because Per's molecular analysis of
SHR3 provided important information about how SHR3 might regulate
pseudohyphal growth. Per had shown that SHR3 protein resides in the ER
(Ljungdahl et al., 1992). This result immediately suggested that SHR3 might
be involved in the secretion of amino acid permeases. In this model, shr3
mutants fail to secrete normal levels of amino acid permeases to the plasma
membrane resulting in a pleiotropic defect in amino acid transport. Per's
elegant experiments subsequently proved this model and contributed
significantly to our understanding of nitrogen starvation regulation of
pseudohyphal growth (Ljungdahl et al., 1992). These results suggested that
MATa/a shr3/shr3 strains undergo vigorous pseudohyphal growth when
utilizing proline as sole nitrogen source probably because abnormally low
levels of functional proline permeases in these strains cause impaired proline
uptake that results in nitrogen starvation.
In the course of these classical genetic experiments, three important
facts about pseudohyphal growth became apparent to me. First, MATa/a
shr3/shr3 diploid strains but not MATa shr3 or MATa shr3 haploid strains
undergo pseudohyphal growth when grown on proline medium (Gimeno et al.,
1992). This result means that pseudohyphal growth in S. cerevisiae is a
diploid-specific developmental pathway. This observation makes sense
because in S. cerevisiae the diploid phase is the assimilative phase found in
nature while the haploid phase has a transient existence in the life cycle
(Gimeno and Fink, 1992).
The second fact was that strains of only some genetic backgrounds
undergo pseudohyphal growth. I found that MATa/a shr3/shr3 1278b
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(Grenson et al., 1966) strains undergo vigorous pseudohyphal growth when
grown on proline medium while the MATa/a shr3/shr3 strains that Per had
been working with that were related to the S288c (Mortimer and Johnston,
1986) genetic background did not. Interestingly, a MATa/a shr3/shr3 hybrid
strain that had one '1 278b parent and one S288c parent did undergo
vigorous pseudohyphal growth when grown on proline medium suggesting
that S288c strains have cryptic recessive mutations in genes required for
pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno et al., 1992).
The third and most important fact was that pseudohyphal growth is a
latent developmental pathway of wild-type 1278b MATa/a diploid S.
cerevisiae strains. I first showed this by demonstrating that a wild-type
MATa/a diploid strain undergoes modest pseudohyphal growth when it is
grown on proline medium (Gimeno et al., 1992). Proline is a well documented
poor nitrogen source (Cooper, 1982) and thus it seemed likely that the yeast
strain was moderately starved for nitrogen when growing on proline and thus
induced modest pseudohyphal growth. I confirmed this result by developing
SLAHD medium, a medium identical to SPD plus 0.2 mM histidine that instead
of proline contains 0.05 mM ammonium sulfate as sole nitrogen source (as a
comparison, standard synthetic complete SC medium contains 37.8 mM
ammonium sulfate). This nitrogen starvation medium induces prolific and
vigorous pseudohyphal growth in MATa/a wild-type strains (Gimeno et al.,
1992).
During this time I also performed many observational experiments with
the technical help of Cora Styles. This work showed that pseudohyphal cells
are morphologically distinct from ellipsoidal cells, that pseudohyphae
elongate by budding, that a pseudohyphal cell can bud to produce another
pseudohyphal cell or a mitotic ellipsoidal cell, and that newborn
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pseudohyphal and sated ellipsoidal cells both have a unipolar budding
pattern (Gimeno et al., 1992). This last result suggested that the role of the
tightly regulated unipolar budding pattern of newborn MATa/a diploid cells
may be to allow pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno and Fink, 1992; Gimeno et al.,
1992). The finding that a mutant diploid yeast strain with the random budding
pattern has impaired pseudohyphal growth confirmed that unipolar budding is
important for pseudohyphal growth. In another genetic experiment, I showed
that a constitutively active allele of RAS2, a central component of the RAS-
cAMP signaling pathway, ectopically induces pseudohyphal growth. This
experiment was important because it implicated a well characterized signal
transduction pathway that regulates stress responses in pseudohyphal growth
control. These experiments are presented in Chapter 3.
Additional observational experiments showed that the first
pseudohyphal cell of a pseudohypha is formed by budding from an ellipsoidal
mother cell and that the role of pseudohyphal cells in the pseudohypha is
probably to deliver vegetative ellipsoidal cells to new substrates that they
subsequently colonize. These experiments are the focus of this chapter and
have been published (Gimeno et al., 1993).
After completing the work described above, I focused on studying the genetic
regulation of pseudohyphal growth. My first step was to perform a screen for genes
whose overexpression induces pseudohyphal growth (Chapter 4). One of these
genes, PHD1, encodes a probable transcription factor related to a fungal protein that
controls a pseudohyphal growth-like process. The focus of my work now became to
study PHD1 and how it might regulate pseudohyphal growth. In one line of
experimentation, I isolated genes that are induced by PHD1 overexpression
(Chapter 5). This study raised the interesting possibility that PHD1 may regulate the
cell cycle and nitrogen metabolism, two processes that have clear connections to
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pseudohyphal growth. In another series of experiments, I studied the role of SOK2, a
PHD1 homolog that may act in the RAS-cAMP pathway, in pseudohyphal growth
(Chapter 6). This work showed that SOK2 may repress pseudohyphal growth and
that SOK2 and PHD 1 interact genetically.
The work presented in this thesis has provided a strong foundation for the
burgeoning pseudohyphal growth field. It provides authoritative technical and
intellectual information on pseudohyphal growth to interested researchers.
Scientists working on yeast, filamentous fungi, plants, and human cells are all using
parts of my thesis research in their studies. I look forward to monitoring the progress
of this field in the years to come.
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Results
Pseudohyphal Cells Originate by Budding from Ellipsoidal Cells
The first pseudohyphal cell in a pseudohypha could originate in at least two
ways. An ellipsoidal cell could initiate the growth of a pseudohypha by undergoing
morphogenesis and changing its shape to the pseudohyphal morphology or it could
retain its ellipsoidal morphology and produce a pseudohyphal cell by budding. To
distinguish between these two models, I pregrew a Shr3- strain on rich medium,
which supports the ellipsoidal morphology, transferred it to SPHD medium, which
activates the PHG program in Shr3- strains, and, after a short period of time,
analyzed 4-celled microcolonies microscopically (Fig. 2.1A). In these microcolonies,
cell morphology can be unambiguously assigned only to the two cells with daughters
because it is unknown what part of the cell cycle unbudded cells are in. The diploid
polar budding pattern allows one to infer the mother-daughter relationships of the
four cells in the microcolony (Gimeno et al., 1992). The cell with the ellipsoidal
morphology indicated by the arrow is the progenitor of the microcolony and has
retained its ellipsoidal shape. Its first daughter is an elongated pseudohyphal cell.
Given that pseudohyphal cells form by budding in elongating pseudohyphae
(Gimeno et al., 1992), this observation suggests that incipient pseudohyphae are
initiated by ellipsoidal cells that bud to form pseudohyphal cells.
As Pseudohyphae Elongate They Become Covered with Ellipsoidal Cells
Elongated pseudohyphal cells give rise to either of two cell types (Gimeno et
al., 1992): They divide to produce an elongated daughter with roughly the same final
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dimensions as the mother cell or alternatively an ellipsoidal cell with roughly the
dimensions of an ellipsoidal cell growing on rich medium. Both the elongated
pseudohyphal cell and the ellipsoidal cell can be produced either apically or laterally
(Gimeno et al., 1992). The ellipsoidal cells produced by the pseudohyphal cell may
be a new cell type or they may be identical to ellipsoidal yeast cells growing on rich
medium. These ellipsoidal cells are clearly proliferating because they can be
observed to bud (visible in Fig. 2.1 B indicated by a large arrow and in (Gimeno et al.,
1992)). Interestingly, these ellipsoidal cells have not been observed to bud
pseudohyphal cells and thus initiate new filaments. Pseudohyphae are often
observed to invade the agar and subsequently begin budding ellipsoidal cells at the
base of the pseudohypha (Figs. 2.1 B and 2.1C). As long as the pseudohypha
continues to grow, the first few cells at the growing tip are pseudohyphal cells.
Pseudohyphae have a backbone of pseudohyphal cells that becomes covered with
vegetative ellipsoidal cells. These ellipsoidal cells constitute the majority of the
pseudohyphal biomass.
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Figure 2.1 Origin and Development of S. cerevisiae Pseudohyphae. (A) A Shr3-
strain, CGX19 (MATa/a shr3-102/shr3-102 ura3-52/ura3-52), was pregrown
overnight on YPAD medium and then streaked for single cells on a SPHD plus uracil
plate. An incipient pseudohypha after 7 hours (A) and an invasive pseudohypha
after 4.75 days (B) are shown. In (A), the arrow indicates the cell with the ellipsoidal
morphology that initiated the pseudohypha. In (B) the large arrow indicates a mitotic
ellipsoidal cell and the small arrow indicates a pseudohyphal cell. A wild-type strain,
CGX68 (MATa/a), was pregrown overnight on YPAD medium and then streaked for
single cells on a SLAHD plate. A macroscopic invasive pseudohypha after 10.6










Pseudohyphal Cells Deliver Yeast Cells to New Substrates
The growing tip of a mature elongating pseudohypha is composed of
pseudohyphal cells. Pseudohyphal cells behind the growing tip often bud ellipsoidal
cells that divide and colonize their new growth substrate. Thus, a pseudohypha is
composed of a backbone of pseudohyphal cells that become covered with vegetative
ellipsoidal cells as the pseudohypha grows. This phenomenon suggests that
pseudohyphal cells are specialized to rapidly invade new substrates, like the interior
of a grape, and deliver assimilative ellipsoidal cells to them. In this model it is the
ellipsoidal cells, and not the pseudohyphal cells, that colonize new substrates and
assimilate the majority of the nutrients present in them. Moreover, the elongated
shape of pseudohyphal cells allows them to extend 1.5 times faster than if they had
the ellipsoidal morphology, giving further support to the idea that these cells are
specialized for exploration and foraging (Gimeno et al., 1992). These observations
suggest that the pseudohyphal growth mode may be thought of as: ellipsoidal cell at
one position -pseudohyphal cells -ellipsoidal cells at a new position.
Interestingly, apical growth predominates over lateral growth in
pseudohyphae. The fact that pseudohyphal cells often laterally bud yeast cells
contributes to apical growth because yeast cells are not observed to initiate
pseudohyphal branches. This apical dominance may be advantageous because it
prevents clonal pseudohyphae from competing with each other for nutrients and




Construction of yeast strains used in this work, with the exception of CGX66,
CGX68, CG143, and CG144 has been described elsewhere. Yeast strains used in
this work are listed in Table 2.1. MB1000 and MB758-5B were crossed to construct
diploid strain CGX66. CGX66 was sporulated, tetrads were dissected, and a MATa
segregant (CG143) and a MATa segregant (CG144) were isolated. CG143 and
CG144 were crossed to make diploid CGX68 that is congenic to the t1278b genetic
background.
Media, Microbiological Techniques, and Light Microscopy
Standard S. cerevisiae media were prepared and yeast genetic manipulations
were performed as previously described (Sherman et al., 1986). YPAD is a standard
rich medium (Gimeno et al., 1992; Sherman et al., 1986). Other media and
microbiological techniques have been described in detail elsewhere (Gimeno et al.,
1992). In nonstandard media name abbreviations S represents synthetic, H
represents histidine, and D represents dextrose (used at 2% weight per volume). In
the following nonstandard media, sole nitrogen source name abbreviations are
SLAHD (low ammonia, 0.05 mM ammonium sulfate as sole nitrogen source) and
SPHD (proline added at a concentration of 1 gram per liter). Uracil may be added to
SLAHD and SPHD media at the standard concentration of 0.2 mM. This
concentration of uracil only minimally inhibits pseudohyphal growth. Light
microscopy methods have been described in detail elsewhere (Gimeno et al., 1992).
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(Gimeno et al., 1992)
(Brandriss and Magasanik, 1979)





a All S. cerevisiae strains are congenic to the Y1 278b genetic background
(Grenson et al., 1966).
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Appendix to Chapter 2:
SHR3: A Novel Component of the Secretory Pathway
Specifically Required for Localization of Amino Acid
Permeases in Yeasta
a My specific contributions to this paper are listed in the introduction to
Chapter 2.
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Mutations in SHR3 block amino acid uptake into yeast
by reducing the levels of multiple amino acid perme-
asea within the plasma membrane. SHR3 is a novel
integral membrane protein component of the endo-
plaamic reticulum (ER). shr3 null mutants specifically
accumulate amino acid permeases in the ER; other
plasma membrane proteins, secretory proteins, and
vacuolar proteins are processed and targeted cor-
rectly. Our findings suggest that SHR3 interacts with
a structural domain shared by amino acid permeases,
an interaction required for permease-specific pro-
cessing and transport from the ER. Even in the pres-
ence of excess amino acids, shr3 mutants exhibit star-
vation responses. shr3 mutants constitutively express
elevated levels of GCN4, and mutant shr3/shr3 diploids
undergo dimorphic transitions that result in ilamen-
tous growth at enhanced frequencies.
Introduction
Amino acid uptake in Saccharomyces cerevisiae is medi-
ated by general and specific transport systems. The gen-
eral amino acid permease (GAP1), a low affinity, high
capacity permease with broad substrate specificity, is ca-
pable of transporting most amino acids, even D-amino
acids (Jauniaux and Grenson, 1990; Rytka, 1975). In addi-
tion to GAP1, there are over 20 high affinity, low capacity
amino acid permeases with narrow substrate specificities
that have been identified biochemically and/or genetically
(for reviews see Wiame et al., 1985; Horak, 1986). Three
of these specific high affinity amino acid permeases have
been cloned: the histidine permease (HIP1; Tanaka and
Fink, 1985), the arginine permease (CAN1; Hoffmann,
1985), and the proline permease (PUT4; Vandenbol et al.,
1989). Yeast cells differentially regulate the activity of the
general and specific amino acid permeases to control
amino acid uptake under a variety of environmental condi-
tions. All four characterized permeases share extensive
amino acid sequence homology (Jauniaux and Grenson,
1990; Weber et al., 1988), suggesting that the yeast per-
meases are members of a gene family. These permeases
are structurally similar and are predicted to be integral
membrane proteins comprised of 12 membrane-spanning
domains. The murine ecotropic retrovirus receptor is simi-
lar to the yeast permeases and has been shown to be
the principal basic L-amino acid transporter in mammalian
cells (Kim et al., 1991; Wang et al., 1991).
Single mutations that block the uptake of many different
amino acids into yeast have been isolated (Sorsoli et al.,
1964; Surdin et al., 1965; Grenson and Hennaut, 1971;
Lasko and Brandriss, 1981; McCusker and Haber, 1990).
The existence of viable strains exhibiting the pleiotropic
loss of multiple amino acid transport proteins, each en-
coded by a distinct gene, could be explained in several
ways. One possible explanation is that amino acid perme-
ases share a common pathway or maturation process re-
quired for their expression and that these pleiotropic muta-
tions represent a defect within this pathway. Indeed,
permeases are initially inserted into the endoplasmic retic-
ulum (ER) membrane (Green et al., 1989; Green and Wal-
ter, 1992) and subsequently translocated to the plasma
membrane via the yeast secretory pathway. Transport of
the proline permease (PUT4) to the plasma membrane
requires SEC1 (Courchesne and Magasanik, 1983), an
essential protein required for vesicular transport from the
Golgi apparatus to the plasma membrane (Novick and
Schekman, 1979; Novick et al., 1980). The requirement
for SEC1 suggests that the functional expression of amino
acid permeases is dependent upon their proper entry into
and progression through the entire secretory pathway.
The pleiotropic effect of mutations on multiple permeases
could therefore result from a block anywhere along the
secretory pathway. Such sec mutations must represent
leaky alleles because a null mutation defective in the gen-
eral secretory pathway should have a lethal phenotype.
Alternatively, there may be elements of the secretory
pathway that are specific to certain families of proteins
and are not shared by other secreted proteins. Recent
evidence supporting this notion has been found in Dro-
sophila. Mutations in the Drosophila cyclophilin homolog
ninaA specifically inhibit transport of two homologous op-
sins, Rhl and Rh2 (70% sequence identity), from the ER
of photoreceptor cells; consequently, ninaA mutant cells
accumulate opsins in the ER membrane (Colley et al.,
1991). The accumulation of opsins in the ER of ninaA mu-
tant cells is presumed to result from improper folding
as ninaA encodes a peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase.
Proper tertiary structure has been shown to be a prerequi-
site for the entry of many proteins into subsequent steps
of the secretory pathway (for reviews see Lodish, 1988;
Hurtley and Helenius, 1989; Rose and Doms, 1988). It
is clear that processing steps catalyzed by ninaA exhibit
substrate specificity within the ER because opsin Rh3
(35% sequence identity with Rhl) does not depend upon
ninaA function to exit from the ER (Stamnes et al., 1991).
The observation that certain related membrane proteins
have unique requirements for transit through the ER sug-
gests the possibility that yeast mutations pleiotropically
affecting amino acid permease function may identify com-
ponents of the ER-processing machinery specific to this
family of transport proteins.
Protein insertion into the membrane of the ER requires
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Figure 1. SHR3 Chromosomal Location, Plas-
mids, and Gene Sequence
(A) A diagram showing the chromosomal loca-
tion and restriction endonuclease map of the
SHR3 region and SHR3 plasmid inserts. The
map distances are shr3-arfl, 18.6 cM (44 pa-
rental ditype: 0 nonparental ditype: 26 tet-
ratype); arfl-cdc9,. 25 cM (35 parental ditype:
0 nonparental ditype: 35 tetratype); and shr3-
cdc9, 35 cM (26 parental ditype: 1 nonparental
ditype: 43 tetratype). Plasmid pPL154 contains
a 13 kb shr3-complementing BamHI fragment.
The SHR3-containing inserts in plasmids
pPL183 and pPL179 were sequenced. Dashed
lines expand the 1372 bp Accl fragment that
was used to construct plasmid pPL210. The
SHR3 coding region is indicated as a closed
arrow. Deletion plasmids pPL216 and pPL219
were constructed as described in the text (see
AA 9' Experimental Procedures). Restriction endo-
nuclease sites are labeled as follows: A, Accl;
B, BamHl; C, Clal; E, Spel; K, Kpnl; H, Hindlil;
R, EcoRI; P, Pstl; S, Sall; X, Xhol. The Accl
GA 2 E: sites enclosed in parentheses were inactivated
,- 4, _ during subcloning.
(B) Nucleotide and deduced amino acid
sequence of the SHR3 gene. The four seg-
ments of amino acids predicted to comprise
membrane-spanning domains are highlighted
within boxes (Klein et al., 1985). Putative ER
retention elements are underlined (Poruchyn-
sky and Atkinson, 1988). The position at which
.. : -:~ the hemagglutinin epitope tag (SHR3::FLU2)
was inserted is indicated with an arrow.
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the participation of several proteins. Gene fusion experi-
ments utilizing the amino-terminal portion of the arginine
permease (CAN1) identified several novel proteins, SEC-
70, SEC71, and SEC72, that are required for proper inser-
tion of this permease into the membrane of the ER (Green
et al., 1989, 1992; Green and Walter, 1992). Insertion of
CAN1 fusion proteins also requires previously identified
components of the secretory pathway, SEC61 and SEC63
(Deshaies and Schekman, 1987; Rothblatt et al., 1989).
SEC61 and SEC63 are integral membrane proteins that
assemble together with another protein, SEC62, and at
least two additional proteins to form a complex within the
ER membrane (Stirling et al., 1992; Deshaies and Schek-
man, 1989; Sadler et al., 1989; Deshaies et al., 1991).
Despite the involvement of SEC62 in this complex, CAN1
constructs do not appear to require SEC62 for insertion
into the ER membrane (Green et al., 1992). However, mu-
tations in SEC62 have been shown to block the transloca-
tion across the ER membrane of a variety of soluble protein
precursors and the membrane insertion of the endopepti-
dase KEX2 (Rothblatt et al., 1989; Stirling et al., 1992).
These results suggest that yeast cells possess multiple
pathways for protein insertion into the ER membrane. Con-
sistent with this conclusion are the findings that genes
encoding core components of the yeast signal recognition
particle (SRP) are not essential for growth (Hann and Wal-
ter, 1991; Stirling and Hewitt, 1992).
In this paper we describe the isolation and characteriza-
tion of SHR3, a gene that encodes a novel protein located
in the ER membrane. SHR3 is required for the function
of multiple amino acid permeases, each encoded by a
different gene. In cells lacking SHR3, amino acid perme-
ases accumulate in the ER and fail to be transported to the
plasma membrane. The ER export block exerted by shr3
null mutations is specific for this class of permeases, as
other plasma membrane proteins, secretory proteins, and
vacuolar proteins are targeted correctly to their proper In-
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shr3 mutants result in amino acid starvation, which is re-
flected in elevated levels of GCN4 expression and en-
hanced pseudohyphal growth.
Results
Isolation of Super High Histidine-Resistant
Yeast Mutants
We isolated spontaneous mutants resistant to 30 mM histi-
dine (see Experimental Procedures). Characterization of
these spontaneous super high histidine-resistant (shr) mu-
tants showed that resistance resulted from recessive mu-
tations in single genes defining nine complementation
groups. Mutant representatives of five complementation
groups, including shr3 mutants, are sensitive to hyperos-
motic culture conditions and high Ca2+ concentrations.
Histidine and arginine uptake into wild-type and mutant
shr strains was assayed using saturating concentrations
of amino acids, i.e., 12 mM histidine and 4 mM arginine,
respectively. All three members of the shr3 complementa-
tion group (shr3-3, shr3-16, and shr3-23) exhibited less
than 10% of wild-type histidine transport, whereas argi-
nine uptake appeared relatively unaffected. None of the
representatives of the other complementation groups ex-
hibited a defect in histidine uptake as severe as that shown
by shr3 mutants. Apparently, the decreased rates of histi-
dine uptake into these shr3 mutants is sufficient to support
the growth of His- auxotrophs but insufficient to permit
internal histidine concentrations to reach toxic levels.
Studies on null alleles of shr3 suggested that the viability
of Shr3- His- double mutants is characteristic only of leaky
mutant alleles of SHR3 (see subsequent section). Strains
carrying shr3 mutations in either a His+or His- background
fail to grow well on SPD plus 1 mM histidine but grow
well on SPD plus 30 mM histidine. (SPD is a nonstandard
synthetic medium that contains 6.7 g/l yeast nitrogen base
without amino acids and ammonium sulfate [Difco Labora-
tories], 1.0 g/l L-proline as the sole nitrogen source, 20
g/l D-glucose.) Although we do not understand the poor
growth on 1 mM histidine, we used this phenotype to clone
the SHR3 gene.
Isolation and Mapping of SHR3
The SHR3 gene was cloned by complementation of the
poor growth on SPD plus 1 mM histidine phenotype exhib-
ited by shr3-23. Strain PLAS23-4B was transformed with
a plasmid library (Rose et al., 1987). When transferred onto
SPD plus 1 mM histidine, 4 out of 8000 Ural transformants
grew, and when subsequently tested, these transformants
were no longer resistant to 30 mM histidine. Plasmids
pPL152, pPL153, pPL154, and pPL155 were recovered
from these strains. Each plasmid complemented all three
shr3 alleles. Restriction endonuclease analysis of the plas-
mid insert DNA identified a common 8.4 kb fragment (Fig-
ure 1A).
SHR3 was mapped by hybridization to separated chro-
mosomes (Carle and Olson, 1985) and chromosomes di-
gested with Notl and Sfil (Link and Olson, 1991). The SHR3
probe hybridized to sequences located on the extreme left
arm of chromosome IV. Data from these chromoblots and
additional Southern blot experiments at both low and high
stringency indicate that the SHR3 gene is present as a
single copy in the haploid yeast genome. Three point
crosses involving known markers on the left arm of chro-
mosome IV were carried out to establish the gene order
and map distances for cdc9-arfl-shr3 (Figure 1A).
SHR3 Null Mutations Are Synthetic Lethals
In Combination with Several
Amino Acid Auxotrophles
A precise deletion of SHR3 was created by removal of
the entire protein coding sequence and replacement of
this segment with the selectable marker URA3 (see
Experimental Procedures; Figure 1A). This construct,
shr3d 1::URA3, was transformed into diploid yeast strain
AA305 (HIS3his34200, LEU2/leu2-3, 112, ura3-52/ura3-52,
1ys24201/ys2A201, ade2/ade2). Stable Ura' transformants
were selected and sporulated. Tetrads were dissected on
both YPD and synthetic mininal dextrose (SD) media (mini-
mal media supplemented only with auxotrophic require-
ments). Spore viability was excellent on SD media. Resis-
tance to 30 mM histidine segregated 2:2 and was 100%
linked to the URA3 marker, showing that the deletion of
SHR3 leads to the resistance phenotype. The disruption of
the SHR3 locus was confirmed by Southern blot analysis.
When transferred to YPD, spore-derived colonies con-
taining the shr3 deletion and auxotrophies for either histi-
dine or leucine did not grow. The synthetic lethality of shr3
null mutations in combination with these auxotrophic al-
leles was reflected in the pattern of spore inviability ob-
served on YPD. These results show that on YPD amino
acid auxotrophic strains require SHR3 function during both
spore germination and vegetative growth. Similar syn-
thetic lethality was observed when auxotrophic shr3 null
mutant strains were transferred to synthetic complete (SC)
medium, a medium with high concentrations of all amino
acids. A summary of our results regarding combinations
of amino acid auxotrophic alleles and synthetic lethality
with shr3 null mutations is presented in Table 1. These
genetic data indicate that SHR3 is required for the uptake
of amino acids other than histidine.
The viability of auxotrophic shr3 null mutant strains on
SD medium must reflect the uptake of required amino
acids through residual permeases present in greatly re-
duced amounts or by nonspecific uptake systems. We sur-
mise that the observed synthetic lethality on both YPD and
Table 1. Synthetic Lethality on Complex Media
Double Mutant Viability
shr34 1::URA3 leu2 -
shr3 1::URA3 his3 -
shr3 I::URA3 trp -
shr3 1::URA3 iv1 +
shr34 1::URA3 lys2 +
shr34 1::URA3 arg4 +
shr3,d ::URA3 ade2 +
-0.375 0 0.375 0.75
1/[S]
-300 -100 100 300 500
1/[S]
Figure 2. Kinetic Analysis of Histidine Uptake into SHR3 and shr3 Cells
SHR3 (PLY143) and shr3, 1::URA3 (PLY152) cells were grown in SUD (plus adenine, lysine, and uracil). Histidine uptake was assayed as described
in Experimental Procedures. Uptake rates were determined at histidine concentrations ranging from 0.002 to 10 mM. These data were analyzed
by linear regression in two data sets: high affinity, 0.002-0.02 mM; low affinity, 1-10 mM. Closed circles, SHR3; open squares, shr3] 1::URA3 cells.
Insert panel is an expanded scale showing the kinetics of low affinity histidine uptake.
SC media is due to their high amino acid content. On these
media, the overabundance of competing amino acids must
interfere with the residual uptake mechanisms, effectively
inhibiting uptake of the required amino acid. Thus, when
grown on either YPD or SC, auxotrophic shr3 null mutants
cannot synthesize required amino acids nor can they im-
port them from the external environment. Similar YPD syn-
thetic lethality has previously been observed for mutations
that pleiotropically affect amino acid uptake (Garrett, 1989;
McCusker and Haber, 1990). Synthetic lethality was not
observed with the original shr3 mutant alleles isolated
(shr3-3, shr3-16, and shr3-23), suggesting that these muta-
tions are not complete loss of function alleles.
SHR3 Is Required for Amino Acid Transport
We examined the kinetics of histidine uptake into isogenic
wild-type and shr3A 1::URA3 mutant strains (see Experi-
mental Procedures). Strains were pregrown in media con-
taining urea as the sole nitrogen source (called SUD, a
medium that is the same as SPD except that 1.0 gll urea
is substituted for proline as the sole nitrogen source); both
wild-type (PLY143) and shr3A 1::URA3 mutant (PLY152)
strains grow at similar rates in this media (2.5 hr doubling
time). Urea is a nonrepressing nitrogen source, and cells
express maximal levels of amino acid permeases. Figure
2 shows a double reciprocal plot of the histidine uptake
data. The plot is clearly nonlinear, indicating, as expected
from previous work, that histidine uptake is mediated by
multiple permeases with different affinities. At every con-
centration examined, the initial rate of histidine uptake
was significantly reduced in the shr3 deletion mutant as
compared with the wild-type strain. These data indicate
that in the complete absence of SHR3, the amino acid
transport activity of multiple permeases is reduced. Similar
kinetic data were obtained for proline, citrulline, and ar-
ginine.
The analysis of the high and low affinity components of
uptake indicates that the deletion of SHR3 did not result
in large changes in the apparent affinity constant for trans-
port (Kt) of either the high or low affinity transport systems
(high affinity, SHR3 K = 10 M versus shr3d 1 Kt = 6 M;
low affinity, SHR3 K = 4 mM versus shr3/ 1 K = 8 mM).
These data suggest that the decreased rates of amino acid
uptake in shr3 null mutants are not due to altered affinities
of the permeases but rather result from a reduction in the
concentration of functional permeases.
Table 2 provides a summary of the amino acid transport
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Table 2. Amino Acid and Adenine Uptake into SHR3 and shr3 Null Mutant Strains
Substrate High Substrate Concentration (10 mM)' Low Substrate Concentration (0.004 mM)b
Fold Fold
SHR3 shr3d 1 Decrease SHR3 shr3d 1 Decrease
Citrulline 0.113 0.064 1.8 0.572 0.0156 37.0
Glutamate 4.490 0.618 7.3 25.0 1.20 20.8
Leucine 3.795 0.834 4.6 15.0 0.790 19.4
Proline 0.124 0.023 5.4 0.135 0.0198 6.8
Histidine 1.504 0.397 3.8 51.0 10.0 5.1
Lysine 0.279 0.191 1.5 9.05 3.62 2.5
Arginine 0.494 0.157 3.2 102.0 45.0 2.3
Adenine 0.122 0.116 1.1 12.0 8.94 1.3
' Rate - nmollmin per milligram of protein.
b Rate - pmol/min per milligram of protein.
shr3 null mutant strains grown in SUD. The uptake rates
were determined at two substrate concentrations. At high
substrate concentrations (10 mM), amino acid uptake oc-
curs predominantly through GAP1; at low substrate con-
centrations (0.004 mM), uptake occurs via the specific
amino acid permeases. The data clearly show the pleiotro-
pic effect of the shr3 null mutation on both general and
specific amino acid uptake systems. The uptake of each
of the amino acids we examined was reduced in shr3 null
mutant strains. Adenine uptake was relatively unaffected,
indicating that the expression of the purine-cytosine per-
mease (FCY2), which is not a member of the yeast amino
acid permease gene family (Weber et al., 1988, 1990), is
not dependent upon SHR3 function.
Previously isolated mutations known as aap and apf
pleiotropically affect amino acid uptake in yeast (Surdin et
al., 1965; Grenson and Hennaut, 1971). The apf and aap
mutations are presumed to be allelic (Grenson and Hen-
naut, 1971). Mutant apf strains, initially isolated as being
DL-parafluorophenylalanine resistant, were subsequently
found to be resistant to a variety of other toxic amino acid
analogs. This resistance was shown to result from a reduc-
tion in transport activity of multiple amino acid permeases,
including the general amino acid permease (GAPI) and
many specific high affinity amino acid permeases. We
found that apf mutant strains grew well on SPD media
containing 30 mM histidine. A complementation test of the
apt mutation and a shr3 mutation was carried out. Strain
CGAS53-2E (MATa, apf, ura3-52) was mated to strains
PLAS16-4B (MATa, shr3-16, ade2dl::URA3, ura3-52,
his4A29) and PLAS16-6C (MA Ta, SHR3, ade2d 1::URA3,
ura3-52, his4/29). PLAS16-4B and PLAS16-6C are iso-
genic except at the SHR3 locus. Diploids derived from
CGAS53-2E x PLAS16-4B were resistant to 30 mM histi-
dine and grew poorly on 1 mM histidine, indicating that
these two mutations do not complement. Transformants
of strain CGAS53-2E transformed with a plasmid con-
taining the SHR3 gene (pPL210) were unable to grow on
SPD plus 30 mM histidine but grew well on SPD plus 1
mM histidine. These results show that the apf and shr3
mutations are allelic.
Based on our genetic analysis (Table 1) and amino acid
uptake studies (Table 2) with shr3 null mutant strains and
on previous studies with apf strains (Grenson and Hen-
naut, 1971), at least 11 genetically distinct amino acid per-
meases require SHR3 for functional expression. The per-
meases affected by mutations in SHR3 are the general
amino acid permease (GAP1), histidine (HIP1), proline
(PUT4), arginine (CAN1), glutamate (dicarboxylic amino
acid permease), lysine, leucine, methionine, serine, va-
line, and tryptophan.
SHR3 Is a Component of the ER
The SHR3 open reading frame beginning with the initiation
codon ATG is comprised of 626 bp (see Figure 1 B). The
SHR3 open reading frame encodes a protein comprised of
209 amino acids with a molecular mass of 23.5 kd and a
pi equaling 10.04 (Finer-Moore et al., 1989). The SHR3
protein is predicted to be an integral membrane protein
comprised of four membrane-spanning domains and an
extremely hydrophilic carboxy-terminal domain (see Fig-
ure 1 B). Of the last 47 amino acids in the carboxy-terminal
domain, 24 are charged: 8 acidic residues and 16 basic
residues. The carboxy-terminal domain is predicted to be
exposed to the cytoplasm (Hartmann et al., 1989) and to
adopt an a-helical secondary structure (Finer-Moore et al.,
1989). SHR3 showed no significant homology with any
proteins in the PIR, SwissProt, and GenPept (translated
GenBank) data bases (see Experimental Procedures).
Based on the prediction that SHR3 is an integral mem-
brane protein, we anticipated that the intracellular localiza-
tion of SHR3 could be unambiguously determined and
that this information would provide insight into its in vivo
function. The intracellular location of SHR3 was de-
termined by immunolocalization of a functional epitope-
tagged SHR3 protein (see Experimental Procedures).
Strain PLAS23-4B (shr3-23, ura3-52, his4d29) was trans-
formed with a centromere-based plasmid containing the
epitope-tagged SHR3 construct (pPL230). The Ura* trans-
formants containing this plasmid were no longer histidine
resistant and grew well on SPD plus 1 M histidine, indicat-
ing that the epitope-tagged SHR3 protein fully comple-
ments the shr3 mutation. Control cells transformed with
untagged SHR3 (pPL210) were prepared in parallel for
microscopic evaluation.











Figure 3. Localization of Epitope-Tagged SHR3 Using an Anti-
Hemagglutinin Monoclonal Antibody
Strain PLAS23-4B harboring plasmid pPL230 (a CEN plasmid con-
taining the SHR3::FLU2 construct) was grown for 5 hr in YPD. Indirect
immunofluorescence was performed using anti-hemagglutinin mono-
clonal antibody 12CA5 (1:5 dilution of salt-fractionated hybridoma su-
pernatant) as described in Experimental Procedures. Top panel, DTAF
staining observed with anti-hemagglutinin (Anti-HA) monoclonal anti-
body. Middle panel, DAPI staining. Bottom panel, cells viewed by No-
marski optics.
struct, but not with the control plasmid, showed bright peri-
nuclear rim staining that often extended in a filamentous
manner into the cytoplasm (Figure 3). The SHR3 immuno-
fluorescence staining pattern is the same in both SHR3
and shr3 null mutant strains. The observed staining pat-
tern of SHR3 is essentially identical to that reported for the
lumenal ER protein KAR2 (Rose et al., 1989) and the ER
membrane protein SEC62 (Deshaies and Schekman,
1990). Presumably this staining pattern reflects the conti-
nuity between the ER and nuclear envelope in sections
of yeast observed by electron microscopy (Novick et al.,
1980).
Null shr3 Mutants Accumulate GAP1 in the ER
The intracellular location of SHR3 in the ER suggested a
possible role for SHR3 in processing of amino acid perme-
ases within the ER. To test this hypothesis, we constructed
functional epitope-tagged versions of the general amino
acid permease (GAP1::FLU1 and GAP1::FLU2; see Exper-
imental Procedures) and compared the intracellular loca-
tion of GAP1 in wild-type and shr3 deletion strains. In wild-
type cells (Figure 4), GAP1 showed a plasma membrane
rim staining pattern, the result expected for a plasma mem-
brane protein (see PMA1 staining in subsequent section),
whereas in the shr3 deletion strain, GAP1 staining was
perinuclear, a pattern identical to that Of SHR3 (see Figure
3). These results indicate that in the absence of SHR3,
GAP1 fails to localize to the plasma membrane and has
an intracellular distribution consistent with localization in
the ER.
Analysis of membrane preparations from SHR3 and shr3
strains provides important insights into the nature of the
defect in shr3 strains. Membranes were isolated from
SHR3 and shr3 strains (see Experimental Procedures)
containing GAP1 tagged with an epitope near its amino
terminus (GAP1::FLU1). The levels of GAP1 in total cell
extracts and in the isolated membranes were the same in
SHR3 and shr3 strains (less than 15% variation) as esti-
mated by quantitative immunoblots. The membrane prep-
arations from SHR3 and shr3 strains were treated with a
variety of reagents to ascertain the nature of the associa-
tion between GAP1 and the membranes. The results (Fig-
ure 5A) show that GAP1 is not extracted by reagents
known to extract peripherally associated membrane pro-
teins (Figure 5A, lanes 3-5 and 8-10) but is extracted in
both SHR3 and shr3 by a nonionic detergent known to
solubilize integral membrane proteins (Figure 5A, lanes
2 and 7). These results show that roughly equivalent
amounts of GAP1 are localized to membranes in SHR3
and shr3 and suggest that SHR3 does not alter the inser-
tion of GAP1 into those membranes. The topology of GAP1
within the membrane preparations obtained from wild-type
and shr3 deletion strains was examined by limited prote-
ase digestion (Figure 5B). In the membranes obtained
from shr3, GAP1 is more susceptible to trypsin digestion
(compare lanes 3 and 8 in Figure 5B) and, at dilute trypsin
concentrations, gives a digestion pattern different from
GAP1 in SHR3 strains. In SHR3 membranes, fragment a
predominates (Figure 5B, lanes 4 and 5), whereas in mu-
tant membranes trypsin digestion products b and d pre-
dominate. Similar results were obtained with membrane
preparations obtained from strains expressing GAP1::
FLU2, a GAP1 protein epitope tagged near the carboxy
terminus. The increased protease sensitivity of GAP1 in
shr3 deletion strains suggests that in the absence of SHR3
permeases have an altered topology. The observed varia-
tion in protease sensitivity could be due to altered folding
or to different local environments; that is, in wild-type
strains, GAP1 is primarily associated with the plasma
membrane, whereas in shr3 deletion strains GAP1 is in
the ER membrane.
The ER Block in shr3 Mutants Is Specific
for Amino Acid Penrmeases
To ascertain whether the observed ER export block was
general or restricted to amino acid permeases, we exam-
ined the intracellular distribution and processing state of
several proteins that require passage through the secre-
tory pathway. We compared the intracellular location of
the plasma membrane [HI]ATPase (PMA1) in wild-type
and shr3 null mutant strains by immunofluorescence mi-
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Figure 4. Localization of Epitope-Tagged GAP1 in SHR3 and shr3 Strains
SHR3 (PLY129) and shr3z 1::URA3 (PLY134) were transformed with plasmid pPL269 (a CEN plasmid containing the GAP1::FLU1 construct), and
transformants were grown in SUD (plus adenine and uracil). Indirect immunofluorescence was performed using anti-hemagglutinin monoclonal
antibody 12CA5 as described in the legend to Figure 3. Top panels, DTAF staining observed with anti-hemagglutinin monoclonal antibody. Middle
panels, DAPI staining. Lower panels, cells viewed by Nomarski optics.
croscopy. PMA1 is an integral polytopic membrane protein
component of the plasma membrane comprised of at least
eight transmembrane domains (Serrano et al., 1986). The
immunolocalization of PMA1 in SHR3 and shr3 strains was
indistinguishable; in both strains, a faint stain highlighting
the external surface of the cells was observed (Figure 6).
SHR3 is apparently not required for the processing and
correct intracellular targeting of PMA1 to the plasma mem-
brane.
The intracellular processing state and secreted amounts
of a factor in MATa wild-type and shr3 null mutant cells are
the same (Figure 7A, Internal and Secreted Fractions).
These results are consistent with bioassays analyzing halo
sizes on tester lawns of MATe cells. Additionally, MATa
shr3 null mutant cells secrete similar levels of afactor and
are equally sensitive to a factor as isogenic MATa SHR3
cells. These results indicate that shr3 mutations do not
have a general effect on secretion or membrane internal-
ization. These conclusions are supported by studies ex-
amining the processing of invertase in shr3 mutants (Fig-
ure 7B). In wild-type cells, invertase becomes extensively
glycosylated as it passes through the various Golgi com-
partments. As a consequence of extensive outer chain
glycosylation, invertase runs as a heterogeneous high mo-
lecular weight smear upon electrophoresis. After treatment
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runs as a single band (Franzusoff and Schekman, 1989).
Our results indicate that invertase processing is the same
in wild-type and shr3 null mutant cells and that the addition
of outer chain glycosylation occurs in an SHR3-indepen-
dent manner.
The processing and intracellular targeting of the vacuo-
lar protease carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) in wild-type and
shr3 null mutant cells is also identical. In wild-type cells,
prepro-CPY enters the secretory pathway by translocation
across the ER membrane. In the ER, the signal sequence
is cleaved and pro-CPY becomes core-glycosylated, re-
sulting in the 67 kd P1 form. Outer chain glycosylation
occurs within the Golgi, generating a 69 kd P2 form. Fi-
nally, the mature 61 kd CPY is formed after proteolytic
processing in the vacuole (Stevens et al., 1982). Our re-
sults (Figure 7C, Internal Fraction) show that there is no
detectable difference between the intracellular processing
or vacuolar targeting of CPY in wild-type and shr3 null
mutant cells. Additionally, CPY was exclusively targeted
to the vacuole; no extracellular CPY was detected in either
wild-type or shr3 null mutant culture supernatants (Figure
7C, Secreted Fraction). These results are consistent with
our observations that mutations in SHR3 do not affect the
vacuolar pH or vacuolar morphology (Preston et al., 1989).
Cellular Consequences of a General Block
In Amino Acid Transport
To examine the effect of shr3 mutations on general amino
acid control, we determined the level of GCN4 expression
in isogenic histidine auxotrophic Shr* (PLAS1-7B) and
43 Figure 5. Behavior of Membrane-Associated
GAP1 in SHR3 and shr3 Strains
10 The membrane association of GAP1 was ex-
amined in cell-free extracts as described in Ex-
perimental Procedures using total cell mem-
branes isolated from SHR3 (PLY129) and
shr3l 1::URA3 (PLY134) strains transformed
with plasmid pPL269 (GAP1::FLU1).
(A) Membranes were diluted with M buffer
(lanes 1 and 6) or adjusted to a final concentra-
tion of 0.5% Triton X-100 (lanes 2 and 7), 0.1
M sodium carbonate (pH 11) (lanes 3 and 8),
1.6 M urea (lanes 4 and 9), or 0.6 M NaCI (lanes
5 and 10). After 15 min incubation at 4C,
10 samples were centrifuged at 100,000 g, super-
natants were removed, and pellets were dis-
solved in SDS-PAGE sample buffer and
resolved by SDS-PAGE in a 12.5% polyacryl-
amidegel, immunoblotted, and analyzed as de-
scribed in Experimental Procedures.
(B) Membranes were treated with 0 pg (lanes
_ 1 and 6), 5 g (lanes 2 and 7), 1 g (lanes 3 and
a 8), 0.5 Ig (lanes 4 and 9), or 0.25 pg (lanes 5
iI_ b and 10) of trypsin. Digests were resolved by
SDS-PAGE in a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel, im-
-c munoblotted, and analyzed as described in
. -Nw d Experimental Procedures. The major proteo-
lytic fragments (a-e) are indicated. Lane c con-
tains membranes isolated from strain PLY129
(SHR3) transformed with a GAP1 plasmid with-
-e out the epitope in GAP (pPL262).
Shr (PLAS23-4B) strains. Amino acid starvation induces
the expression of GCN4, the general transcriptional acti-
vator of genes in several amino acid biosynthetic pathways
(Hinnebusch, 1988). Strains were transformed with a re-
porter plasmid construct (p180) containing GCN4-1acZ
with the natural leader sequence that places GCN4 under
general control (Hinnebusch, 1985). Under repressing
conditions, in the presence of all amino acids, mutant shr3
strains express 2-fold more B-galactosidase activity than
wild-type cells (Figure 8A, Repressing). These results indi-
cate that shr3 mutant cells sense starvation conditions
even when grown in the presence of excess amino acids.
Under conditions of histidine starvation (derepressing),
shr3 strains express GCN4-LacZ at very high levels (Fig-
ure 8A, DR -his). The high levels of GCN4 expression are
comparable with those found for gcdl mutations (Hinne-
busch, 1985), an observation demonstrating that shr3 mu-
tants are hypersensitive to amino acid starvation. In paral-
lel control experiments, with strains transformed with a
constitutively expressed gcn4-lacZ construction (p227)
(Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986), both wild-type and mu-
tant strains expressed similar levels of GCN4--LacZ activ-
ity (Figure 8B). These control experiments indicate that
shr3 mutations do not enhance the stability of GCN4-LacZ.
Mutant shr3 cells exhibit greatly reduced growth rates
in media containing proline as the sole nitrogen source:
exponentially growing Shr+ cells double every 10 hr,
whereas the doubling time of shr3 null mutants is in-
creased to over 25 hr. The slower growth of shr3 mutants
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Figure 6. Localization of Plasma Membrane IH+]ATPase (PMA1) in SHR3 and shr3 Strains
SHR3 (PLY143) and shr3A 1::URA3 (PLY152) were grown in YPD, and indirect immunofluorescence was performed using affinity-purified rabbit
anti-PMA1 antibody diluted 1:100 as described in Experimental Procedures. Top panels, DTAF staining observed with anti-PMA1 antibody. Middle
panels, DAPI staining. Lower panels, cells viewed by Nomarski optics.
since mutant cells transport proline at greatly diminished
rates (Table 2). Diploid strains of S. cerevisiae undergo
dimorphic transitions (Gimeno et al., 1992; Gimeno and
Fink, 1992). Compared with isogenic wild-type diploids,
homozygous shr3 diploids growing on proline medium un-
dergo dimorphic transitions at enhanced frequencies.
Since shr3 mutations impair proline transport and induce
starvation responses (Figure 8), the observation that these
mutations enhance pseudohyphal growth strongly sug-
gested that nitrogen source availability regulates the di-
morphic transition. This model was proven by the observa-
tion that wild-type diploids could be stimulated to undergo
dimorphic transitions when grown in media containing lim-
iting concentrations of ammonia as the sole nitrogen
source (Gimeno et al., 1992). The enhanced pseudohy-
phal growth, like the elevated GCN4 levels, is an indication
of the in vivo consequences of reduced amino acid uptake.
Discussion
The evidence presented in this paper strongly suggests
that SHR3 is essential for the efficient transport of structur-
ally related but genetically distinct amino acid permeases
from the ER to the plasma membrane. Yeast strains lack-
ing a functional SHR3 gene exhibit dramatic reductions in
the activities of the general amino acid permease and in
at least ten specific high affinity amino acid permeases. It
is clear, based on a kinetic analysis of arginine, citrulline,
histidine, and proline uptake, that the observed decrease

























Figure 7. a Factor, Invertase, and CPY Processing and Targeting in SHR3 and shr3 Strains
(A) a Factor processing and secretion. MATa SHR3 (PLY148) and shr3/t1::URA3 (PLY158) strains and a MATa SHR3 (PLY145) strain were
metabolically labeled with TrannS-Label for 30 min at 300C. a Factor was immunoprecipitated from whole cell extracts (Internal) and culture
supernatants (Secreted). Samples were treated with endoglycosidase H (Endo H) as indicated and resolved by SDS-PAGE in a 17% polyacrylamide
gel. The positions of unglycosylated pro-a factor (18.5 kd) and mature a factor are labeled. Although there may be some quantitative differences
between internal forms of a factor, the processing patterns are the same in SHR3 and shr3 upon longer exposure times.
(B) Invertase processing. SHR3 (PLY148) and shr3d ::URA3 (PLY158) strains were grown in low glucose media, and whole-cell protein was
extracted. Samples were treated with endoglycosidase H (Endo H) as indicated. Proteins, resolved by SDS-PAGE in a 7.5% polyacrylamide gel,
were transferred to nitrocellulose, and blots were probed with anti-invertase antibody as described in Experimental Procedures.
(C) CPY processing and vacuolar targeting. MATa SHR3 (PLY148) and shr3d 1::URA3 (PLY158) strains were metabolically labeled as described








tion of functional permeases within the plasma membrane.
We have shown that SHR3 is an integral membrane pro-
tein component of the ER. In shr3 null mutants, the trans-
port of GAP1 from the ER to the plasma membrane is
inhibited, leading to accumulation of GAP1 in the ER mem-
brane. This export block of GAP1 from the ER explains the
reduced permease levels in the plasma membrane and
the decreased rates of amino acid uptake. We surmise
that in the absence of SHR3, the high affinity amino acid
permeases affected by shr3 mutations are also retained in
the ER.
The ER export block observed in shr3 null mutants ap-
pears to be specific for permeases. The general secretory
and vacuolar targeting pathways are unaffected by
shr3 null mutations. The plasma membrane [H+]ATPase
(PMA1), a polytopic membrane protein comprised of multi-
ple membrane-spanning domains, is correctly localized to
Figure 8. GCN4-LacZ Activity in SHR3 and shr3-23 Strains
-Galactosidase activity in SHR3 (PLAS1-7D) and shr3-23 (PLAS23-
4B) strains transformed with GCN4-1acZ plasmids with GCN4-1acZ
under general control (p180) (A) and gcn4-lacZ constitutively ex-
pressed (p227) (B). P-Galactosidase activities were determined in
transformants grown in complete synthetic media minus uracil for re-
pressing conditions (Repressing) and in strains grown under dere-
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the plasma membrane in a SHR3-independent manner.
Null shr3 mutant strains are equally sensitive to mating
pheromones as compared with wild-type strains, indicat-
ing that the integral membrane pheromone receptors are
also correctly targeted to the plasma membrane in the
absence of SHR3. Null shr3 mutants correctly process and
target CPY to the vacuole. Additionally, we have found
that mutations in SHR3 do not affect the vacuolar pH or
vacuolar morphology, an indication that most vacuolar
proteins reach their correct intracellular location. Null shr3
mutant strains also secrete correctly processed proteins,
including invertase and mating pheromones (both a factor
and a factor), at levels indistinguishable from wild-type
strains.
The finding that GAP1 is an integral membrane protein
even in the complete absence of SHR3 (Figure 5A) sug-
gests that SHR3 functions to catalyze specific folding or
translocation reactions that occur subsequent to initial
membrane association and insertion. For example, SHR3
may provide chaperone-like interactions that enable amino
acid permeases to attain the proper three-dimensional
conformation necessary for their sorting and subsequent
transport from the ER. The increased protease sensitivity
of GAP1 in strains lacking SHR3 (Figure 5B) is in
agreement with this model. Recently, SEC70 has been
shown to be required for translocation of internal carboxy-
terminal transmembrane domains of the yeast arginine
permease (CAN1) but not for the first three transmem-
brane domains (Green et al., 1992). It is possible that there
is a permease-specific pathway in which SHR3 and SEC70
function together or in sequence, i.e., SHR3 being re-
quired for translocation of some permease domains and
SEC70 for others. One or more of the regions of sequence
identity shared by the yeast permeases could represent a
signature domain recognized by SHR3 in carrying out this
function. This model for SHR3 is similar to that suggested
as an explanation for the function of ninaA in Drosophila.
Mutations in ninaA, a cyclophilin homolog, inhibit transport
of two homologous opsins from the ER of photoreceptor
cells, leading to opsin accumulations in the ER membrane
(Colley et al., 1991).
Alternatively, a possible function of SHR3 is suggested
by the structural similarity of SHR3 with SEC62. Both of
these proteins exhibit similar hydropathy profiles, and, like
SHR3, SEC62 has an extremely hydrophilic carboxy-
terminal domain (Deshaies and Schekman, 1989). Using
sequence comparison algorithms (BESTFIT, IALIGN), we
found sequence similarity between these two proteins; an
alignment score of 5.5 standard deviations above the
mean was calculated for 100 randomizations. The similar-
ity was found within the carboxy-terminal 130 amino acids
of both these proteins, a region that encompasses the last
two transmembrane domains and extends throughout
the hydrophilic carboxy-terminal domain. These proteins
share 46% similarity and 18% identity within this region.
The hydrophilic carboxy-terminal domains of both SHR3
and SEC62 are predicted to form a-helical secondary
structures that may be important for protein-protein inter-
actions.
The degree of similarity between SHR3 and SEC62 sug-
gests that SHR3 may function as a permease-specific
'adapter" molecule that functions in conjunction with the
recently identified SEC62/SEC63 complex. SEC62 has re-
cently been shown to be a component of a multimeric
protein complex that includes SEC63 and at least two
other unidentified proteins within the ER membrane (De-
shaies et al., 1991). SEC61, which is present within the ER
membrane in 10-fold higher amounts than SEC62, ap-
pears to be transiently associated with this SEC62/SEC63
complex. Results from biochemical cross-linking experi-
ments have demonstrated that prepro-a factor becomes
bound to microsomal membranes in an ATP-independent
reaction that enables contact with SEC62 (MOsch et al.,
1992). In subsequent interactions that require the pres-
ence of ATP, translocation intermediates become inti-
mately associated with SEC61 (Musch et al., 1992; Sand-
ers et al., 1992). Thus, it appears that SEC62 functions at
an early point in membrane insertion; however, the precise
function of SEC62 has not fully been defined, and it is
possible that SEC62 functions at additional stages during
membrane protein assembly. Since arginine permease
(CAN1) fusion constructs are inserted into the ER mem-
brane in a SEC62 independent manner (Green et al.,
1992), perhaps SHR3 performs a SEC62-like function dur-
ing the processing of amino acid permeases.
The specificity of SHR3 for the expression of amino acid
permeases raises some interesting questions. Does SHR3
function solely to facilitate permease processing, and, if
so, why do amino acid permeases require unique factors
for their functional expression? We have shown that mu-
tant shr3 strains are unable to extract amino acids effi-
ciently from their extracellular environment and that amino
acid auxotrophs carrying shr3 defects experience starva-
tion even in the presence of excess nutrients. When grown
on proline medium, homozygous shr3 mutant diploid
strains (Shr3-) undergo a dimorphic transition that results
in filamentous pseudohyphal growth at greatly enhanced
frequencies compared with Shr3* strains (Gimeno et al.,
1992). Filamentous growth appears to be the manifesta-
tion of a diploid-specific developmental pathway that is
induced under conditions of nutrient limitation. The obser-
vation that Shr3- strains enter this pathway at enhanced
frequencies, even in the presence of excess proline, sug-
gests that cells require a minimum concentration of perme-
ases in the plasma membrane to assess accurately the
extracellular nutrient levels. If the concentration of perme-
ases in the plasma membrane is too low, as is the case
for shr3 mutants, cells enter the pseudohyphal pathway
inappropriately. Yeast cells may, therefore, require SHR3
to expedite the processing of permeases to ensure their
rapid expression at the plasma membrane in response to
changing environmental conditions.
Experimental Procedure
Strains, Media, and Mlreblobeal Techniques
Yeast strains are listed in Table 3, and the plasmids utilized are in Table
4. PLY4 was constructed from PLY1; the mating type was switched by
transformation with plasmid pGAL-HO(Herskowitz eand Jensen, 1991),
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Table 3. S. cerevisiae Strains
Strain Genotype Source or Reference
RA68 MATa apf Grenson and Hennaut, 1971
F35 MA Ta/a HO/HO apf(shr3-101)/apfshr3-101) This work
MB758-5B MATs ho ura3-52 Siddiqui and Brandriss, 1988
CGDY53 MATa/a HO/ho apf(shr3-1O1)APF(SHR3) ura3-52/URA3 This work
CGAS53-2E MATs ho apf(shr3-101) ura3.52 This work
Isogenic Derivatives of PLY1
PLY1 MATa his4,29 ura3-52 This work
PLY4 MATa hs4429 ura3-52 ade2A 1::URA3 This work
PLAS1-7D MATa ura3-52 his4d29 This work
PLAS3-4A MATs shr3-3 ura3-52 his429 This work
PLAS16-6B MATa shr3-16 ade2a 1::URA3 ura3-52 his4]29 This work
PLAS16-6C MATa SHR3 adoe2 1::URA3 ura3-52 his4/29 This work
PLAS23-4B MATa shr3-23 ura3-52 his4.d29 This work
Isogenic Derivatives of AA280
AA280 MATa ura3-52 his3J200 Iys2d201 ade2 Antebi and Fink, 1992
AA288 MATa ura3-52 leu2-3,112 lys2d201 ade2 Antebi and Fink, 1992
AA305 MATa/a HIS3/his3200 LEU21eu2-3,112 Antebi and Fink, 1992
ura3-52/ura3-52 ys2420111ys2201 ade2/ade2
PLY129 MATs ura3-52 leu2-3,112 lys2z201 ade2 gapl::LEU2 This work
PLY134 MATe ura3-52 leu2-3,112 Iys2a201 ade2 gaplt::LEU2 This work
shr3l 1::URA3
PLY143 MATs ura3-52 lys2/1201 ade2 This work
PLY145 MATa ura3-52 lys2z201 ade2 This work
PLY148 MATa ura3-52 lys2d201 ade2 This work
PLY152 MA T ura3-52 lys2/ 201 ade2 shr3t 1::URA3 This work
PLY158 MATa ura3-52 lys2,201 ade2 shr3d 1::URA3 This work
The apf allele of F35 was renamed shr3-101 to conform with standardized yeast genetic nomenclature.
Table 4. Plasmids
Plasmids Description Source or Reference
pPL130 6.2 kb fragment containing ADE2 in pUC19 This work
pPL132 ade2dl::URA3 in pUC19 This work
pPL152 9.6 kb fragment containing SHR3 inYCp50O This work
pPL153 9.6 kb fragment containing SHR3 in YCp50 (pPL153 appears to be This work
identical to pPL152)
pPL154 13 kb fragment containing SHR3 in YCp50 This work
pPL155 12 kb fragment containing SHR3 in YCp50 This work
pPL164 11 kb BamHI fragment containing SHR3 in pRS316 This work
pPL179 3 kb Kpnl-EcoRI fragment containing SHR3 in pRS316 This work
pPL183 4 kb EcoRI-BamHI fragment containing SHR3 in pRS316 This work
pPL202 1.4 kb Accl fragment containing SHR3 in pBSII SK(+) This work
pPL210 1.4 kb Accl fragment containing SHR3 in pRS316 This work
pPL216 shr3A3 in pBSII SK(+) This work
pPL219 shr3/1::URA3 in pBSII SK(+) This work
pPL230 SHR3::FLU2 in pRS316 This work
pPL247 3.5 kb Sall-Spel fragment containing GAP1 in pRS316 This work
pPL257 GAP1::FLU1 in pRS316 This work
pPL258 GAP1::FLU2 in pRS316 This work
pPL262 3.5 kb Sall-Spel fragment containing GAP1 in YCp405 This work
pPL269 GAP1::FLU1 in YCp405 This work
pPL289 GAP1::FLU2 in YCp405 This work
pGAL-HO HO gene under control of GAL10 promoter Herskowitz and Jensen, 1991
pMS16 6.0 kb BamHI-Sall fragment containing GAP1 in pBS KS(+) M. Stanbrough, unpublished ata
pMS20 GAPld::LEU2 in pBS KS(+) M. Stanbrough, unpublished ata
p180 GCN4-acZ in YCp50 (regulated expression) Hinnebusch, 1985
p227 gcn4-aecZ in YCp50 (constitutive expression) Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986
and the ADE2 gene was deleted and replaced with the selectable
marker URA3 by transformation with BamHI-digested plasmid pPL132.
F35 (MATala HO/HO apt/apf) is a spontaneous diploid derivative of
strain RA68 (MATa apr) originally obtained from M. Grenson. F35 was
sporulated and mated with MB758-5B (MA Ta ho ura3-52). The resulting
diploid CGDY53 (MA TIa/ HO/ho apf/APF ura3-52/URA3) was sporu-
lated, and a stable mating segregant CGAS53-2E (MA T, ho apft ura3-
52) was obtained.
Standard yeast media were prepared and yeast genetic manipula-
tions were performed as described by Sherman et al. (1986). Where
required, SPD was supplemented with either 1 mM or 30 mM L-his-
tidine; appropriate volumes of a filter sterilized 0.5 M L-histidine stock
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solution were added, and the pH was adjusted to 5.5 with 10 N NaOH.
The concentration of yeast nitrogen base in SPD is 4-fold higher than
the amount used in other standard synthetic media because this
amount was found to enhance the toxicity of histidine and to reduce
background growth of wild-type strains during shr mutant screens.
Solid SPD and SUD media were prepared as follows. The nitrogen
sources (4 g/l) and the yeast nitrogen base (26.8 gil) were combined to
make 4 x stock solutions that were filter sterilized. Other components
were autoclaved as separate stock solutions (40% glucose and 4%
Difco Bacto agar). Stock solutions and sterile water were mixed to
make a 2 x solution, and an equal volume of molten 4% agar was
added. Yeast ransformations were performed as described by Ito t al.
(1983) using 50 Ig of heat-denatured calf thymus DNA. Transformants
were selected on solid SC media lacking appropriate auxotrophic sup-
plements.
Genetic Analysis
Histidine is a noncataolbdizable nitrogen source that is toxic at media
concentrations greater than 1 mM. Spontaneous shr mutants were
selected on SPD media supplemented with 30 mM histidine. The start-
ing strain PLY1 (MATs his429 ura3-52) is a nonreverting histidine
auxotroph and must therefore obtain its histidine exogenously. On
SPD media, histidine nters the cell through several genetically distinct
systems including the general amino acid permease (GAP1), the histi-
dine specific permease (HIP1) and the arginine permease (CAN1). It
is important o note that neither gapl nor hipl mutant strains grow on
selective SPD plus 30 mM histidine media.
PLY1 cells pregrown in YPD media were harvested at a cell density
of 2 x 107 cells per milliliter, washed twice, and resuspended in sterile
water. Cells were spread on SPD plus 30 mM histidine at cell densities
between 105 and 10' cells per plate. Putative histidine-resistant mutant
colonies occurred at a frequency of 5 per 10 cells. Resistant colonies
were picked and streaked for single colonies on SPD plus 30 mM
histidine. Selected for subsequent characterization were 23 mutants
giving rise to streaks of colonies of similar size and exhibiting uniform
histidine resistance. These strains were backcrossed to PLY4 (MATa
his4d29 ura3-52 ade2 1::URA3). All of the isolated shr mutations were
recessive; heterozygous diploid strains did not grow on SPD plus 30
mM histidine. Tetrad analysis indicated that the mutant phenotypes
segregated 2:2. Complementation was examined in diploids resulting
from all possible combinations of pairwise mutant-by-mutant crosses.
Plasmid Constructlon
Plasmids with inserts derived from pPL154 capable of complementing
shr3 mutations were constructed as follows (Figure 1A). Plasmid
pPL164 was constructed by inserting the 11 kb BamHI fragment from
pPL154 into BamHl-digested pRS316 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989).
Plasmid pPL164 was digested with EcoRI and religated. The resulting
plasmid (pPL183) contains a 4 kb insert. Plasmid pPL179 was con-
structed by inserting the 3 kb EcoRI-Kpnl fragment from pPL183 into
EcoRI-Kpnl-digested pRS316. Plasmids pPL183 and pPL179 have
the insert DNA cloned in opposite orientations. The 1.4 kb Accl frag-
ment containing the SHR3 gene was isolated from pPL179; the ends
were filled in with Klenow fragment and inserted into EcoRV-digested
pBSIISK(+) (Stratagene), creating plasmid pPL202. Plasmid pPL210
was constructed by inserting the 1.4 kb Sall-EcoRI from pPL202 into
Sall-EcoRI-digested pRS316.
A precise deletion allele of SHR3 with the entire protein-coding re-
gion excised was constructed in two steps using the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). A 36 base synthetic single-stranded DNA PCR primer
(3'-5'AH) that included 9 bases to create a Hindll site and 27 bases
complementary to positions -24 through +3 with respect to the initia-
tion ATG was synthesized. The 3'-5'&H primer, in conjunction with the
T7 primer, was used to prime a PCR using plasmid pPL202 as template
DNA. The amplified 450 bp fragment was digested with HindIll and
Xhol and ligated into Hindlll-Xhol-digested pBSIISK(+), resulting in
plasmid p5'A3. A second 53 base synthetic primer (3'-3'AHX) that
included 15 bases to create a HindIll and an adjacent Xhol site and 38
bases homologous to the termination codon and the 35 bases 3' to the
coding region was synthesized. The 3'-3' HX primerand the T3 primer
were used to prime a second PCR reaction using pPL202 as template
DNA. The amplified 350 bp fragment was digested with Hindill and
EcoRI and ligated into Hindll-EcoRI-digested pS'A3, creating pPL216
(shr33). Plasmid pPL219 (shr3/1::URA3) was constructed by in-
serting a 1.1 kb Hindill fragment containing the URA3 gene into the
Hindll site of plasmid pPL216.
Plasmid pPL130 was constructed by inserting a 6.2 kb BamHI frag-
ment containing the ADE2 gene into BamHI-digested pUC19 (Vieira
and Messing, 1987). Plasmid pPL132 containing the ade2l ::URA3
deletion allele was constructed by inserting the URA3 selectable
marker into Bgill-digested pPL130.
DNA Sequence Arnlysis
The nucleotide sequence of the SHR3 gene was determined by DNA
sequence analysis of the 2.7 kb genomic EcoRI-Kpnl fragment.
Nested deletions of the insert fragments of plasmids pPL183 and
pPL179 were generated by digestion with Exolll as described by Heni-
koff(1984) except hat ExoVII was substituted for S1 nuclease. Double-
stranded DNA was prepared as described by Haltiner et al. (1985) and
sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method of Sanger et al.
(1977). Protein homology searches were performed at the National
Center for Biotechnology Information using the BLAST network service
(Altschul aet al., 1990).
Epitope Tagging
Epitope tagging of SHR3 was performed as described by Kolodziej and
Young (1991) using site-directed insertion mutagenesis (Kunkel et al.,
1987). A 9 amino acid spitope from the influenza virus hemagglutinin
protein HA1 (Wilson et al., 1984) was introduced into the SHR3 se-
quence between amino acid residues 171 and 172 (SHR3::FLU2). A
synthetic oligomer with 27 nt encoding the HAl epitope flanked on
each side by 20 bases of complementary SHR3 sequence was synthe-
sized. This oligomer was annealed to single-stranded pPL210 DNA
prepared with helper phage M13K07 (Veira and Messing, 1987) in the
du ung- Escherichia coil host, RZ1032 (Kunkel et al., 1987). After
elongation, ligation, and transformation into a du* ung host, plasmid
DNAs were screened for the presence of a new Aatll restriction site
diagnostic for successful mutagenesis. Plasmid pPL230, containing
the epitope-tagged SHR3::FLU2 construct, complements all shr3 muta-
tions.
Plasmid pPL247 was constructed by inserting the 3.5 kb Sall-Spel
fragment containing the GAP1 gene (isolated from pMS16) into Sall-
Spel-digested pRS316. The 9 amino acid HA1 epitope was indepen-
dently introduced into two locations within the GAP1 sequence, be-
tween amino acid residues 62 and 63 (GAPI::FLU1) and amino acid
residues 550 and 551 (GAP1::FLU2). The resulting plasmids, pPL257
and pPL258, containing these epitope-tagged constructs comple-
mented the growth defects of a gapl null mutant strain. Plasmids
pPL262, pPL269, and pPL289 were constructed by inserting the 3.5
kb Sall-Xbal inserts from pPL247, pPL257, and pPL258 into Sall-
Xbal-digested YCp405, respectively (Ma et al., 1987).
Amino Acid Tranport Assays
Amino acid uptake was assayed essentially as described by Ohsumi
et al. (1988). Exponentially grown cells were harvested, washed twice
with water, and resuspended to a density of 2 x 10 ' cells per milliliter
in AAB buffer (10 mM MES-Tris [pH 6.41, 2 mM MgCI2, 0.6 M sorbitol
supplemented with 10 mg/ml cycloheximide). The cell suspension was
equilibrated to 30°C, and uptake was initiated by the addition of radio-
labeled amino acids. Subsamples (100 l) were withdrawn, diluted into
3 ml of ice-cold AAB buffer, filtered through Whatman GF/F filters, and
washed three times with 5 ml of ice-cold AAB buffer. Filter discs were
allowed to dry, and radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation
counting.
For kinetic analysis of histidine, proline, arginine, and citrulline,
three different "C-labeled amino acid stock solutions (0.25 mCilmmol,
1.25 mCl/mmol, or 125 mCi/mmol I[for citrulline, 55.9 mCilmmoll) were
used to obtain amino acid concentrations ranging from 10 to 0.002
mM. The uptake rates of lysine, glutamate, leucine, and adenine were
determined at 10 mM and 0.004 mM substrate concentrations; two
"C-labeled substrate stock solutions (0.25 mCi/mmol and 125 mCil
mmol) were required to obtain desired final concentrations. The initial
uptake rates were determined at each substrate concentration; sub-
samples were removed at 30, 90, and 180 s, filtered, and washed as
described. The uptake rate for every amino acid was linear throughout
the subsampling period. Cell protein was determined by the method
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of Markwell st al. (1978) in samples of cells boiled in 0.1 M NaOH.
Uniformly "C-labeled L-mino acids and adenine were obtained from
Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, Illinois; L-[Ureido-"4C]citrul-
line was obtained from New England Nuclear-Du Pont Company, Wil-
mington, Delaware.
Protein Manipulations, Metabolic Labeling,
and Immunoprcpltitlons
Total yeast protein was obtained by the method of Silve et at. (1991).
Samples were heated for 10 min at 37'C, and proteins were resolved
by SDS-PAGE using a modified Lemmli system (Laemmli, 1970) in
which SDS is omitted from the gel and lower electrode buffer. Endogly-
cosidase H treatment was carried out according to Orlean et at. (1991).
Immunoblots were processed as described by Kim et at. (1990). Pri-
mary antibodies were used at the following dilutions: anti-HA1 mouse
monoclonal 12CA5 culture supematants, 1:50; guinea pig anti-invert-
ase antisera (the gift of D. Preuss), 1:2500; anti-PMA1 mouse mono-
clonal F10-9 ascites fluid (provided by J. Teem), 1:1000; affinity-
purified polyclonal rabbit anti-PMA1 antiserum (provided by A. Chang),
1:2000. Blots probed with primary rabbit or guinea pig antibodies were
incubated 1-2 hr with affinity-purified 
1
'l-labeled protein A (100 pCi
ml, Amersham Corporation) diluted 1:2000. Blots probed with primary
mouse antibodies were incubated 1-2 hr with affinity-purified rabbit
anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Jackson Immunoresearch, West
Grove, Pennsylvania) diluted 1:500, washed, and then incubated with
protein 1 l-labeled protein A diluted 1:2000.
Yeast growth in low sulfate synthetic medium, invertase induction,
and pulse labeling were carried out essentially as described by Roth-
blat and Schekman (1989). Immunoprecipitation of CPY and a factor
was carried out as described by Rothblatt and Schekman (1989). For
the analysis of electrophoretically resolved S-labeled proteins, gels
were fixed, prepared for fluorography, and exposed to film as de-
scribed (Rothblatt and Schekman, 1989).
Membranes were prepared from cells grown in SUD (plus adenine
and uracil) essentially as described by Chang and Slayman (1991).
Cells were grown to an OD. of 1.5, harvested by centrifugation,
washed once in BB buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 5 mM MgCI,, 0.1 M
NaCI, 0.3 M sorbitol), and resuspended in BB buffer at 200 ODoo
U/ml. Protease inhibitors were added, and cells were lysed by vor-
texing with glass beads (three times, 1 min pulses). The cell lysate was
centrifuged at 400 g for 5 min to remove unbroken cells, and a total
membrane fraction was obtained by centrifugation at 100,000 g for 1
hr. Pelleted membranes were resuspended in a minimal volume of M
buffer (20 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 250 mM sucrose) at an average protein
concentration of 36 mg/ml, subdivided into small aliquots, and stored
frozen at -70C. Membrane protein was determined by the method of
Markwell et al. (1978).
GAP1 membrane association was determined as described by De-
shaies and Schekman (1990). Membrane protein (50 rg) was diluted
into 80 I1 of M buffer. Twenty microliters of either M buffer, 2.5% Triton
X-100, 0.5 M Na2CO3 (pH 11), 8 M urea, or 3 M NaCI was added;
samples were incubated at 4C for 15 min and centrifuged at 100,000
g for 1 hr. The resulting pellets were resuspended in 50 l of SDS-
PAGE sample buffer and heated at 55C for 10 min. Aliquots (20 i1)
were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and immunoblots were analyzed using
the monoclonal antibody 12CA5 as previously described. Blots were
incubated 1-2 hr with affinity-purified rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Jackson
Immunoresearch, West Grove, Pennsylvania) diluted 1:500, washed,
and then incubated with aI-labeled protein A diluted 1:2000. The
amount of radioactivity was quantitated using a Fujix Bio-lmage Ana-
lyzer BAS2000 (Fuji Photo Film Company, Japan).
GAP1 protease sensitivity was examined by limited trypsin diges-
tion. Membrane protein (50 itg) suspended in 50 I1i of M buffer was
digested with varying trypsin concentrations for 90 min at 4C. After
digestion was terminated by the addition of 2 pl of freshly prepared
0.1 M phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, the samples were incubated an
additional 10 min at 4C. Twenty microliters of 5 x SDS-PAGE sample
buffer was added, and samples were heated at 55°C for 10 min. Ali-
quots (35 EI) were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and the resulting immu-
noblots were analyzed using the monoclonal antibody 12CA5 as pre-
viously described. GAP1 was visualized either with 
1
'l-labeled protein
A as previously described or with chemiluminescence detection re-
agents (ECL Western Blotting Detection System, Amersham Interna-
tional).
Fluorescence Microscopy
Staining of fixed yeast cells by indirect immunofluorescence was car-
ried out essentially as described by Davis and Fink (1990). Cells trans-
formed with epitope-tagged plasmid constructions were pregrown to
a density of 1 x 10 cells per milliliter in SC minus uracil or in SUD to
select for plasmid maintenance. Cells were then diluted to a density
of 2 x 10 cells per milliliter in either YPD or fresh SUD medium as
indicated and grown for an additional 5 hr. Freshly prepared 40%
formaldehyde was added directly to the cells in growth medium to a
final concentration of 4%. Cells were fixed overnight on ice, washed
twice in solution B (0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer [pH 7.51 in 1.2
M sorbitol), and resuspended to 1 x 10' cells per milliliter in solution
B containing 30 #M -mercaptoethanol. Oxalolyticase (Enzogenetics,
Corvallis, Oregon) was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml,
and cells were incubated at 30C. Spheroplasting was stopped by
dilution of cells into 15 ml of ice-cold solution B. Spheroplasts were
collected by centrifugation, resuspended to 1 x 10" cells per milliliter
in solution B, and pipetted onto polylysine-coated round coverslips.
After 30 min, the cell suspension was gently aspirated away, and cov-
erslips were covered with incubation buffer (solution B containing 4%
instant milk) and incubated an additional 15 min. The coverslips were
washed twice with solution B, covered with 100% methanol (incubated
for 5 min at -20C), and washed three more times with solution B. The
coverslips were incubated in incubation buffer for 2 hr at 30C. Primary
antisera incubations were done at 30C for 2 hr in incubation buffer
(see figure legends for dilutions). Subsequent washes, secondary anti-
body incubations, DAPI staining, microscopy, and photography were
carried out as described (Davis and Fink, 1990). The secondary anti-
bodies were affinity-purified fluorescent DTAF-conjugated antibodies
(Jackson Labs, West Grove, Pennsylvania; DTAF: 5-[(46-dichloro-
triazin-2-y)aminofluorescein) diluted 1:50 in incubation buffer. Either
DTAF-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG or DTAF-conjugated donkey
anti-rabbit IgG was used.
p-Galactoldaas Amsys
Overnight cultures of histidine auxotrophic strains transformed with
1-galactosidase (LacZ) vectors p180 and p227 were grown in complete
synthetic media lacking uracil. Cells were diluted 1:5 with either SC
minus uracil for repressing conditions or SC lacking both uracil and
histidine for derepressing histidine starvation conditions. Freshly di-
luted cultures were allowed to grow for an additional 5 hr at 30C,
and LacZ activity was determined as described by Rose et al. (1981).
Enzymatic activities were normalized to soluble protein concentrations
determined for each extract by the method of Bradford (1976).
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Summary
Diploid S. cerevisiae strains undergo a dimorphic tran-
sition that involves changes in cell shape and the pat-
tern of cell division and results in Invasive filamentous
growth in response to starvation for nitrogen. Cells
become long and thin and form pseudohyphae that
grow away from the colony and invade the agar me-
dium. Pseudohyphal growth allows yeast cells to for-
age for nutrients. Pseudohyphal growth requires the
polar budding pattern of a/a diploid cells; haplold axi-
ally budding cells of Identical genotype cannot un-
dergo this dimorphic transition. Constitutive activa-
tion of RAS2 or mutation of SHR3, a gene required for
amino acid uptake, enhance the pseudohyphal pheno-
type; a dominant mutation in RSR/IIBUDI that causes
random budding suppresses pseudohyphal growth.
Introduction
The polarity of cell division is critical in determining the
size and shape of organisms. A cell that undergoes polar-
ized cell division specifically orients its division axis or
plane of division with respect to some reference point; a
site on the surface of the cell, the position of sibling or
ancestral cells, and/or the position of other tissues, organs
or structures. For example, oriented cell division is critical
in the embryogenesis of both the mouse (Johnson and
Maro, 1986; Sutherland et al., 1990) and the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans (Hyman and White, 1987; Hyman,
1989). The mechanism of directional root growth in higher
plants also involves polarized cell division (Gunning,
1982).
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae divides mitotically
by budding (Pringle and Hartwell, 1981). The bud emerges
from a site on the surface of the cell and enlarges while
the mother remains relatively constant in size. The mitotic
spindle forms along the mother-bud axis and, after a set
of chromosomes is distributed into the bud, the mother
and the bud separate. A chitin plug termed the bud scar
is deposited at the site of cell separation and conveniently
marks the sites of previous budding events. A single cell
can bud many times. The polarity of cell division is defined
with respect to the position on the cell surface of previous
budding events. Polarized cell division is manifested as
two genetically programmed spatial patterns of cell divi-
sion, axial for a or a cells and polar for a/a cells (Freifelder,
1960; Hicks et al., 1977; Chant and Herskowitz, 1991).
In the axial pattern, the mother and daughter cells bud
adjacent to their cell pole that defined the previous
mother-daughter junction (see Table 1 for illustration). In
the polar pattern, a virgin mothers first several buds
emerge at the pole opposite the one that defined the junc-
tion to its mother (we refer to this initial pattern as unipolar
budding); subsequent buds emerge at either this or the
opposite pole (Freifelder, 1960; Hicks et al., 1977) (we refer
to this latter pattern as bipolar budding). The biological
function of axial haploid budding for mating has been dis-
cussed (Nasmyth, 1982), but to date the function of diploid
bipolar budding has remained obscure.
Polar cell division is controlled genetically in S. cerevis-
iae (reviewed by Drubin, 1991). The current model pro-
poses that budding pattern genes represented by RSR1/
BUD1 and BUD2-BUD5 (Bender and Pringle, 1989; Chant
and Herskowitz, 1991; Chant et al., 1991; Powers et al.,
1991) are required for selection of the proper bud site and
consequently for establishing the proper axis of cell divi-
sion. RSR1IBUD1, BUD2, and BUD5 convert the default
random budding pattern to bipolar, and subsequent action
of BUD3 and BUD4 convert bipolar to axial. To explain the
observed cell type specificity (diploids are bipolar, hap-
loids axial) an elegant model was proposed (Chant and
Herskowitz, 1991) that either or both BUD3 and BUD4 are
repressed by the repressor al a2 found only in a/a cells.
Neither lethality nor alterations in colony morphology were
observed in strains that had lost BUD gene function; ran-
dom, bipolar, and axial budding all lead to the formation
of a smooth, hemispherical colony. We call this the un-
polarized colonial growth pattern. In summary, dramatic
differences in budding pattern seemed to have no effect
on growth or colony morphology. Why then does yeast
have such an elaborate system for determining budding
pattern?
In this report, we define a dimorphic transition in the life
cycle of S. cerevisiae: pseudohyphal growth. The term
dimorphic has been used to define fungi that can grow
vegetatively in either a yeast or filamentous form (Shep-
herd, 1988). A pseudohypha is defined as a "fragile chain
of cells (usually yeasts, which have arisen by budding and
have elongated without detaching from adjacent cells).
with morphological characteristics intermediate between
a chain of yeast cells and a hypha" (Evans and Richardson.
1989). This dimorphic transition is induced by starvation
for a nitrogen source and is controlled directly or indirectly
by the RAS signal transduction pathway. Pseudohyphal
growth in S. cerevisiae is a unique type of polarized cell
division that requires unipolar budding and a change In
cellular morphology that results in the formation of macro-
scopic structures emanating away from the colony into
unpopulated substrate. Reiteration of unipolar cell division
by pseudohyphal cells leads to the formation of an asym-
metric polarized colony. We propose that the role of the
diploid budding pattern is to permit otherwise sessile cells
to forage for nutrients and substrate at a distance from
their initial colonization site.
Cell
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Table 1. Budding Pattern of Pseudohyphal and Sated a/a Shr3-
Cells
First Buds Second Buds
Pseudohyphal Sated Pseudohyphal Sated
Cell Divisions 90 69 90 69
Free End 100% 100% 90% 73%
Birth End 0% 0% 10% 27%
Time lapse photography was used to determine bud site selection






The polar budding pattern most often observed in diploid virgin pseu-
dohyphal and sated cells as well as the axial budding pattern of haploid
cells is shown in the drawing. In the 159 cell divisions reported, axial
haploid budding was never observed. In all cases cell 1 is a virgin cell.
The vertical arrows indicate the birth end of cell 1. Cell 2 and cell 3 are
the first and second daughters, respectively, of cell 1. Cell 4 is the first
daughter of cell 2.
Results
A yeast cell grown on standard media multiplies until it
forms a visible structure, an approximately hemispherical
colony with a smooth circular outline. This morphology is
strikingly homogeneous, with little variation from colony to
colony. We have found that yeast has a second distinct
mode of proliferation, pseudohyphal growth. Pseudohy-
phal growth results from a reiterated pattern of unipolar
cell division to form the chain of cells that constitute the
pseudohypha. In polarized colonies, which resemble colo-
nies formed by filamentous fungi, the pseudohyphae radi-
ate outward in all directions (Figure 1).
The Dimorphic Switch to Pseudohyphal Growth
Is Induced by Nitrogen Starvation
The transition from unpolarized colonial growth to pseu-
dohyphal growth occurs on agar-based synthetic growth
medium deficient in nitrogen. Wild-type cells form pseu-
dohyphae on standard minimal medium containing low
levels of ammonia (synthetic low ammonia histidine
dextrose [SLAHD]) or proline as sole nitrogen source (syn-
thetic proline histidine dextrose (SPHD]). On the low am-
monia medium, all of the wild-type colonies form pseudo-
hyphae (CGX31, Figures 2A and 2E), whereas on proline
medium (SPHD), small regions of pseudohyphal growth
are apparent in about a quarter of the colonies (CGX31,
Figures 2B and 2F). CGX31 does not form pseudohyphae
when grown on standard ammonia-based medium (SD)
(Sherman et al., 1986) or media with the same composition
as SPHD but containing as sole nitrogen source(s) stan-
dard levels of ammonia (synthetic ammonia histidine dex-
trose [SAHD]), arginine (synthetic arginine histidine dex-
trose [SRHD]), proline and ammonium sulfate (synthetic
proline ammonia histidine dextrose [SPAHD]), or proline
and arginine (synthetic proline arginine histidine dextrose
(SPRHDJ) (data not shown).
Of all strains tested, those with the T1278b background
undergo the most uniform and easily controlled transition
from unpolarized to pseudohyphal growth on both low am-
monia and proline medium. Many laboratories commonly
use strains derived from this background (Grenson et al.,
1966; Brandriss and Magasanik, 1979) because they are
extremely sensitive to the ammonia repression of nitrogen
assimilation pathways (Rytka, 1975; Wiame et al., 1985).
1278b and its derivatives cross well with other standard
laboratory strains such as S288C (Siddiqui and Brandriss,
1988) and make up part of the set of interbreeding labora-
tory isolates known collectively as S. cerevisiae.
Mutations in the SHR3 Gene Enhance
Pseudohyphal Growth
Diploid strains homozygous for mutant loss-of-function
SHR3 alleles produce a more uniform, prolific, and ex-
tended transition to the pseudohyphal growth pattern on
SPHD medium than wild-type strains (compare Figures 2B
and 2F with Figures 2C and 2G). Mutations in the SHR3
gene lead to reduced uptake of many amino acids, includ-
ing proline (Ljungdahl et al., unpublished data). This reduc-
tion in proline uptake probably starves the cell for nitrogen
and accounts for the reduced growth on SPHD of shr3
strains as compared with SHR3 strains. Strains containing
shr3 mutations also show more extensive and exagger-
ated pseudohyphal growth than wild type on low ammonia
medium (data not shown). The enhanced pseudohyphal
growth of a Shr3- strain (CGX19) on low ammonia can be
explained if ammonia uptake, like amino acid uptake, is
Figure 1. Morphology of Polarized Colonies
Produced by Pseudohyphally Growing S. cere-
visiae
(A) CG3X19 (MA Tla Shr3-) or (B) F35 (MATala
Shr3-) were streaked for single cells on SPHD
plus uracil and SPHD plates, respectively, grown
at 24°C for 11 and 14 days, respectively, and
representative colonieswere photographed. The
colony in (B) was in a zone of low colony density,
whereas the colonies in (A) were in a zone of high
colony density. The scale bar is for both panels
and represents 0.2 mm.
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Figure 2. Genetic and Physiological Characterization of S. cerevisiae Pseudohyphal Growth
MA Tala ura3-52/ura3-52 (CGX31) and MA Tala ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (CGX19) were streaked for single cells on SLAHD plus uracil,
SPHD plus uracil, or SAHD plus uracil plates, incubated at 300C for 48 hr, and the resulting colonies were photographed. (A), (B), (C), and (D) show
low magnification views of colonies of: (A) strain CGX31 growing on SLAHD plus uracil, (B) CGX31 growing on SPHD plus uracil, (C) CGX1 9 growing
on SPHD plus uracil, and (D) CGX19 growing on SAHD plus uracil. In (B) the three colonies with pseudohyphae are designated with arrows. (E),
(F), (G), and (H) show high magnification views of the colonies marked by large arrows in (A), (B), (C), and (D). (A), (B), (C), and (D) have the same
scale, with the scale bar in (C) representing 0.5 mm. (E), (F), and (G) have the same scale, with the scale bar in (F) representing 30 m. The scale
bar in (H) represents 30 m.
impaired. On medium containing standard levels of ammo-
nium sulfate as sole nitrogen source, Shr3+ (CGX31) and
Shr3- (CGX19) cells grow at similar rates, and neither
strain forms pseudohyphae (data not shown and Figures
2D and 2H). The fact that CGX19 fails to form pseudohy-
phae when proline medium (SPHD) contains ammonia
(SPAHD) supports the contention that it is nitrogen starva-
tion that induces pseudohyphal growth. To prove it is loss
of function of SHR3 that is responsible for enhancing pseu-
dohyphal growth we transformed CGX19 (MATala shr3-
102/shr3-102 ura3-52/ura3-52) with a centromere-based
plasmid containing either no insert (pRS306) or the SHR3
gene (pPL210). Transformants containing pRS306 (CG64)
showed pseudohyphal growth identical to that exhibited
by CGX19, whereas the pPL210 transformants (CG62) did
not. Only a minority of colonies of diploid cells homozygous
for shr3 in a S288C backround have pseudohyphae, and
the number of pseudohyphae per colony is much lower
than that observed in a comparable Shr3- E1278b strain.
Diploid cells derived from a shr3 S288C parent and a shr3
1278b parent show the pseudohyphal growth character-
istic of £1278b Shr3- diploids.
Activation of the RAS2 Protein Enhances
Pseudohyphal Growth
Strains carrying the dominant RAS2v ' '9 mutation show
greatly enhanced pseudohyphal growth. The RAS2va"9
mutation results in a constitutively activated RAS signal
transduction pathway and consequent elevated intracellu-
lar cAMP levels (Toda et al., 1985). Strains with an acti-
vated RAS/cAMP pathway are very sensitive to nitrogen
starvation (Toda et al., 1987). Since the RAS2a'" mutation
is dominant (Kataoka et al., 1984; Powers et al., 1989), its
effects on growth could be tested by introducing it into our
standard Ras2+ X1278b strains by transformation. CGX31
transformed with a plasmid containing RAS2v'" 9 (YCpR2V,
kindly provided by M. Wigler) exhibits greatly enhanced






Pseudohyphal Growth Results from Unipolar
Cell Division
The unipolar cell divisions that characterize polar diploid
budding are critical for the elaboration of pseudohyphal
growth. We define virgin cells as those that have had no
daughters and sated cells as those growing vegetatively
on rich medium. We observed the budding pattern of virgin
sated CGX19 cells or of virgin CGX19 cells growing in
pseudohyphae by time lapse photomicroscopy. Figure 5
shows the results of a time lapse experiment where the
development of a pseudohypha was monitored for 6 hr,
with interpretative drawings summarizing the results.
From this sequence it can be seen that serial reiteration
of unipolar budding by terminal pseudohyphal cells results
in polarized chain elongation. It can be seen also that the
second bud of a virgin terminal cell initiates a new lateral
chain oriented at an angle from the main lineage.
We assayed budding pattern quantitatively by determin-
ing the site of emergence of the first and second buds of
Figure 3. RAS2?"' Induction of Pseudohyphal Growth
A wild-type strain MATale ura3-52/ura3-52 (CGX31) was transformed
with YCpR2V or YCp50 generating (A) CG69 and (B) CG71, respec-
tively. These strains were streaked for single cells on SPHD medium,
and resulting colonies were photographed after 33 hr of growth at
30°C. The scale bar represents 80 lam.
(CGX31) transformed with vector (YCp50O) alone shows
only low frequency pseudohyphal growth on SPHD me-
dium (Figure 3B). The pseudohyphal growth of CGX31
carrying the RAS2 'A' mutation occurs in a Shr3+ back-
ground where growth on SPHD is much better than that
of Shr3- strains. Thus, it is not simply the poor growth
of Shr3- strains on SPHD that results in pseudohyphal
development.
Pseudohyphal Growth Is a Diploid-Specific Pathway
Diploid but not haploid S. cerevisiae strains give rise to
pseudohyphae. To study the effect of ploidy and the geno-
type at the mating type locus on pseudohyphal growth, we
have constructed a congenic set of yeast strains carrying
a mutant allele of SHR3. Figure 4 compares the morphol-
ogy of the diploid strain CGX19 (Figure 4A) with its two
haploid parents (Figures 4B and 4C) carrying the shr3-102
mutation. No shr3-102 haploids we have analyzed mani-
fest pseudohyphal growth; all form typical hemispherical
unpolarized colonies on SPHD. MATa/a shr3-102/shr3-
102 (CG85) and MATala shr3-102/shr3-102 (CG67) iso-
genic derivatives of CGX19 (MATal/a shr3-102/shr3-102)
also do not form pseudohyphae on SPHD; instead they
form hemispherical colonies identical to those shown in
Figure 2D. In addition, a and a haploid strains carrying the
RAS2 '"1 allele (CG73 and CG75, respectively) do not form
pseudohyphae, whereas the a/a diploid resulting from
crossing these haploids does. The cell type specificity of
pseudohypal growth is controlled in part by the alleles of
the mating type locus.
Figure 4. Effect of Ploidy on Pseudohyphal Growth
(A) CGX19 (MATal/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-t02/shr3-102) and its two
haploid parents, (8) CG41 (MATe ura3-52 shr3-102) and (C) CG25
(MATe ura3-52 shr3-102), were streaked for single cells on the same
SPHD plus uracil plate, incubated at 30°C for 49 hr, and the resulting
colonies were photographed. The scale bar represents 60 gm.
'i
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Figure 5. Time Lapse Photographic Analysisof Pseudohyphal Growth
Strain CGX19 MAATa ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 was streaked
for single cells on SPHD plus uracil medium. After 3 days of growth at
30°C, a visible pseudohypha was chosen and photographed at 2 hr
intervals while growing at 30eC. (A) is the initial time point. An inter-
pretative drawing of the elongating pseudohypha ppears in the upper
right hand corner of each panel. The scale bar represents 10 gim.
virgin pseudohyphal and sated cells by time lapse obser-
vation (Table 1). Following the conventions of Freifelder
(1960), the pole of a bud that contacts its mother cell is
called the birth end and the opposite pole the free end.
The first bud of 90 virgin terminal pseudohyphal cells and
69 virgin sated cells of strain CGX19 emerged without
exception on the free end of its mother cell. The first bud
of a diploid is therefore a good marker for the free end of
this cell. The second bud of 90 virgin terminal pseudohy-
phal cells emerged in 90% of the cases again on the free
end of its mother cell after two doubling times had elapsed.
The shape of these cells together with their immobility in
the agar matrix permitted easy identification of a cell's
poles. The proliferation of ancestral cells prevented us
from scoring events at the birth end in the other 10% of
the cases where no bud was present at the free end after
two doubling times. The second bud of each of 69 sated
cells emerged from the mother cell's free end, which we
identify in this case as the same cell pole from which the
first bud emerged 73% of the time and from the birth end,
defined as the opposite pole, 27% of the time. Clearly
the first bud of virgin CGX19 cells emerges in a unipolar
manner from the free end regardless of the cell's growth
mode. The second bud also emerges unipolarly in the
majority of cell divisions.
It is important to note that in some lineages lateral bud-
ding was completely absent, whereas apical growth con-
tinued (see Figure 8B). In other words, daughters divided
for several divisions while the mother cells did not, sug-
gesting that in these lineages cell division may be re-
pressed after a cell gives birth to its first daughter. In the
fungal literature, this phenomenon is known as apical dom-
inance (Rayner, 1991).
The Cells of the Pseudohypha Are a
Morphologically Distinct Cell Type
We compared the dimensions of pseudohyphal and sated
cells of the same genotype. In the first experiment, we
grew Shr3- (CGX19) cells on YPD or SPHD plus uracil
media. We then prepared cells taken from the surface of
the agar for scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure
6 shows SEM micrographs of a typical ellipsoidal CGX19
cell from the YPD plate as well as a CGX19 pseudohyphal
cell from the SPHD plus uracil plate. To be certain that the
surface grown cells in SEM micrographs were representa-
tive of cells in invasive pseudohyphae, we also measured
the dimensions of the latter by light photomicroscopy (Ta-
ble 2). Given the difference in imaging methods, the two
sets of measurements agree well and give similar axial
ratios. Pseudohyphal cells that contain RAS2" 9 are even
longer and have even larger axial ratios than CGX19 or
CGX31 pseudohyphal cells (data not shown). We have not
observed pseudohyphal growth for our strains (shr3 or
RAS2'" '1) when grown in liquid medium (SPHD).
The Daughter of a Pseudohyphal Cell Can Be a
Pseudohyphal Cell or a Blastospore-Like Cell
The elongated pseudohyphal cells have been observed to
give rise to either of two cell types. Elongated cells may
divide to produce an elongated daughter with roughly the
same final dimensions as the mother cell or alternatively
a spheroidal blastospore-like cell with roughly the dimen-
sions of a sated yeast cell (Table 2). Blastospores are
defined as round er oval budding yeast cells arising from
pseudohyphae (Lodder, 1970). Both the elongate pseu-
dohyphal cell and the blastospore-like cell can be pro-
duced either apically or laterally. The blastospore-like cells
produced by the pseudohyphal cell may be a new cell
type or they may be identical to vegetative cells. When
monitored by time lapse photomicroscopy, pseudohyphae
are often observed to invade the agar and subsequently
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Figure 6. SEM Analysis of Starvation-induced Cell Morphology Changes
CGX19 MATala ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 growing vegetatively at 30°C was streaked for single colonies on prewarmed (A) YPD and (B)
SPHD plus uracil plates. These plates were incubated at 30"C for 31 hr and then prepared for SEM as described in Experimental Procedures. (A)
shows a representative YPD-grown sated yeast cell that has been budding in a bipolar manner. The budding pattern of the cell can be deduced
from the positions of the bud scars, the protrusions visible on the surface of the cell. (B) shows a pseudohyphal cell with two bud scars visible at
one pole, a conformation predicted by polar budding. (A) and (B) have the same scale, with the scale bar in (A) representing 1 gim.
begin budding blastospore-like cells at the base of the
pseudohypha. When pseudohyphae stop growing, they
typically become covered with blastospore-like cells (Fig-
ure 7). These blastospore-like cells can divide, showing
that at least some of them are actively proliferating.
Pseudohyphal Cells Invade the Semisolid Agar
Growth Medium
Pseudohyphal cells penetrate the surface of the agar plate
and grow down into the medium. Shr3- diploids as well as
other standard strains growing in the sated mode on rich
medium grow by spreading out on the surface of the agar.
Even on SPHD medium, most strains grow on the surface.
By contrast, Shr3- diploids on SPHD medium are invasive
and grow into the agar, presumably in search of nutrients.
Columns within the agar have about the same number of
members as those on the surface, so the agar represents
no deterrent to their exploration. The invasive growth is
easily observed in a dissecting microscope and is further
demonstrated by the observation that a microneedle must
pierce the agar to reach the cells of many pseudohyphae.
The mothers and daughters within the chain appear to be
physically attached because they often can be manipu-
lated as a unit. Figure 8 shows both pseudohyphae ema-
nating from a microcolony beginning to penetrate the agar
and an older pseudohypha that has invaded extensively.
A Mutation in RSR1/BUD1 Causing Random Bud
Site Selection Suppresses Pseudohyphal Growth
To test the hypothesis that the polar budding pattern of
diploids is required for pseudohyphal growth, we studied
the growth pattern of strains that budded either in the polar
or the random pattern. A dominant mutation of the RSR11
BUD1 gene (Bender and Pringle, 1989; Ruggieri et al.,
1992) rsrl "'"1 (kindly provided by A. Bender) that causes
random budding even in the presence of RSR1IBUD1 en-
abled us to examine the role of budding pattern in pseu-
dohyphal growth. We constructed isogenic diploid strains
containing either the rsrl""' 6 gene on a centromere vector
(YCpIrsrl" n]) or the vector alone (YCp50O). We examined
the budding pattern of our strains by fluorescence micros-
copy after staining with Calcofluor (Pringle et al., 1989).
Table 2. Dimensions of Pseudohyphal Cells, Sated Cells, and Blastospore-Like Cells
Strain Cell Type Medium Cell Length (m) Cell Width (m) Axial Ratio Length/Width
CGX19 Pseudohyphal (SEM) SPHD+U 6.7 1.0 (3) 1.9 0.1 (3) 3.5
CGX19 Sated (SEM) YPD 4.2 : 0.4(7) 3.0 ± 0.2 (7) 1.4
CGX19 Pseudohyphal (LM) SPHD+U 9.2 - 1.7(11) 2.7 0.3(11) 3.4
CGX19 Sated (LM) YPD 5.7 0.8 (19) 3.9 0.4 (19) 1.5
CGX19 Blastospore-like (LM) SPHD+U 5.6 0.5 (10) 4.4 0.4(10) 1.3
CGX19 cells (MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102) were measured in all cases. Cell dimensions are based on scanning electron and light
photomicrographs as described in Experimental Procedures. Cell length is the length of the longest axis of the cell. Cell width is the width of the
cell at the midpoint of its longest axis. The axial ratio is the average cell length divided by the average cell width. The tabulated values are averages
with standard deviations listed. The number of cells measured for each table entry appears in parentheses after the standard deviation.
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Figure 7. Production of Blastospore-Like Cells by S. cerevisiae Pseudohyphal Cells
A MATa/a Shr3- strain (F35) was streaked for single cells on SPHD medium. After 3 days, microcolonies like the one shown in (A) existed in the
dense part of the streakout. In these colonies the pseudohyphae were covered with small spherical blastospore-like cells. () shows an enlarged
view of the pseudohypha t the right of the colony shown in (A). The scale bar is for (B) only and represents 10 Im.
Calcofluor stains the chitin in the bud scars and indicates
the pattern of previous bud sites on the surface of cells.
Both wild-type Shr3* (CGX31) and Shr3- (CGX19) strains
containing the plasmid with the rsrl'"' a gene show a ran-
dom budding pattern, whereas the isogenic CGX31 and
CGX19 strains carrying the vector alone show the bipolar
budding pattern (data not shown). We examined the con-
sequences of random budding on colony morphology and
pseudohyphal growth. The presence of the rsrl" '81s allele
suppresses pseudohyphal growth of CGX31 and CGX19
on both SPHD (Figure 9) and on low ammonia medium
(data not shown).
The examination of the cells growing at the fringes of
the colonies suggests that the random budding pattern
caused by rsr1" "' suppresses pseudohyphal growth. At
the fringes of the CGX19 rsrl1" "' colonies (Figure 9) there
are a few long cells protruding away from the mass of cells.
Their shape, though not as long and thin, resembles that
of pseudohyphal Bud' cells. Their distinguishing feature
is that the first daughters of these cells often bud at the
middle of their mother rather than at her distal tip and
grow in a direction perpendicular to the mother's long axis.
Thus, despite having an appropriate long cell shape, the
disorientation of the daughters prevents cell lineages from
Figure 8. Invasiveness of S. cerevisiae Pseudohyphae
A MATaa Shr3- strain (F35) was streaked for single colonies on SPHD medium. After 2 days of growth at 30°C (A), a microcolony was photographed.
In (B) after 21 days of growth, pseudohyphae of a macrocolony were photographed. The pseudohyphae in (B) also represent a subclass of
pseudohyphae that have unusually long cells. The scale bars in (A) and (B) represent 20 im.
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Figure 9. Mutation of RSR11BUD1 Suppresses Pseudohyphal Growth
A Shr3 strain MATala ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (CGX19) was transformed with YCp50 or YCp(rsrl" '') generating (A) CG133 and (B)
CG134, respectively. These strains were streaked for single cells on SPHD medium, and the resulting colonies were photographed after 5 days
growth at 30°C. The scale bar represents 0.1 mm.
developing into pseudohyphal structures that extend be-
yond the colony margin.
Discussion
The Dimorphic Transition to Pseudohyphal
Growth Permits Foraging for Nutrients
We have described pseudohyphal growth, a dimorphic
transition in the life cycle of S. cerevisiae. The pseudohy-
pha in Saccharomyces consists of a lineage of first daugh-
ters associated in a chain. There have been anecdotal
references to pseudohyphal growth for this yeast (Guillier-
mond, 1920; Brown and Hough, 1965; Lodder, 1970; Eu-
banks and Beuchat, 1982; and references in these
sources) but no detailed description of the conditions re-
quired for its induction. Figure 10 diagrams our current
view of the S. cerevisiae life cycle. The radial pattern and
invasive character of cell proliferation into the growth sub-
strate clearly is a mechanism that permits cells to forage
for nutrients at a distance from their initial position. The
unipolar growth pattern manifest by yeast pseudohyphae
is the major mechanism by which filamentous fungi prolif-
erate (Rayner, 1991; and references therein).
The Requirements for Pseudohyphal Growth
Starvation for Nitrogen
Growth on low ammonia or proline as sole nitrogen source
(SPHD) induces pseudohyphal growth. Growth on high
amounts of ammonium sulfate or a mixture of proline and
ammonium sulfate suppresses pseudohyphal growth.
Proline is known to be a poor nitrogen source for wild-type
cells (Cooper, 1982) and is an even poorer source for Shr3-
cells, because of their impaired proline uptake ability.
Diploidy and the BUD Genes
Only a/a diploids and not a or a haploids or a/a or a/a
diploids show pseudohyphal growth, indicating that the
mating type locus controls this dimorphic transition. Cells
expressing both MATa and MATa bud in a polar manner,
whereas those expressing only MATe or MATa bud in the
axial pattern (Freifelder, 1960; Hicks et al., 1977, Chant
and Herskowitz, 1991). The simplest explanation for the
control of pseudohyphal growth by the mating type locus
is that the polar budding pattern of a/a diploid cells permits
linear chains of cells to form; the axial pattern leads to
budding at the junction of two cells and cannot extend the
column (Freifelder, 1960).
The budding pattern of diploids is controlled by five BUD
genes. RSR11BUD1, BUD2, and BUD5 convert the random
pattern into a bipolar pattern, and the bipolar pattern is
converted into axial by BUD3 and BUD4 (Chant and Her-
skowitz, 1991, Chant et al., 1991; Powers et al., 1991).
The polar budding of MATala diploids is explained by all








Figure 10. Developmental Pathways of Diploid Yeast Cells
Under favorable environmental conditions, yeast cells grow vegeta-
tively by budding. Environmental stresses can cause diploid yeast to
enter the pseudohyphal pathway, differentiate into a growth-arrested
stationary phase cell, or undergo meiosis and sporulation, with the
resulting production of an ascus with its four dormant spores. We
presume that either pseudohyphal cells or their blastospores can re-
sume vegetative growth. Stationary phase cells and diploid cells
formed after germination and mating of ascospores both resume vege-
tative growth under favorable environmental conditions.
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we expected that mutations in RSR11BUD1, BUD2, and
BUD5 should interfere with the polar cell divisions required
for pseudohyphal growth. In agreement with this expecta-
tion, a/a cells that bud randomly because of the rsrl a' '6
(Bud1-) mutation are unable to form pseudohyphae (see
Figure 9). On the basis of these experiments, we propose
that one role of the BUD genes in yeast biology is to enable
cells in the diploid phase to forage for nutrients under con-
ditions of nitrogen starvation.
Cell Shape Changes
Pseudohyphal cells are longer and thinner than sated cells
growing on rich medium. As cells become longer and thin-
ner, their axial ratio becomes greater, and therefore the
tip of the cell becomes more defined. The ellipsoidal shape
of a sated diploid yeast cell confers upon it a low surface
area. We surmise that when the growth medium is defi-
cient, the ellipsoidal shape provides insufficient surface
area for the cell to extract the diminishing nutrients. A
dimorphic transition is induced to adapt to the new environ-
mental conditions, and new daughters develop an elon-
gated morphology. This differentiation creates a shape
that increases the surface area and consequently the ab-
sorptive surface of the cells.
This change in cell shape has two additional conse-
quences. The first is that the change in cell shape may
constrain the plane of cell division along the longitudinal
axis of the pseudohyphal cell so that the buds come out
very close to the tip (see Figure 6B). In a sense the wall
of the cell becomes part of the structure orienting the plane
of cell division. We contrast this with polarized growth of
sated cells where the buds come out only near to the end,
not exactly at the end (see Figure 6A). This constraint
could occur in much the same way that the shape of the
ascus in Neurospora crassa leads to linear asci; in this
fungus, the direction of meiotic cell division is confined to
the longitudinal plane by the extreme axial ratio of the
ascus. The second consequence is that cell growth is po-
larized along the same axis as cell division. This dual polar-
ity of cell growth and cell division enhances the ability of
the growing chain of cells to escape the colony, because
the growth of each new individual unit of the chain of cells
along the axis of cell division incrementally moves the
column along. The velocity of pseudohyphal elongation is
proportional to the length of the cells that comprise the
chain.
Unipolar Cell Division
Cell division in the pseudohypha is polarized in one direc-
tion, the direction away from the mass of cells in the colony
and out into the substrate. This polarization is achieved by
four constraints on cell division. First, a terminal pseudohy-
phal cell always buds at its free end, the one opposite the
junction with its mother. Second, the site of bud emer-
gence on the daughter is close to 180° from that junction.
Third, daughters stay juxtaposed to their mothers exactly
along the axis of cell division, either because they are
physically connected or because they are constrained by
the agar. Fourth, the first daughter of the founding mother
cell (the cell that gives rise to the column) divides in a
direction away from the mass of cells in the colony. This
initial division coupled with the three other constraints
leads to the polarized extension of pseudohyphae away
from the colony into unpopulated substrate.
Sated cells, like pseudohyphal cells, initially bud in a
unipolar fashion. The first bud of a virgin sated cell (one
that has no prior daughters) as well as the majority of
the second buds from these cells, emerge from the pole
opposite the junction of the virgin with its mother. If sated
diploid cells can bud in a unipolar pattern then why don't
they form pseudohyphae? The answer is that subsequent
steps in the budding and growth of sated cells create as-
symmetriesthat preclude the formation of a pseudohypha.
First, the buds of sated cells generally separate from their
mothers. The detachment of mother and daughter is often
associated with movement of the cell that changes the
orientation of the daughter with respect to the mother cell.
This displacement of the mother-daughter division axes
when reiterated in subsequent divisions ultimately leads
to randomization of the division planes of an individual
mother with respect to any founding cell or starting point.
Second, although the buds on sated cells arise on the
surface opposite the mother-daughter junction, the posi-
tion of the new bud is not always 1800 from that junction.
The sated cells are ellipsoidal, so the poles are less de-
fined than in the elongate pseudohyphal cells. Any
changes in the angle of the bud with respect to the axis of
the previous mother-daughter junction contribute to unpo-
larized growth. An extreme example of the effect of bud
angle is demonstrated by the rsrl" '6 mutation, which, by
randomizing the sites of bud formation, prevents diploids
from forming pseudohyphae.
Previous workers have noted that sated mother cells
that have divided at least once (nonvirgin) show bipolar cell
division (Freifelder, 1960; Chant and Herskowitz, 1991). In
bipolar cell division, buds can emerge on either the birth
or free ends of mother cells that are not virgin. It is not
known how many divisions must occur before the unipolar
pattern is replaced by the bipolar pattern. We have ob-
served that when cells in the pseudohypha bud for a sec-
ond time they bud in a unipolar pattern about 90% of the
time. When sated cells bud for a second time, they also
generally bud unipolarly, although about 20% less fre-
quently than pseudohyphal cells. This phenomenon sug-
gests that nutritional factors may regulate the budding pat-
tern of diploid cells.
Invasiveness
Pseudohyphal cells are invasive and grow into the agar,
presumably foraging for nutrients. Some of the foraging
columns of cells have as many as 10 members in the
main chain. Columns within the agar have about the same
number of cells as those on the surface, so the agar is no
deterrent to their exploration. The invasiveness of pseu-
dohyphal cells can be explained in several ways. One
might imagine that the force of unipolar cell division by thin
pseudohyphal cells is sufficient to propel a column through
the agar. In the pseudohyphal cycle, cell separation, a late
step in cell division, may be delayed, leaving the daughters
attached to the mother. This linked structure might be able
to generate more force than a single cell because the previ-
ous generations.could act as an anchor for the cell at the
apex. Although this mechanical model may be correct, we
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know that the connection between the apical cell in the
pseudohyphal column and its mother can sometimes be
broken by mechanical agitation with a microneedle. Fur-
thermore, flocculent strains and cell-cycle mutants defec-
tive in cell separation do not grow invasively, showing that
cell separation defects alone do not cause invasiveness.
The secretion of hydrolytic enzymes is likely to be an
important factor permitting invasive growth. Lytic enzymes
capable of hydrolyzing polysaccharides may be secreted
by strains capable of pseudohyphal growth. The secretion
of proteases is common to many invading pathogens such
as Candida albicans (Macdonald and Odds, 1983). Hy-
drolytic enzymes in C. albicans are important in creating
a pathway for penetration into the host tissue. By analogy,
the invasive habit of pseudohyphal S. cerevisiae cells may
be a growth pattern used in nature to penetrate natural
substrates such as grapes.
Conclusions
S. cerevislae Undergoes a Dimorphic Transition
S. cerevisiae possesses the latent capacity to undergo a
dimorphic transition to pseudohyphal growth. In this path-
way, yeast cells give rise to elongated pseudohyphal cells
that eventually give rise to blastospore-like cells (see Fig-
ure 7 and Table 2). This dimorphic pathway seems similar
to that found in C. albicans (Odds, 1988). C. albicans gives
rise to blastospores and to chlamydospores, true spores
with a chemical composition and structure different from
the vegetative yeast cells. So far, we have no evidence for
this cell type in S. cerevisiae.
Proline Medium Mimics the Natural Habitat
of Yeast Cells
Early workers reported that when some S. cerevisiae
strains are inoculated into grape juice and allowed to com-
plete primary fermentation without agitation, they form
pseudohyphae (Guilliermond, 1920). In grapes, an im-
portant natural substrate for S. cerevisiae (Lodder, 1970),
proline is the predominant amino acid, and its concentra-
tion often exceeds 1 gram/liter, a concentration that is 10
to 100 times the concentration of other amino acids in
grapes (Huang and Ough, 1989; Ough and Stashak,
1974). The histidine concentration of grapes is low and
roughlythat found in our SPHD medium (Huang and Ough,
1989). The other abundant amino acid in grapes is arginine
(Huang and Ough, 1989; Bisson, 1991), whose catabolism
requires its conversion to proline (Brandriss and Maga-
sanik, 1980). Only once the ammonia, arginine, and other
nitrogen sources in grape juice are exhausted do the cells
use the remaining proline as the sole nitrogen source (Bis-
son, 1991). In addition, proline may be catabolized in grape
juice only under aerobic conditions (Ingledew et al., 1987).
The ascomycete Ceratocystis ulmi, the dimorphic yeast
that causes Dutch elm disease, also regulates its dimor-
phic transition in response to proline (Kulkarni and Nicker-
son, 1981). In this fungus, by contrast with S. cerevisiae,
proline supports the yeast phase, and ammonium sulfate
supports the invasive mycelial form. Nutritional regulation
by proline may be related to disease, because elms resis-
tant to infection contain high proline levels in their xylem
sap, while susceptible elms do not (Singh and Smalley,
1969). Proline levels also regulate the development of
the human pathogen Candida albicans (Land et al., 1975;
Dabrowa et al., 1976; Holmes and Shepherd, 1987). In
C. albicans, as in S. cerevisiae, proline supports filamen-
tous growth while high ammonium sulfate supports yeast
phase growth.
The RAS Pathway Regulates Pseudohyphal Growth
An activated RAS pathway in S. cerevisiae either directly
or indirectly results in enhanced pseudohyphal growth.
MA Tal/a wild-type diploids carrying the RAS2"'19 mutation
(analogous to the missense mutation found in some trans-
forming alleles of mammalian ras [Barbacid, 1987; Powers
et al., 19891) undergo enhanced pseudohyphal growth on
proline medium and exhibit pseudohyphal growth on rich
YPD medium (C. J. G., unpublished data). RAS2 mutants
have perturbed responses to environmental stresses (Ka-
taoka et al., 1984; Tatchell et al., 1984, 1985). The RAS
pathway is thought to regulate certain stress responses in
yeast (reviewed by Broach and Deschennes, 1990). Our
results suggest that one role of the RAS pathway may
be to regulate the dimorphic transition of S. cerevisiae to
pseudohyphal growth. We favor a model where nitrogen
starvation induces the RAS pathway and signals the cell
to enter the pseudohyphal pathway. Alternatively, a consti-
tutively activated RAS pathway may perturb nitrogen
assimilation pathways in a way that enhances pseudohy-
phal growth. Our result suggests but does not prove that
cAMP regulates S. cerevisiae dimorphism because RAS
is thought to modulate other signaling pathways in yeast
(Kaibuchi et al., 1986). Evidence exists that cAMP plays
a role in the regulation of the dimorphism of several fungi
(Shepherd, 1988).
Implications of Dimorphic Growth and Diploidy
for Pathogenesis
The interconversion of a yeast form and a filamentous form
is typical of many pathogenic fungi (Shepherd, 1988). In
C. albicans, a human pathogen, the ability to undergo a
dimorphic transition is critical for pathogenesis (Sol,
1991). In tissue infected with Candida, yeast cells, pseu-
dohyphae, and true hyphae are found (Odds, 1988). Dip-
loid S. cerevisiae (Freifelder, 1960) and C. albicans
(Chaffin, 1984) cells possess a unipolar budding pattern
that is important for pseudohyphal growth. The require-
ment of unipolar diploid budding for pseudohyphal growth
could explain why Candida is found only as a diploid (no
haploid form or sexual cycle has been observed; Odds,
1988). Perhaps Candida once had a haploid phase, but
with time and selection, genes required for meiosis and
therefore the generation of haploid cells were lost.
Ustilago maydis, the causitive agent of corn smut, is
pathogenic only in its dikaryotic filamentous form. The
haploid phase of this fungus grows exclusively in a yeast
form and is nonpathogenic (Schulz et al., 1990). Although
Saccharomyces, an ascomycete and Ustilago, a basidio-
mycete, are quite distant on a phylogenetic scale, the ma-
jor morphogenetic event in each species, conversion of
the yeast to a filamentous form, has similar genetic control.
Both Saccharomyces and Ustilago haploids grow as yeast
cells unable to develop into their filamentous form. Sac-
charomyces diploids and Ustilago dikaryons heterozy-
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Table 3. Saccharomyces cerevisiae Strains'
Strain Genotype Reference and/or Comments
F35 MATa/a HO/HO shr3-101/shr3-101 Ljungdahl et al., (unpublished data)
MB1000 MATea Brandriss and Magasanik, (1979)
MB758-5B MATa ura3-52 Siddiqui and Brandriss, (1988)
CG25 MATa ure3-52 shr3-102 This work, MB758-5B derivative
CGX15 MA Ta/a ura3-52/URA3 shr3-102/SHR3 MB1000 x CG25
CG41 MATa ura3-52 shr3-102 Ascospore from CGX15
CG46 MATa ura3-52 Ascospore from CGX15
CG48 MATa ura3-52 Ascospore from CGX15
CGX19 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 CG25 x CG41
CGX31 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 CG46 x CG48
CG67 MATa/a ura3-52ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 MATa/a derivative of CGX19
CG85 MA Ta/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 MATale derivative of CGX19
CG62 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (pPL210) CGX19 + pPL210
CG64 MATea ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (pRS306) CGX19 + pRS306
CG69 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 (YCpR2V) CGX31 + YCpR2V
CG71 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 (YCp50) CGX31 + YCp50
CG73 MATa ura3-52 (YCpR2V) CG46 + YCpR2V
CG75 MATa ura3-52 (YCpR2V) CG48 + YCpR2V
CG132 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 (YCprsrl""'1) CGX31 + YCp(rsr1 " )5
CG133 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (YCp50) CGX19 + YCp50
CG134 MA Ta/a ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102 (YCp(rsrl""'1) CGX19 + YCp(rsrl1 ' )
I All S. cerevisiae strains are congenic to the £1278b genetic background (Grenson et al., 1966)
Plasmids
Name Description Source or Reference
pPL210 1.4 kb fragment containing SHR3 in pRS306 Ljungdahl et al., (unpublished ata)
pRS306 URA3 marked centromere vector Sikorski and Hieter, (1989)
YCpR2V RAS2"1' in YCp50 RAS2 'g is described in Kataoka et al.,
(1984). This unpublished plasmid
was obtained from M. Wigler.
YCp(rsrl ') rsrl1 ' in YCp50 Ruggieri et al., (1992). Obtained from
A. Bender.
gous for mating type loci undergo a dimorphic transition
to filamentous growth. In Saccharomyces diploids (MATal
a), the heterodimeric repressor al12 (Goutte and John-
son, 1988; reviewed by Herskowitz, 1989) encoded by the
mating type loci must be required for the conversion be-
cause isogenic MA Tala or MA Ta/a strains do not undergo
the dimorphic transition. We surmise that al a2 repression
of BUD3 and/or BUD4, two genes that convert the diploid
to the haploid budding pattern, is required for conversion
to the pseudohyphal growth mode. In Ustilago, where the
mating type loci are also thought to encode transcription
factors (Schulz et al., 1990), heterozygosity at the mating
type loci may also be required to repress haploid-specific
cell division patterns because dikaryons homozygous at
the mating type loci cannot undergo the dimorphic transi-
tion and are nonpathogenic. These transcription factors
and the genes they regulate could form the targets for
antifungal agents.
Experimental Procedures
Strains, Media, and Microbiological Techniques
Yeast strains are listed in Table 3. Standard yeast media were pre-
pared, and yeast genetic manipulations were performed as described
in Sherman et al. (1986). Departures from standard media are all varia-
lions of SPHD medium that contains 6.7 grams/liter Yeast Nitrogen
Base without amino acids and ammonium sulfate (Difco Laboratories),
1.0 gram/liter L-proline as sole nitrogen source (Sigma Grade Sigma),
2% anhydrous D-glucose (J. T. Baker), and 0.2 mM L-histidine hydro-
chloride (Sigma). In SAHD and SRHD, the proline was replaced with
1.0 gram/liter ammonium sulfate (J. T. Baker) and 1.0 gram/liter L-ar-
ginine (Sigma) respectively. SPAHD and SPRHD media contain, re-
spectively, 0.5 grams/liter L-proline plus 0.5 grams/liter ammonium
sulfate or 0.5 grams/liter L-proline plus 0.5 grams/liter L-arginine as
sole nitrogen sources. SLAHD (low ammonia) contains only 0.05 mM
ammonium sulfate as sole nitrogen source and is made with washed
agar.
The nitrogen sources, the 0.5 M L-histidine hydrochloride solution,
and the concentrated (4 x) stock solution of the Yeast Nitrogen Base
were filter sterilized. Other components were autoclaved as separate
stock solutions (20 mM uracil, 40%4 glucose, and 4% Difco Bacto agar).
Stock solutions and sterile water were mixed to make a 2 x solution
to which an equal volume of molten 4% agar was added. Standard 100
x 15 mm plastic petri dishes were filled with 25 ml of medium. These
plates yielded uniform and consistent results only when used during
the first week following preparation. This period could be lengthened
to 2-3 weeks by washing the agar a few times with water before auto-
claving. Yeast transformations were performed by the lithium acetate
method of Ito et al. (1983) using ,'30 g of sonicated calf thymus DNA
as carrier and selecting for transformanis on solid SC medium lacking
uracil.
Yeaet Strain Construction
Several different mutant alleles of SHR3 gave rise to enhanced pseu-
dohyphal growth on SPHD. These include both an in vitro constructed
null allele shr3 1::URA3 (Ljungdahl et al., unpublished data) and a
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spontaneously isolated allele shr3-102. Each of these, when homozy-
gous in a MATala diploid, gives rise to pseudohyphal growth. As indi-
cated in the Results ection, strains from the T1278b background give
the most extensive pseudohyphae, so we carried out our experiments
in this background. S. cerevisiae strains MB1000 (MATa, Brandriss
and Magasanik, 1979) and MB758-5B (MATA ura3-52, Siddiqui and
Brandriss, 1988) were obtained from M. Brandriss. MB1000 is also
known in the literature as T.1278b (Grenson et al., 1966). The ura3-52
mutation in MB758-5B originates from strain DBY785 and was intro-
duced by a cross with MB1000. A ura3-52 segregant from this cross
was made congenic to 1278b by performing 10 backcrosses to
MB1000, resulting in M8758-5B (Siddiqui and Brandriss, 1988).
We obtained a ura3-52 Shr3- mutant strain in the T1278b backround
by obtaining a spontaneous mutant of MB758-5B resistant o 30 mM
histidine. These conditions allow the positive selection of Shr3- mu-
tants (Ljungdahl et al., unpublished data). The particular allele we
chose (shr3-102 in CG25) was shown to be an allele of SHR3 by the
following tests: it was recessive to SHR3 and failed to complement the
30 mM histidine growth or the enhanced pseudohyphal growth of a
known loss-of-function Shr3- allele; it was complemented for both the
growth at 30 mM histidine and enhanced pseudohyphal growth pheno-
types by a plasmid containing a 1.4 kb genomic fragment (pPL210)
that contained only the SHR3 coding region; and when it was crossed
by an SHR3 strain, the 30 mM histidine growth phenotype segregated
in a Mendelian fashion in tetrads. We called this mutant allele shr3-102.
CG25 (MATs ure3-52 shr3-102) was backcrossed to MB1000(MATa) and segregants with the following genotypes were identi-
fied and isolated: MATe ura3-52 shr3-102 (CG41), MAT ura3-52(CG46), MATa ur3-52 (CG48). A MA Tala ura3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/
shr3-102 diploid (CGX19) was constructed by crossing CG25 x CG041.
A MA Tal ura3-52/ura3-52 diploid (CGX31) was constructed by cross-
ing CG46 x CG48. Spontaneous MATale and MATala ura3-52/ura3-
52 shr3-102/shr3-102 derivatives of CGXO, CG85, and CG67, respec-
tively, were isolated by obtaining spontaneous mitotic recombinants
homozygous at the MAT locus from CGX19 cells. Isogenic pairs of
diploid strains that differ only in their SHR3, RAS2, or RSR11BUD1
alleles were produced by transformation with centromere plasmids
and selection of transformants on solid SC (without uracil) medium
(Table 3).
Bud Site Selection Assay
Photomicrographe of developing pseudohyphae in colonies of CGX19(aS Shr3-) that had been growing for 1 to 3 days on SPHD plus uracil
medium at 30C were taken at time intervals. All lineages in which
the origin of the terminal 3 cells could be determined by time lapse
observation were used. Emergence of the first bud of the virgin moth-
er's first daughter was scored as from the free or birth end. Following
the conventions of Frelfelder (1960), the pole of a bud that contacts its
mother cell is called the birth end and the opposite pole the free end.
Emergence of the virgin mother's second bud after the time required
for two cell divisions was scored as either occurring at the free end or
not occurring at the free end. There were 11 instances where no sec-
ond bud emerged on the free end of the mother cell. In each of these
cases the birth end was obscured by neighboring cells, so the presence
of a bud at the birth pole could not be scored. These 11 events were
tabulated as birth end buds. This scoring strategy was used because
it allowed the incorporation of all cell divisions visible by time lapse
photomicroscopy into the data set.
The budding pattern of sated virgin CGX19 cells was analyzed by
patching out CGX19 on YPD medium supplemented with 20 milli-
grams/liter adenine sulfate, pregrowing the cells for two days at 30C,
and then micromanipulating cells with small buds onto a YPD plate in
a grid pattern. After 7-9 hr of growth at 24C, all cells except for virgin
cells with a small bud (one per cell originally placed on plate if this
cell grew normally) were micromanipulated away from the grid. The
positions of the virgin cell and its first bud were recorded at the begin-
ning of the experiment and at time intervals. All virgin cells that gave
rise to microcolonies of four cells within a 6 hr period at 24C were
scored. Emergence of the first bud produced by the original virgin
cell's first daughter was scored as emerging from its free or birth end.
Emergence of the virgin mother's second bud was scored as either
from the free or birth end, assuming that the pole from which the first
bud emerged is the free end as discussed.
SEM Methods
Yeast cells proliferating on agar growth medium were transferred with
a toothpick to small squares of wet Schleicher and Schuell #576 filter
paper. The cells on the paper were then fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) at 24C for 60 min and dehydrated
in a graded ethanol series at 24C. This material was critical point
dried in liquid carbon dioxide, mounted on SEM stubs, and then sputter
coated with gold and palladium. SEM was performed on the upper
stage of an ISI-DS130 scanning electron microscope and the images
were photographed on Polaroid 55 film.
Light Mlcroeoplc Techniques
Light microscopy of single cells and microcolonies was done with a
Zeiss WL light microscope using bright field optics. Petri plates were
placed directly on the microscope stage. A 40 x short working distance
objective and 32 x and 2.5 x long working distance objectives, all from
Zeiss, were used to visualize cells or colonies. Some light microscopy
of macrocolonies was done with a Wild M5A stereomicroscope with a
transmitted light console base. Light photomicroscopy for quantitation
of single cell dimensions was done with a Zeiss Axioskop using Nomar-
ski optics. Either 40 x (for pseudohyphae) or 100 x (for single cells)
objectives were used.
Quantltatlon of Yesst Cell Dlmensions
Measurements of pseudohyphal and sated cell dimensions were
based on photomicrographs of cells from colonies obtained by streak-
ing CGX19 (MATl/a ur3-52/ura3-52 shr3-102/shr3-102) for single
cells on agar plates. Sated and pseudohyphal cells used for quantita-
tion by SEM were, respectively, from YPD and SPHD plus uracil plates
incubated at 30C for 31 hr. The pseudohyphal cells and blastospore-
like cells used for light photomicroscopic quantitation were from the
same SPHD plus uracil plate incubated at 30C for 7 days. Blocks of
agar 1.0 cm x 0.5 cm containing several polarized colonies were lifted
from the plate with a scalpel. A thin piece of agar from the surface 0.2-
0.3 cm thick containing the colonies and their associated invasive
pseudohyphae was removed from the block, transferred to a slide, and
a cover slip was applied to it without pressure. Photomicrographs of
invasive pseudohyphae and their associated blastospore-like cells
were made with a 40 x objective with Nomarski optics. The sated cells
used for light photomicrographic quantitation were from YPD plates
incubated at 30C for 26 hr. To reproduce the optical conditions of the
invasive pseudohyphae and blastospore-like cells, sated cells from a
colony on the agar surface were suspended in a 37C solution of
0.6 M sorbitol, 5% glucose, and 1% low melting point agarose and
dropped onto a slide. A coverslip was quickly applied and pressed
down to form a thin layer of agar-suspended cells. Photomicrographs
were taken after the agar had solidified with a 100x oil immersion
objective with Nomarski optics. All measurements were converted
to m.
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When starved for nitrogen, MATa/MATTa cells of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae undergo a
dimorphic transition to pseudohyphal growth. A visual genetic screen, called PHD (pseudohyphal determi-
nant), for S. cerevisiae pseudohyphal growth mutants was developed. The PHD screen was used to identify seven
S. cerevisiae genes that when overexpressed in MATa/MATa cells growing on nitrogen starvation medium cause
precocious and unusually vigorous pseudohyphal growth. PHDI, a gene whose overexpression induced invasive
pseudohyphal growth on a nutritionally rich medium, was characterized. PHDI maps to chromosome XI and
is predicted to encode a 366-amino-acid protein. PHDI has a SWI4- and MBP1-like DNA binding motif that
is 73% identical over 100 amino acids to a region of Aspergilus nidulans StuA. StuA regulates two pseudohyphal
growth-like cell divisions during conidiophore morphogenesis. Epitope-tagged PHDI was localized to the
nucleus by indirect immunofluorescence. These facts suggest that PHDI may function as a transcriptional
regulatory protein. Overexpression of PHDI in wild-type haploid strains does not induce pseudohyphal growth.
Interestingly, PHDI overexpression enhances pseudohyphal growth in a haploid strain that has the diploid
polar budding pattern because of a mutation in the BUD4 gene. In addition, wild-type diploid strains lacking
PHDI undergo pseudohyphal growth when starved for nitrogen. The possible functions of PHDI in
pseudohyphal growth and the uses of the PHD screen to identify morphogenetic regulatory genes from
heterologous organisms are discussed.
The baker's yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is a dimorphic
fungus that interconverts between multicellular filamentous
and unicellular growth modes (29. 31, 36, 65). S. cerevisiae
grows mitotically by budding (37) as individual ellipsoidal cells
or as filamentous chains of elongated cells termed pseudohy-
phae. The switch from unicellular to filamentous growth is a
MATa/MATa diploid-specific dimorphic transition triggered
by nitrogen starvation (31). There are at least three distinct
phases that proceed in chronological sequence during the
development of a pseudohypha. In the first phase, an ellipsoi-
dal mother cell divides to produce an elongated daughter cell
(32). In the second phase, the elongated daughters produce
identical elongated daughters that compose the backbone of
the filament (31). In the third phase, the elongated cells of the
pseudohypha, with the exception of those very near the
growing tip of the filament, bud vegetative ellipsoidal cells (31,
32). The net result is that pseudohyphal growth disperses
asexually produced vegetative ellipsoidal yeast cells to new and
otherwise inaccessible growth substrates.
The filamentous phase in S. cerevisiae consists of at least four
processes, polar budding, cell elongation, incomplete cell
separation, and invasive growth (31). Except for polar budding,
which is a property of MATa/MATca diploids (15), these
processes are induced by nitrogen starvation (31). The AAT
and RSRI/BUDI genes affect pseudohyphal growth because
they regulate one of these processes, polar budding (8, 14, 15,
62). Cells of the MATa/MATa genotype have the polar bud-
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ding pattern that permits pseudohyphal growth, whereas
MATa and MAT haploids and MATa/MATa and MATaI
MATa diploids have the axial pattern that precludes pseudohy-
phal growth (31). The RSR1/BUDI gene is also required for
the polar budding pattern; a Rsrl- diploid has a random
budding pattern that impairs pseudohyphal growth (14, 31). It
is not known whether these genes affect other component
processes of pseudohyphal growth.
The SHR3 gene indirectly regulates pseudohyphal growth by
a mechanism understood in some molecular detail. Shr3 
strains inappropriately induce pseudohyphal growth when
grown on proline as the sole nitrogen source (31, 32). SHR3, a
component of the endoplasmic reticulum, is required for
amino acid permeases, including the proline permease PUT4.
to exit the endoplasmic reticulum and reach the plasma
membrane (47). Thus, Shr3- strains have impaired proline
uptake that results in nitrogen starvation, which consequently
leads to induction of pseudohyphal growth when proline is the
sole nitrogen source (31, 47).
Recently, it has been shown that MATa/MATa diploid
strains homozygous for mutations in the STE7. STEJI, STEI2.
and STE20 genes have impaired pseudohyphal growth (46).
STE7, STE11, STE12, and STE20 are part of a signal trans-
duction pathway that transcriptionally regulates mating-spe-
cific genes (72) and some genes linked to either transposon Tv
(16, 25) or the repeated element sigma (78). In addition, a
number of other genes including CDC55, ELMI, ELM2.
ELM3, PPZ1, PPZ2, and RAS2 have been reported to regulate
pseudohyphal growth (9, 31, 44). The mechanism by which
these genes affect pseudohyphal growth is not yet clear.
Here we report the development of a visual genetic screen.
called PHD (pseudohyphal determinant), for pseudohyphal
growth mutants and its use in identifying genes that when
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TABLE 1. S. cerevisiae strains and plasmids
Reference, source.Strain or plasmid Genotype or description or derivation
S. ce rcisiae strains"
CGX69 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX66 (32) derivative
10480-5C MA Ta ura3-52 Fink laboratory collection
1048()-5D MATa ura3-52 Fink laboratory collection
1.5366 MA Ta/MATa ura3-52/ura3-52 10480-5C x 10480-5D
C('GX33 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG/PHD1 ura3-52/ura3-52 L5366 derivative
('iX 134 MA Ta/MA Ta phdl Al::hisG-URA3-hisG/PHDI ura3-52/ura3-52 L5366 derivative
('GX 135 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlA ::hisG-URA3-hisG/p-hdlM::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX134 derivative
CGX 137 UA Ta/MA Ta phdlA::hisG-URA3-hisG/pltdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX133 derivative
C(GX60lh( MA Ta/MA Ta phdlAl::hisG/phdA l::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX133 derivative
CGX 161 MATa/MA Ta phdlAl::hisG/phdlA ::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX134 derivative
('Ci737 MA TalMA Ta phdlA l::hisG/phdl A::hisG ura3-521ura3-52 (pCG38) CGX160 + pCG38
CG739 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlAl::hisG/phd1Al::hisG ura3-521ura3-52 (pCG37) CGX160 + pCG37
('GX 155 MA TaMA Ta phdl A ::hisG-UR,4A3-hisG/phdlAl ::hisG-URA3-hisG CGX134 derivative
shr3A 1::URA3-hisG/shr3AJ ::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52('GX157 MA Ta/MA Ta shr3A1 ::URA3/shr3A ::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 CGX134 derivative
CG934 MATa/MATa ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG38) L5366 + pCG38
CG936 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52ura3-52 (pRS202) 15366 + pRS202
CG937 MATa ura3-52 (pCG38) 10480-5C + pCG38
CG939 MUA Ta ura3-52 (pRS202) 10480-5C + pRS202
CG94(0 MATa ura3-52 (pCG38) 10480-5D + pCG38
CG942 MATa ura3-52 (pRS202) 10480-5D + pRS202
CG953 MATa/MATa ura3-52/ura3-52 (pRS316) 1,5366 + pRS316
SS3-2B ,MATa bud4 ura3-52 63
Plasmids
pCG36 7.0-kb fragment with phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG in pBluescriptlI KS+ This work
pCG37 2.6-kb fragment with PHDI::FLUI in pRS202 This work
pCG38 2.6-kb fragment with PHDI in pRS202 This work
pBluescriptll KS+ E. coli vector 73
pDE I FUPI overexpression plasmid 22
pEY312C MSNI overexpression plasmid 26
pNKY l()9 TRPI disruption vector 1
pPL219 shr3Al::URA3 in pBluescriptll SK+ 47
pRS21)2 URA3-marked 2m vector 18
pRS316 URA3-marked CEN vector 71
pSEll}7h 5.0-kb hisG-URA3-kanr-hisG fragment in vector 23
" All strains are congenic to the 11278b genetic background (34).
overexpressed in a MATa/MATa strain cause precocious and
unusually vigorous pseudohyphal growth. This study focuses on
one of these genes, PHDI, that is related to transcriptional
regulators of fungal development and whose overexpression
causes constitutive pseudohyphal growth. PHD1 may be a
transcriptional regulator of pseudohyphal growth that controls
structural genes involved in this process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains, media, and microbiological techniques. Yeast
strains used in experiments are listed in Table I except for
strains used in the genetic mapping of PHDI, which are given
below. Standard yeast media were prepared and yeast genetic
manipulations were performed as previously described (69).
Yeast transformations were performed by standard protocols
(28. 39). Plasmids were isolated from yeast strains by a
standard method (38). SLAHD and SPHD media were pre-
pared as previously described (31, 47). SLAD medium is
SLAHD medium without histidine.
The following method is used to induce MA Ta/MA Ta strains
overexpressing PHD1 (for instance, CG934) to undergo
pseudohyphal growth in liquid medium. The culture is pre-
pared by pregrowing the yeast strain for 2 days on a nitrogen
starvation (SLAD medium) plate. resuspending it at a density
of 104 cells per ml in liquid SLAD medium, and then adding 10
ml of the resulting cell suspension to a 10-ml SLAD agar plate.
Most cells remain in the liquid phase of the culture and do not
settle onto the surface of the plate. The culture is grown
without agitation at 30°C, and after 16 h, pseudohyphal
microcolonies are observed growing in the liquid phase of the
culture and about 50% of the cells in the culture have a
pseudohyphal morphology. When this experiment is repeated
with a wild-type MATa/MATa strain (for instance, CG936),
pseudohyphal microcolonies are not observed and about 5% of
the cells in the culture have a pseudohyphal morphology.
Yeast strain construction. Construction of yeast strains is
shown in tabular form (Table 1) and described below. All
strains not used in the genetic mapping of PHDI are congenic
to the 1278b genetic background and are derived from either
MB758-5B (MA4Ta ura3-52) (70) or MB1000 (MATa) (10) or
both. For this work, the trpl::hisG (1) auxotrophic marker was
introduced into the 1278b genetic background (34) by using a
previously described method (1) and plasmid pNKY1009
(Table I). The shr3Al allele was introduced into 1278b
strains with pPL219 (47).
Physical mapping of PHDI to PHD7. All DNA probes for
hybridizations were purified from agarose gels using the Gene-
clean kit (Bio 101) and then labeled with P using the Prime
Time C kit (IBI), unless otherwise specified. Manufacturer's
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TABLE 2. Results of S. cerevisiae PHD screenu
No. of e adLocation of
Cene Plasmidh independent Prime hindependent Primeisolations ot gene on clone(s)'
chromosomeplasmid
PHDI pCG7 2 XI 4326
pCG19 1
PHD2 pCG6 I XV 1697, 2399
PHD3 pCG5 I VII or XV
pCG20 1
PHD4 pCG4 2 VII or XV
pCGIO 1
PHD5 pCG 11 I XIII
PHD6 pCG8 I X
P.HD7 pCG9 3 XIV
"PHD2 is probably allelic to MSNI/FL'PI.
h Plasmids are from the 2m genomic library described in Materials and
Methods (18).
' The prime A clone numbers of the phage DNAs to which a DNA probe
derived from the relevant plasmid insert hybridized are listed.
instructions were followed for the use of both kits. S. cerevisiae
chromosome blots were obtained from Clontech. DNA se-
quencing of the left end of the pCG6 insert was primed with
the T3 primer, while sequencing of the right end was primed
with the T7 primer. These primers are described elsewhere
(73).
PHD3 to PHD7 were mapped physically by first liberating
the yeast genomic DNA inserts from the pRS202-based mul-
ticopy genomic library plasmid isolates with a SalI-Sacl double
digestion. Digests were electrophoresed on 0.7% agarose TAE
(40 mM Tris acetate-I mM EDTA) gels and DNA fragments
that originated from the insert were 32 p labeled and used to
probe chromosome blots (Table 2). DNA fragments used were
the -9-kb fragment of pCG20, the -7-kb fragment of pCG4,
the -7-kb fragment of pCGI1, the -3- and -4-kb fragments
of pCG8, and the 6-kb fragment of pCG9. The pCG9
fragment chromosome blot was performed with an ECL direct
nucleic acid labeling and detection system (Amersham) follow-
ing the manufacturer's directions.
Genetic mapping of PHDI. Genetic mapping of PHDI was
initiated by the construction of suitable mapping strains.
Strains 10053-3A (MA Ta cdc16-1 his4-619 ura3-52) and CG245
(MA Tot phdlAl::hisG-UR3-hisG trpl::hisG ura3-52) were
crossed and sporulated, cells from two robust ascospore colo-
nies were crossed and sporulated, and once more cells from
two robust ascospore colonies, CG343 (MATa ura3-52 trpl::
hisG cdc16-1 phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG) and CG344 (MATa
umr3-52 his4-619), were crossed. Diploid CGX94 resulted from
this final mating and was sporulated and analyzed by tetrad
analysis.
Qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay. The qualitative
pseudohyphal growth assay was performed essentially as de-
scribed previously (31, 32). Strains to be tested were patched
onto plates containing synthetic complete medium lacking
uracil (SC-ura), grown overnight at 30°C, and then streaked to
obtain single cells on fresh SC-ura (30-mi) or SLAD (25-ml)
plates. Four strains were always streaked on one plate. The
streaking technique was such that a gradient of colony density
existed in the streak, with the highest density existing in the
center of the plate. Cultures were grown at 30°C, and after an
appropriate period of time dictated by the specific experiment,
representative colonies from the streak were photographed. In
those experiments where transformants were studied, two
independent transformants were assayed. In our experiments,
the pairs of transformants always had the same phenotype.
Agar invasion assay. The agar invasion assay was based on
observations reported previously (31). Strains to be tested were
carefully patched on a SC-ura plate and grown at 300 C. The
cells that did not invade the agar were washed away by rubbing
the surface of the plate with a gloved hand while rinsing the
plate under running water. The cells that had invaded the agar
remained as visible patches on the surface of the agar after
washing. Invasiveness was confirmed by microscopic examina-
tion of the remaining cells and determination that both the
plane of focus required for cell visualization resided inside the
agar and that a micromanipulation needle was required to
penetrate the agar to reach the cells. Populations of invasive
cells were prepared for light photomicroscopy by removing a
piece of agar containing invasive cells with a toothpick and
crushing the agar piece between a coverslip and a microscope
slide. This sample preparation method did not maintain the
positions of cells in the agar. In those experiments where
transformants were studied, two independent transformants
were assayed. In our experiments, the pairs of transformants
always had the same phenotype.
Light microscopic techniques. Light microscopic techniques
have been described in detail elsewhere (31). For Fig. 2C and
D, yeast strains were streaked for single cells on SLAD plates
as described above in "Qualitative pseudohyphal growth as-
say" and incubated at 30°C for an appropriate period of time.
Invasive pseudohyphae from well-separated colonies were
isolated in small agar blocks. The agar blocks were placed on
a microscope slide and covered with a coverslip, which was
lightly pressed down. Photomicrographs of invasive pseudohy-
phae were made with a 100 x oil immersion objective using
Nomarski optics.
Plasmid construction. Recombinant DNA methods were
performed by established protocols (48). Plasmids used in
experiments reported in this study are listed in Table 1, with
the following exceptions. Plasmids isolated from the genomic
S. cerevisiae library described below containing PHDI to PHD7
are listed in Table 2. Plasmids used only to map the location of
PHDI on the pCG7 insert are shown in Fig. 3. Plasmids
constructed for PHDI epitope tagging or deletion are dis-
cussed below. Plasmids pCG7 and pCGl9 (see Fig. 3 and Table
2) were identified in the PHD screen, contain PHDI, and
originate from a high-copy-number S. cerevisiae genomic li-
brary. This library was made in pRS202, a derivative of pRS301
(71) that contains the 2m origin of replication. The library
was made by cloning 6- to 8-kb fragments of genomic S.
cerevisiae DNA into pRS202 (18).
Deletions of parts of the pCG7 insert were made by remos-
ing various restriction fragments from its insert and religating
the resulting plasmids (see Fig. 3). pCGI3 is pCG7 lacking the
5.5-kb EcoRI fragment (one EcoRI site is in the polylinkerl.
pCG14 is pCG7 lacking the 0.9-kb Kpnl fragment (one Kpnl
site is in the polylinker). pCG15 is pCG7 lacking the 3.5-kh
BamHI fragment (one BamHI site is in the polylinker). pCGi Ih
is pCG7 lacking the 2.0-kb BglII fragment. pCG17 is pC(i 7
lacking the 5.3-kb BamHI-BglII fragment (the BamHI site is in
the polylinker).
Other pCG7 derivatives were constructed by subclonlng
restriction fragments into vectors. pCG27 is the 2.2-kb Bill-
ClaI fragment of pCG16 cloned into BamHI-Clal-digeted
pRS202. pCG28 is the 1.1-kb EcoRI-EagI fragment of pCG(i2
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cloned into EcoRI-Eagl-digested pRS202. pCG31 is the 3.1-kb
BgII-Sacl fragment of pCG16 cloned into BamHI-SacI-di-
gested pBluescriptIIl KS +. pCG38 is the 2.6-kb HindIll
fragment from pCG31 cloned into Hindill-digested pRS202 in
the same orientation as that of pCG31.
DNA sequence analysis of PHDI. Double-stranded DNA for
use as a sequencing template was prepared by the method of
Haltiner et al. (35) and sequenced by the dideoxy-chain
termination method of Sanger et al. (64). Protein and DNA
homology searches were performed at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information using the BLAST network service
(2).
Epitope tagging of PHDI. PHDI was tagged with an epitope
as described by Kolodziej and Young (41) by site-directed
insertion mutagenesis (42). A 9-amino-acid epitope from the
influenza virus hemagglutinin protein HA1 (81) was intro-
duced into the PHDI sequence between amino acid residues
355 and 356 (PHDI::FLUI). This position was chosen because
amino acid residues 354 to 366 are not required for high-copy-
number PHDI enhancement of pseudohyphal growth (pCG27
in Fig. 3). Oligonucleotide PHDIEPI (5'-GCTCTACTTGTT
TGGGCAGCGTAGTCTGGGACGTCGTATGGGTACTC
AGTATCGATATGGTTG) was synthesized with 27 nucleo-
tides (nt) encoding the HAI epitope (in the noncoding orien-
tation) flanked on the 5' side with 17 nt and on the 3' side with
19 nt complementary to the PHDI sequence. This oligonucle-
otide was annealed to single-stranded pCG31 DNA prepared
with helper phage M13K07 (79) in the dut ung Escherichia coli
host RZ1032 (42). After elongation, ligation, and transforma-
tion into a dut+ ung+ host, a plasmid which had acquired the
AatlI restriction site diagnostic for successful mutagenesis was
saved and called pCG35. The 2.6-kb HindIll fragment from
pCG35 was cloned into Hindll-digested pRS202 in the same
orientation as in pCG31, and the resulting construct was called
pCG37. pCG37,which containsPHDI::FLUI,enhancedpseudo-
hyphal growth to a similar degree as pCG38, which contains
PHD1 (data not shown).
Immunofluorescence of PHDI::FLUI. Staining of fixed cells
for indirect immunofluorescence was carried out essentially as
described previously (47). Experimental and control strains
were grown to a density of 107 cells per ml in SC-ura to select
for plasmid maintenance. Cells were then diluted to a density
of 2 x 10' cells per ml in YPD medium (69) and grown for an
additional 6 h. Formaldehyde (37%) (0.11 volume) was then
added to the culture, which was kept on ice overnight. Cells
were washed three times with solution A (0.1 M potassium
phosphate buffer [pH 7.5] in 1.2 M sorbitol) and resuspended
at a density of 108 cells per ml in solution A containing 2 Il of
-mercaptoethanol per ml. Oxalolyticase was added to a final
concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, and the cells were incubated at
30°C for 15 min. Spheroplasting was stopped by diluting the
cells in I ml of cold solution A. Spheroplasts were collected by
centrifugation, washed once with 1 ml of cold solution A,
resuspended in cold solution A at a density of 2 x 108 cells per
ml, and pipetted onto polylysine-coated round coverslips.
After 5 min, the cell suspension was gently aspirated away, and
the coverslips were incubated at 24°C for 15 min. The cover-
slips were washed twice with solution A, covered with 100%
methanol (incubated for 5 min at - 20°C), and washed three
more times with solution A. The coverslips were then covered
with incubation buffer (solution A containing 4% instant milk)
and incubated for 30 min at 30°C. The primary antibody was
anti-hemagglutinin monoclonal antibody 12CA5. Salt-fraction-
ated hybridoma supernatant was diluted 1:5 in incubation
buffer and was added to coverslips which were incubated
overnight at 4C. Subsequent washes, secondary antibody
incubations, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining,
microscopy, and photography were carried out as previously
described (19). The secondary antibody was an affinity-puri-
fied fluorescent 5-[(4,6-dichlorotriazin-2-yl)amino] fluorescein
(DTAF)-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (19).
Construction of a precise PHD1 deletion. A precise deletion
of the PHDI open reading frame (phdlA::hisG-URA3-hisG)
was constructed by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis (42).
The oligonucleotide PHD1KO (5'-GAGCAAAGAGTTAAC
GGATTATGTTATGTGCAGATCTATTTCTGCTTAAT
GAAITATGAATTCCAGC) used for mutagenesis is arrayed
in the following order (5' to 3'), the 31 nt that immediately
follow the PHDI terminator, the hexanucleotide sequence
recognized by the BgII restriction endonuclease, and the 31 nt
that immediately precede the putative ATG initiator codon of
PHDI. As in the construction of pCG35, the oligonucleotide
was annealed to single-stranded pCG31 DNA. After elonga-
tion, ligation, and transformation into a dut+ ung+ host,
plasmid DNAs were screened for the absence of the 1.1-kb
PHDI coding sequence and the presence in its place of a
unique new BgII site diagnostic of a successful mutagenesis.
pCG34 was one of these plasmids. pCG36 was constructed by
cloning the 5-kb BgllI-BamHI fragment of pSE1076 (23), a
derivative of pNKY51 (1) which contains within its two hisG
repeats the kan' gene 3' to the URA3 gene, into BgII-digested
pCG34 in the orientation EcoRI (at bp 674 in Fig. 4)-Bglll-
hisG-URA3-kan'-hisG-(BamHI-BgllII).
Deletion of PHDI. pCG36 (10 g) was digested with both
Sall and Sacl, extracted once with an equal volume of 1:1
mixture of phenol and 24:1 chloroform-isoamyl alcohol, ex-
tracted again with an equal volume of 24:1 chloroform-isoamyl
alcohol, ethanol precipitated, and used to transform L5366 as
described previously (28). Stable Ura+ transformants were
selected on SC-ura plates. Deletion of the PHDI gene by
homologous recombination was confirmed by hybridization to
a genomic Southern blot. CGX133 and CGX134 were con-
structed in this manner and were independently derived.
CGX133 and CGX134 were sporulated, and two Ura+ (phdl)
sister ascospore segregants from each cross were confirmed to
be phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG by Southern analysis. These as-
cospore segregants were crossed to generate CGX137 and
CGX135 (phdl/phdl), respectively.
Strains with unmarked deletions of PHDI were generated by
a standard method (1) by screening for Ura - segregants of the
haploid parents of CGX137 and CGX135 and then by genomic
Southern analysis confirming that they had lost the URA3 gene
by mitotic recombination. Haploid strains of opposite mating
types generated in this way from the parents of CGX137 and
CGX135 were crossed to generate CGX160 and CGX161,
respectively.
Nucleotide sequence accession number. The GenBank ac-
cession number of the PHDI DNA sequence reported in this
paper is U05241.
RESULTS
A gene overexpression screen identifies multicopy enhanc-
ers of pseudohyphal growth. We carried out a screen (called
PHD for pseudohyphal determinant) for genes that enhanced
pseudohyphal growth when present in high copy number. The
PHD screen was carried out by using a 2m plasmid-based
genomic library because genes cloned in 2m-based plasmids
are typically maintained at high copy numbers (11). The extra
copies of a gene often lead to higher levels of the encoded
protein (61).
The wild-type I278b strain CGX69 (MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/
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FIG. 1. PHD screen. A MATa/MATa diploid S. cerevisiae strain
was transformed with a S. cerevisiae gene overexpression library.
Transformants were selected on selective SC medium. Transformants
were resuspended in water and plated on nitrogen starvation medium
(SLAHD) at a density of 2,000 colonies per plate (not to scale). In the
I to 3 days after plating, microcolonies were screened visually with the
aid of a dissecting microscope for those colonies exhibiting enhanced
pseudohyphal growth. Normal colonies were round, and symmetrical
while colonies with enhanced pseudohyphal growth had a striking
rough and filamentous appearance. Cells from enhanced colonies were
picked and the plasmid causing the enhanced phenotype was recov-
ered from these colonies.
ura3-52) was transformed with a genomic S. cerevisiae library
(18) constructed in a URA3-marked 2p,-based high-copy-num-
ber vector (pRS202). Because 1278b strains have a low
transformation efficiency, it was necessary to use a high-
efficiency transformation protocol (28). A total of 15,000
transformants were obtained in 20 independent pools by
selection on SC-ura plates. After 5 days, transformants from
each pool were resuspended in water, and plated at a density of
2,000 CFU per 9-cm-diameter petri plate containing solid
SLAHD (nitrogen starvation) medium. This high colony den-
sity was chosen because it allowed the efficient screening of
relatively large numbers of transformants on a moderate
number of petri plates. During the next 3 days, the SLAHD
plates were screened under a dissecting microscope. Most
microcolonies were symmetrical and smooth, but colonies with
rough outlines caused by pseudohyphal filaments were ob-
served (Fig. 1) at a frequency of about 0.5%. These colonies
containing plasmids that potentially conferred enhanced
pseudohyphal growth were purified, and plasmids that en-
hanced pseudohyphal growth were isolated from some colo-
nies. Restriction enzyme mapping, DNA sequencing, and
cross-hybridization analysis (data not shown) demonstrated
that they represented seven different genes, PHD1 to PHD7
(Table 2).
Overexpression of PHDI gave the strongest enhanced
pseudohyphal growth phenotype, so it was chosen for further
study. PHD1 was subjected to secondary screens to determine
whether it was genetically similar to RAS2 or SHR3, two other
genes that enhance pseudohyphal growth when appropriately
mutated. The RAS2V a '- 9 and shr3A mutations cause en-
hanced pseudohyphal growth (31) and other phenotypes, such
as heat shock sensitivity for RAS2va - 9 and super high histi-
dine resistance for shr3A1 (12, 47). MATa/MATa diploid
strains carrying multicopy PHDI were tested for these two
phenotypes to determine whether multicopy PHDI phenotyp-
ically copies RAS2Val ' 9 or shr3A1 for phenotypes other than
pseudohyphal growth enhancement. Strains with multicopy
PHDI have normal heat shock sensitivity and do not have
super high histidine resistance (data not shown).
FIG. 2. Pseudohyphal growth enhancement by overexpression of PHDI. CG934 (A and C), a MATaslMA4T PHDI-overexpressing strain, and
CG936 (B) and CG953 (D), MA TaI/MTa wild-type control strains, were patched on SC-ura medium, grown overnight at 30°C, and then streaked
to obtain single cells on nitrogen starvation (SLAD) medium. Plates were incubated at 30°C, and for panels A and B, representative microcolonies
were photographed after 45 h of growth. The scale bar in panel B applies to panels A and B and represents 100 lam. Invasive pseudohyphae from
CG934 and CG953 were visualized under the microscope with Nomarski optics and photographed after 2 (C) and 5 (D) days. The scale bar in panel
D applies to panels C and D and represents 5 pm.
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FIG. 3. Localization of pseudohyphal growth enhancement activity
to PHD1. DNA fragments from the pCG7 insert were subcloned into
pRS202 and assayed for their ability to enhance pseudohyphal growth
in strain L5366 (MATa/MATaot ura3-52/ura3-52). Plasmid designations
are shown to the left of their DNA inserts, which are represented by
dark lines. Plasmids that cause (+) enhanced pseudohyphal growth,
such as pCG38 in Fig. 2A, and plasmids that did not cause (-)
enhanced pseudohyphal growth, such as pRS202 in Fig. 2B, are
indicated. Open reading frames are shown by rectangles, and their
orientation is indicated by an arrow. Plasmid pCG19 contains the
PHDI gene in a 4.5-kb insert that begins at the end of PRI2 at nt 2036
(numbered as in reference 27). Only those restriction sites used in
subcloning are shown.
We compared the pseudohyphal growth of strains growing
on nitrogen starvation medium carrying either PHDI on a 21xm
plasmid or the vector without an insert (Fig. 2). Interestingly,
PHDI overexpression also vigorously enhances pseudohyphal
growth in liquid SLAD cultures prepared as described in
Materials and Methods. PHDI overexpression causes cells
growing on nitrogen starvation medium to enter the pseudohy-
phal growth mode earlier than their wild-type counterparts.
Moreover, pseudohyphal cells produced by PHDI-overex-
pressing strains are more elongated than those produced by
wild-type strains. Therefore, PHDI regulates the timing of
initiation of pseudohyphal growth as well as the size of the cells
composing the pseudohyphae.
Mapping PHD) to PHD7 to the S. cerevisiae genome. Re-
striction mapping and DNA sequencing experiments (Fig. 3)
demonstrated that PHDI is adjacent to the PR12 gene, which
has been mapped to chromosome XI by hybridization to a
chromosome blot (27). The 1.1-kb EcoRI-ClaI fragment of
pCG27 was hybridized to the prime clones, a panel of h
clones that contain S. cerevisiae genomic DNA inserts and
represent most of this organism's genome (59, 60), and one
hybridizing phage containing DNA from chromosome XI
predicted to be near CDC16 was identified (Table 2).
This position was confirmed by genetic mapping. Dip-
loid CGX94 (MATa/M4Ta PHD1/phdlMl::hisG-URA3-hisG
CDC16/cdc16-1 TRPl/trpl::hisG HIS4/his4-619 ura3-52/ura3-
52) was sporulated and analyzed by tetrad analysis. Segrega-
tion of the two alleles of PHDI in this cross was followed by
scoring uracil prototrophy. The two alleles of CDC16 were
followed by scoring growth at 360 C. CENII was followed by
scoring tryptophan prototrophy (trpl::hisG is tightly centro-
mere linked). Analysis of 53 tetrads in which all five markers in
the cross segregated in a Mendelian fashion revealed that the
distance between phdl and cdc16 is 15.1 centimorgans (37
parental ditypes, 0 nonparental ditypes, and 16 tetratypes) and
that the distance between cdc16 and CENI is 19.8 centimor-
gans (11 parental ditypes, 21 nonparental ditypes, and 21
tetratypes). phdl was not detectably linked to CENII (8
parental ditypes, 11 nonparental ditypes, and 34 tetratypes).
Mapping of PHD2 was initiated by sequencing the DNA at
the two ends of the pCG6 insert. DNA sequencing revealed
that the MSN1/FUPI gene encoding a putative transcription
factor implicated in carbon and iron metabolism as well as in
mating (22, 26, 58) was at its left end and that part of the first
copy of the gene for ribosomal proteins rp28 and S16A, which
has been mapped genetically to chromosome XV (55), was at
the insert's right end. To test whether PHD2 was allelic to
MSNI/FUPI, pEY312C (26), a multicopy vector with a 2-kb
DNA insert containing the 1.1-kb MSNIIFUPI open reading
frame, was tested for its ability to enhance pseudohyphal
growth in a MA Ta/MA Ta strain on SLAD medium. pEY312C
enhanced pseudohyphal growth, but not as well as pCG6,
consistent with the report that pEY312C probably lacks some
of the MSNI/FUPI promoter (26). pDE1, a multicopy MSN1/
FUPI plasmid isolated from a library (22), enhanced
pseudohyphal growth to a similar degree as pCG6 on SLAD
plates. Thus, PHD2 is probably allelic to MSNI/FUPI. The
1.2-kb Mlul-BamHI fragment from pEY312C (26), containing
most of the MSNI/FUP open reading frame, was hybridized
to the prime X clones, and two phages containing overlapping
DNA fragments from chromosome XV were identified (Table
2).
PHD3 to PHD7 were mapped physically by hybridizing the
inserts of the library plasmids to S. cerevisiae chromosome
blots. In this way, PHD3 to PHD7 were mapped to yeast
chromosomes (Table 2).
DNA and predicted amino acid sequences of PHDI. The
segment of pCG7 that encodes PHDI was defined by subclon-
ing fragments of the yeast segment of pCG7 into the 2m
plasmid pRS202, transforming these constructs into a MATa/
MA Ta diploid, and assaying their ability to enhance pseudohy-
phal growth (Fig. 3). The smallest segment that enhanced
pseudohyphal growth in multicopy was sequenced and an open
reading frame was found (Fig. 4) terminated by a TAA codon,
the most common terminator in S. cerevisiae (80). The first
ATG codon of the PHDI open reading frame has at position
- 3 the conserved adenine residue that is present in 75% of S.
cerevisiae initiator ATG codons (21). The open reading frame
of 1,098 bp is predicted to encode a protein of 366 amino acids.
Overexpression of this open reading frame from the inducible
GAL) promoter (58) in a diploid enhanced pseudohyphal
growth on nitrogen starvation medium (30). PHD1 is predicted
to have a molecular mass of 40.6 kDa and an isoelectric point
of 8.99. PHD1 is proline rich (9.3%) relative to 891 yeast
proteins (34 of 366, 4.4%) in the GenBank data base surveyed
(80). The amino-terminal 145 amino acids of PHDI contain 21
prolines.
PHD1 is related to transcriptional regulators of fungal
development. Four proteins with amino acid sequence similar-
ity to one region of PHD1 were identified by the BLAST
program (2) in data bases, Aspergillus nidulans StuA (53), the
Schizosaccharomyces pombe transcription factors CdclO (6)
and Resl (Sctl) (13, 74), and the S. cerevisiae transcription
factor SWI4 (4) (Fig. 5). In addition, the same region of PHDI
is also similar to the recently described (40) S. cerevisiae MBP1
transcription factor (Fig. 5) and its Kluvveromyces lactis ho-
molog K.I.MBPI (data not shown). Thus, PHDI may be a
member of a family of transcriptional regulators of fungal
development (5).
At the amino acid sequence level, PHD1 is most closely
related to the StuA protein. PHD1 and StuA share about 70%
identity over 100 amino acids. MBP1, SW14. CdclO, and Resl
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1 Y H V P U R L H Y P L V N T Q N A A I T P T R S Y D N
791 ACCCTTCCTTCGTTTAACGAGCTATCACACCAGAGTACAATCAATCTTCCATTCGTCCAACGCGAAACTCCAAACGCATATGCTAATGTT
31 T L P S F N L S Q S T I N L P V Q R I T P N A Y A N V
881 GCCCAATTAGCTACGTCGCCAACTCAGGCTAAATCAGGGTATTATTGTCGCTATTATGCTGTGCCTTTTCCCACATATCCACAACAACCA
61 A Q L A T P T Q A XK S Y Y C R Y Y A V P P T Y P Q Q P
971 CAATCTCCATATCAACAAGCTGTACTTCCTTATGCCACCATTCCCAACAGCAATTTCCAACCATCTTCTTTCCCTGTGATGGCAGTGATG
91 Q S P Y Q A V L P Y A T I P N S N Q P S P V A V 
1061 CCTCCAGAGGTTCAATTTGATGGATCATTCTTGAACACCTTACATCCTCACACAGAGTTGCCTCCAATCATTCAAAACACTAATGATACT
121 P P V Q F D G S L N T L H P T B L P P I I Q N T N D T
1151 AGCGTCGCACGTCCAAATAACCTTAAATCAATAGCAGCAGCGTCACCAACAGTGACAGCAACAACAAGAACACCTGGCGTCAGTTCAACG
151 S V A R P N N L K 8 I A A A S P T V T A T T R T P G V S T
1241 TCAGTTCTCAAACCACGCGTTATAACTACGATGTGGGAAGATGAGAATACTATCTGCTACCAAGTAGAGGCGAACGGTATATCAGTCGTG
181 V L K P V I T T W D N T I C Y 0 V A N I S V V
1331 CGTAGGGCTGACAACAACATGATTAACGGCACCAAGTTGTTGAATGTCACGAAGATGACAAGGGGGAGAAGGGATGGAATATTAAGATCC
211 R R A D N N I N G T K L L N V T K M T R G R R D I L R 8
1421 GAGAAGGTTAGGGAAGTCGTGAAGATTGGCTCCATGCACCTCAAGGGTGTTTGGATTCCTTTCGAAAGGGCTTATATCCTGGCTCAACGT
241 K V R V V K I 8 N H L K V I P F R A Y I L A Q R
1511 GAACAGATTCTAGATCATCTGTACCCGCTCTTCGTCAAAGATATAGAATCCATTGTTGATGCCAGAAAGCCCAGCAACAAGGCATCTTTG
271 Q I L D H L Y P L V K D I 8 I V D A R K P N A L
1601 ACCCCCAAATCTAGCCCTGCCCCCATCAAGCAAGAACCATCTGATAATAAACACGAAATTGCTACTGAAATTAAGCCGAAGAGTATTGAT
301 T P S 8 P A P I XK 0 P D N K H I A T I X P X S I D
ClaI
1691 GCTTTATCGAATGGAGCATCTACTCAGGGTGCTGGCGAACTGCCCCACTTAAAAATCAACCATATCGATACTGAGGCCCAAACAAGTAGA
331 A L S N G A S T a A Ga L P H L I N H I D T A Q T S R
1781 GCAAAAAAAATTATCA AT TAATGTTAAGCACTTTGATGAACAAGAACCGAAGTTCTAGAAAGGCTGATAGGA
361 A N L S
1871 TTCGTACAATCATTTTTACGGTCGAACTTCTGTAGTTACTCGATATATAAATATAAATAACGGACATAAAAAAAAATTGTAACATTAT
1961 AAATCATAAAATCATAATCATATCTA TTTCTAATTGCGCAATTCGTTAGA
FIG. 4. DNA and predicted amino acid sequences of PHDI. The nucleotide sequence of the PHDI gene is shown. The predicted
366-amino-acid protein product of PHDI is shown in the one-letter amino acid code. The EcoRI and Clal sites shown in Fig. 3 are indicated.
also share similarity with the same 100-amino-acid region of the DNA binding motifs of PHDI and StuA are not located in
PHD1 (Fig. 5). This 100-amino-acid region functions as a the amino termini of these proteins (Fig. 5). The ankyrin
DNA binding domain in MBPI and SWI4 (40, 57), and it repeats located in the central domain of MBP1, SW14, Cdc 10,
probably also serves this function in PHD1 and StuA. The and Resl are not found in either PHD1 or StuA. Therefore.
amino termini of PHD1 and StuA are both proline rich, which PHDI and StuA represent one class of proteins containing
may have functional significance because some transcription SWI4-like DNA binding motifs, while SWI4, MBPI.
factors have proline-rich regions as their activation domains K.I.MBP1, CdclO, and Resl represent another. In addition to
(51, 54). The DNA binding motifs of MBPI, SWI4, CdclO, and their amino acid sequence similarities, PHD1 and StuA appear
Resl are all located at their amino termini (40). By contrast, to have related biological functions: PHD1 regulates pseudo-
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FIG. 5. PHDI contains a DNA binding motif present in fungal transcriptional regulators. Alignments of five proteins similar to PHDI are
shown. The name of the protein whose amino acid sequence is shown is to the left of the sequence. When an amino acid in PHDI is identical to
the corresponding amino acid in a similar protein, both amino acids are designated by a white letter in a black rectangle. To the right of the
sequence is the position of the amino acid sequence with respect to the amino terminus of the protein from which it originates. The lower section
shows schematic representations of the six proteins. with amino termini to the left; the amino acid sequences shown in the upper portion of the
figure are aligned and represented as black rectangles. The number of amino acids identical between PHDI and its homologs in the regions shown
in this figure is listed to the right.
hyphal growth in S. cerevisiae, while StuA participates in
conidiophore morphogenesis in A. nidulans.
Immunolocalization of functionally epitope-tagged PHD1
protein to the nucleus. PHD1 protein was localized with a FLU
epitope-tagged construct (PHDI::FLUI) that appeared to be
fully functional. Multicopy PHDI:.FLUI enhanced pseudohy-
phal growth to the same degree as multicopy PHDI (data not
shown). A diploid strain lacking both endogenous copies of
PHDI and overexpressing PHDI::FLUI (CG739) was sub-
jected to indirect immunofluorescence. PHDI::FLUI-specific
immunofluorescence always colocalized with the nuclear stain
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Fig. 6). A control strain over-
expressing a nontagged version of PHDI (CG737) exhibited no
immunofluorescence above background levels (data not
shown). Nuclear localization of PHDI protein is consistent
with the idea that PHDI functions as a transcriptional regula-
tory protein.
PHDI overexpression induces pseudohyphal growth on rich
medium. Strains were constructed to determine whether the
effects of PHDI overexpression were restricted to the condi-
tions of nitrogen starvation required for pseudohyphal growth
in wild-type cells. Diploid strains containing either a PHDI
overexpression plasmid (pCG38) or a control plasmid with no
insert (pRS202) were streaked for single cells on high-nitrogen
medium (SC-ura), and microcolonies were photographed after
17 h (Fig. 7). This time of growth was chosen because soon
after 17 h, rapidly growing ellipsoidal yeast cells overgrow the
pseudohyphae and make it difficult to see their development
(31, 32). Overexpression of PHDI vigorously induces pseudo-
hyphal growth on rich medium.
FIG. 6. Immunolocalization of epitope-tagged PHDI to the nu-
cleus. Strain CGX160 harboring plasmid pCG37 (a multicopy plasmid
containing the PHD::FLUI construct) was subjected to indirect
immunofluorescence as described in Materials and Methods. (Left
panel) DTAF staining observed with anti-hemagglutinin monoclonal
antibody; (middle panel) 4'. 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole staining:
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FIG. 7. PHDI overexpression activates pseudohyphal growth on
rich medium. CG934 (A), a MA4 Ta/MA Tot PHDI-overexpressing strain,
and CG936 (B), a MATa/MATot wild-type strain, were patched on
SC-ura, grown overnight at 30°C, and then streaked to obtain single
cells on SC-ura plates which were incubated at 30°C. Microcolonies
were photographed after 17 h. Bar, 40 Lp.m.
To test whether the pseudohyphae induced on rich medium
by overexpression of PHDI invaded the agar, the PHDI-
overexpressing and wild-type strains were patched on SC-ura.
After about 2 days of growth, the patches on the plate were
photographed (Fig. 8A). Cells that had not invaded the agar
were rinsed off the plate, and the plate was rephotographed
(Fig. 8B). The PHDI-overexpressing strain vigorously invaded
the agar (upper patch), whereas the wild-type strain did not
(lower patch) (Fig. 8A and B). The morphology of invasive
cells was determined by light microscopy. Invasive pseudohy-
phae were observed (Fig. 8C), and invasive cells were predom-
inantly pseudohyphal (Fig. 8D). PHDI overexpression inap-
propriately induces vigorous pseudohyphal growth on rich
medium and the pseudohyphae produced on rich medium, like
those produced on nitrogen starvation medium (SLAD), in-
vade the growth substrate.
Analysis of pseudohyphal growth in haploids overexpressing
PHD1. Pseudohyphal growth is a MA Ta/MA Tot diploid-specific
dimorphic transition regulated by the mating-type locus (31).
Wild-type haploid cells do not undergo pseudohyphal growth
when starved for nitrogen because the haploid-specific axial
budding pattern precludes linear growth of a filament. To
determine whether PHDI overexpression induces pseudohy-
phal growth in MATa and MA4Ta wild-type haploid strains,
haploid strains were transformed with a PHDI overexpression
plasmid or a control plasmid with no insert. The resulting
transformants were streaked for single cells on nitrogen star-
vation medium (SLAD), which induces pseudohyphal growth
in MATa/MATct diploid strains (Fig. 2B). Colonies produced
by all strains in this experiment were smooth and round and
had no pseudohyphae emanating from them (Fig. 9).
Although overexpression of PHDI does not cause wild-type
haploid strains to enter the pseudohyphal pathway, it does
alter their morphology. When grown on SC-ura, haploid
colonies composed of PHDI-overexpressing cells (CG937 and
CG940) have a higher proportion of elongated cells than
haploid colonies composed of cells containing a control vector
(CG939 and CG942).
Recent studies show that some haploid mutants that have
the diploid polar budding pattern undergo pseudohyphal
growth when starved for nitrogen (63, 82). We tested whether
PHDI overexpression enhances pseudohyphal growth in one of
these, a bud4 mutant strain (SS3-2B) (MATa bud4 ura3-52)
(63). This haploid strain has the diploid polar budding pattern
because it is Bud4- (14, 63), and undergoes modest pseudohy-
phal growth when starved for nitrogen (63). As judged by the
qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay described in Materials
and Methods performed on a SLAD plate, this haploid bud4
mutant strain transformed with a PHDI overexpression plas-
mid (pCG38) exhibits enhanced pseudohyphal growth (data
not shown).
Deletion of PHDI. Tetrad analysis of independently derived
strains (CGX133 and CGX134) heterozygous for a PHDI null
allele (phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG) revealed four viable spores
per ascus, showing that PHDI is not required for cell viability
on rich medium. PHDI/PHDI and phdl/phdl strains grew at
similar rates on rich medium (SC-ura plates). As determined
by the qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay described in
Materials and Methods, PHDI/PHDI and phdl/phdl strains
(CGX135 and CGX137) underwent similar pseudohyphal
growth on nitrogen starvation medium (SLAD) and PHDII
PHD1 shr3/shr3 (CGX 157) and phdl/phdl shr3/shr3 (CGX 155)
double mutants underwent similar pseudohyphal growth on
proline medium (SPHD) (data not shown). By a qualitative
plate sporulation assay (69), PHDIIPHDI and phdliphidl
strains exhibited similar levels of sporulation.
DISCUSSION
Function of PHD1. On the basis of its similarity to the MBP I
and SWI4 DNA binding domains and its nuclear localization.
it is reasonable to propose that PHDI is a transcription factor.
The phenotypes resulting from PHDI overexpression. en-
hancement of pseudohyphal growth on nitrogen starvation
medium, and induction of pseudohyphal growth on rich me-
dium are also consistent with this assumption. These phcno-
types could be explained by positing that PHDI regulates
pseudohyphal growth by responding to an inductive signal.
such as nitrogen starvation, and activates the transcription oft
downstream genes responsible for the pseudohyphal growth
program. Overexpression of PHDI could enhance pseudohy-
phal growth by largely bypassing the requirement for that
signal.
The only complication with this hypothesis is that diploids
homozygous for a null allele of PHDI form pseudohyphac in
response to nitrogen starvation. This result can be explained It
S. cerevisiae has one or more genes that are functionalls
redundant with PHDI. This explanation is reasonable becaueC
many examples of genetic redundancy exist among genes
encoding S. cerevisiae signal transduction pathway components
(12). Another intriguing explanation is that PHDI induce,
pseudohyphal growth in response to a signal other thmn
nitrogen starvation. It is also possible that PHDI does n t
normally function in pseudohyphal growth but that its overex-
pression leads indirectly to pseudohyphal growth enhancement
by, for instance, a transcriptional "squelching" mechanism.
where overexpressed PHDI protein would titrate a negatlse
regulator of pseudohyphal growth. Alternatively, phdl phdll
strains may undergo defective pseudohyphal growth which ,
not detectable by the qualitative assays used in this study.
PHDI is related to four transcription factors which regulate
the cell cycle. PHD1 contains the DNA binding motif presnt
in several fungal transcriptional regulators: SWI4 and M4 BPI
from S. cerevisiae (4) and Cdc10 and Resl from S. pomb ifh.
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FIG. 8. Agar invasion by a PHDI-overexpressing strain. CG934 (upper patch), a MATa/MATa PHDI-overexpressing strain, and CG936 (lower
patch), a MA Ta/MATa wild-type strain, were grown overnight at 30°C on SC-ura, patched onto a SC-ura plate, and grown for 44 h at 30°C. The
plate was then photographed (A), rinsed with water to remove noninvasive cells, and rephotographed (B). Thin agar slices cut from the edge of
the CG934 patch in panel B containing invasive cells were then placed under coverslips. The cells in the agar were examined and photographed
under the microscope using Nomarski optics. An invasive pseudohypha (C) and a population of invasive cells (D) are shown. The scale bar in panel
C applies to panels C and D and represents 5 im for panel C and 10 jm for panel D.
13, 74). In SWI4 and MBP1, this DNA binding motif is known
to function as a DNA binding domain (40, 57). In view of the
fact that PHDI overexpression permits pseudohyphal growth
on rich medium, it is interesting that Resl may be involved in
the transduction of starvation signals (13, 74).
These four PHD1 homologs have similar functions: they
regulate the expression of genes whose transcription is limited
to discrete portions of the cell cycle by binding to related DNA
sequences that are present in their promoters. These DNA
sequences, the SCB (SW14-SWI6 cell cycle box) and MCB
(Mlul cell cycle box) elements, are present in the promoters of
many Start-specific genes (3, 13, 74). PHDI has a DNA binding
motif in common with these cell cycle regulatory proteins and
may therefore bind either SCB or MCB or both sequences to
regulate Start-specific transcription. The properties of PHDI
make it a candidate for an MCB-binding protein in S. cerevi-
siae, distinct from MBPI, whose existence was inferred from
genetic experiments (40). If PHDI is a cell cycle regulator, it
could control pseudohyphal growth by affecting cell cycle-
regulated processes such as cell wall biosynthesis and cell
separation. Potential targets relevant for pseudohyphal growth
include CTSI, which encodes a chitinase (20, 43), and several
cyclin genes that have possible roles in morphogenesis (24, 45,
56, 66).
Implications of the relationship between S. cerevisiae PHDI
and A. nidulans StuA. The amino acid sequence of PHDI is
most closely related to that of A. nidulans StuA. The SW14-like
DNA binding motifs present in these two proteins are about
70% identical over 100 amino acids. This sequence similarity
between PHDI and StuA is especially interesting because
these proteins affect respectively pseudohyphal growth, as
described here, and conidiophore morphogenesis (17, 52, 53),
which are functionally and morphologically analogous biolog-
ical processes.
Both conidiophore morphogenesis and pseudohyphal
growth facilitate the dispersal of asexually produced cells.
'(1o.. 14. 1994







FIG. 9. PHDI overexpression does not induce pseudohyphal
growth in wild-type haploids. (A) CG937 (C), a MATs PHDl-overex-
pressing strain; (B) CG939, a MATa wild-type strain; (C) CG940, a
MATcr PHDJ-overexpressing strain, and (D) CG942, a MATa wild-
type strain. These four strains were patched on SC-ura, grown over-
night at 30'C, and then streaked to obtain single cells on nitrogen
starvation (SLAD) medium. Representative microcolonies were pho-
tographed after 45 h of growth. Panels A and B of Fig. 2 are
appropriate positive controls for this experiment. Bar, 100 p.m.
Conidiophore morphogenesis positions conidia outside a spent
growth substrate and permits their dispersal by air to new
substrates (75, 76). In a similar sense, pseudohyphal growth
can be interpreted as a mechanism to deliver ellipsoidal yeast
cells to new and otherwise inaccessible substrates (32). During
conidiophore morphogenesis in A. nidulans. the formation of
elongated metula and phialide cells by polar budding (75-77)
closely resembles the polar budding of pseudohyphal cells
observed in S. cerevisiae. These polar cell divisions in A.
nidulans are regulated by StuA because stuA mutants typically
do not form metulae or phialides (17, 52). Thus, PHDI and
StuA show regions of structural identity and appear to be
involved in functionally analogous processes.
PHD screen as a method to identify morphogenetic regula-
tors from heterologous organisms. The PHD screen described
here is a facile method for identifying any gene capable of
inducing filamentous growth in S. cerevisiae. Some of the genes
involved in polarized growth and development in S. cerevisiae
are likely to be conserved in plants and animals, and the PHD
screen could be used to identify them.
The PHD screen should be especially effective in identifying
functionally conserved genes involved in dimorphism from
heterologous fungi. The identification of dimorphism genes
from pathogenic fungi will be interesting because dimorphism
appears to be involved in the virulence of several fungal
pathogens of animals and plants (7, 67). For instance, the
unicellular growth mode of the human pathogen Histoplasma
capsulatum is associated with disease, while the filamentous
phase appears to be avirulent (49, 50). A drug that could lock
H. capsulatum in its avirulent filamentous state might be an
effective antifungal agent. Dimorphism genes from pathogenic
fungi, cloned using the PHD screen, could provide new
antifungal drug targets. The identification of heterologous
dimorphism genes and their comparison with those of S.
cerevisiae should provide important insights into the evolution
of this unique fungal developmental pathway.
A PHD screen can be performed on an organism of interest
once a cDNA library, or in some cases a genomic library,
constructed in a S. cerevisiae overexpression vector has been
generated. This library would then be screened as described in
this article, with minor modifications if necessary. The PHD
screen permits one to screen a sufficiently large number of
transformants so that even genomes considerably larger than
that of S. cerevisiae can be assayed. PHD screens have been
successfully used on libraries from human cells (33) and the
plant Arabidopsis thaliana (68). The PHD screen promises to
be a generally useful tool for the analysis of morphogenesis
and development.
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Chapter 5:




Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the isolation and characterization of
PHD1, a Saccharomyces cerevisiae gene encoding a putative transcription
factor that enhances pseudohyphal growth when overexpressed (Gimeno and
Fink, 1994). In addition, overexpression of PHD1 induces pseudohyphal
growth in MATa/MATa strains growing on rich medium. The PHD1 protein is
homologous to Aspergillus nidulans StuA, a regulator of two pseudohyphal
growth-like cell divisions during conidiophore morphogenesis (Miller et al.,
1991; Miller et al., 1992; Timberlake, 1991). PHD1 overexpression may
enhance pseudohyphal growth by increasing the expression of genes that
affect the pseudohyphal growth program, are important to the physiology of
pseudohyphal cells, or both. Identification of these downstream target genes
is important because they may be involved in pseudohyphal growth and give
insights into the cellular function of PHD1.
A genetic screen identified 5 genes that are induced by PHD1
overexpression. These 5 genes may be normally regulated by PHD1. Two of
these genes are probably nonessential for yeast cell viability. One of these is
a previously uncharacterized gene (IP01) and the other is DAL81, a
transcriptional regulator of nitrogen catabolic genes (Bricmont and Cooper,
1989; Bricmont et al., 1991; Coornaert et al., 1991). MATa/MATa strains
homozygous for mutations in IP01 and DAL81 likely to be null alleles undergo
normal nitrogen starvation-induced pseudohyphal growth and also exhibit
enhanced pseudohyphal growth when overexpressing PHD1. Interestingly,
DAL81 was found to be induced by nitrogen starvation conditions and by
RAS2vall 9 , two conditions that induce pseudohyphal growth. These results
raise the possibility that PHD1 may be involved in nitrogen metabolism.
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Three of the PHD1-induced genes are essential for yeast cell viability.
These 3 include two previously uncharacterized genes (IP02 and IP03) and
POL2, encoding a DNA polymerase involved in chromosomal DNA replication
and DNA repair (Budd and Campbell, 1993; Morrison et al., 1990; Wang et al.,
1993). As discussed in the Results section, IP03 may be identical to the
unpublished gene CDC91. Interestingly, POL2 is regulated by MBP1, a
transcription factor whose DNA binding domain is homologous the the DNA
binding motif present in PHD1 (Araki et al., 1992; Gimeno and Fink, 1994;
Johnston and Lowndes, 1992; Koch et al., 1993). MBP1 is an important cell
cycle regulator because it induces POL2 and a battery of other genes involved
in DNA metabolism during the G1 to S phase transition in the cell cycle.
PHD1 overexpression may inappropriately activate genes of the MBP1
regulon. However, if PHD1 normally regulates genes of the MBP1 regulon,
this raises the interesting possibility that PHD1 may be involved in cell cycle
regulation. This possibility is attractive because MBP1 regulates genes
involved in morphogenesis and cell separation, two of the component
processes of pseudohyphal growth (Dohrmann et al., 1992; Gimeno and Fink,
1994; Lew and Reed, 1993; Nasmyth, 1993).
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Materials and Methods
Yeast Strains, Media, and Microbiological Techniques
Yeast strains are listed in Table 5.1. Standard yeast media including
synthetic complete medium lacking uracil and leucine (SC-ura-leu) were
prepared and yeast genetic manipulations were performed as described
(Sherman et al., 1986). SC-ura-leu galactose medium is identical to SC-ura-
leu medium except that it contains 2% weight per volume D-galactose (Sigma
Grade, Sigma) as sole carbon source. For clarity, SC-ura medium is
sometimes referred to as SC-ura glucose medium. 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA)
plates (Boeke et al., 1984) were SC plates with 1 mg/ml 5-FOA. SLAD
medium was prepared as previously described (Gimeno and Fink, 1994).
SLAG medium is identical to SLAD except that it contains 2% weight per
volume D-galactose as sole carbon source. Yeast transformations were
performed by standard protocols (Gietz et al., 1992; Ito et al., 1983). Genomic
DNAs were isolated from yeast strains by a standard method (Hoffman and
Winston, 1987).
Yeast Strain Construction
Construction of yeast strains is shown in tabular form (Table 5.1). All S.
cerevisiae strains used in this study are congenic to the : 1278b genetic
background and are derived from MB758-5B (MATa ura3-52) (Siddiqui and
Brandriss, 1988), MB1000 (MATa) (Brandriss and Magasanik, 1979), or both.
The leu2::hisG auxotrophic marker was introduced into the 1278b background
by using a previously described method and plasmid pNKY85
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CGX179 MATa/MATa leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
CG814 MA Ta/MA Ta leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pCG70)
CG824 MATa/MA Ta leu2::hisG/eu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pRS315 and pRS316)
CG930 MA Ta/MA Ta leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pRS315 and pCG38)
GL4 MA Ta/MA Ta IPO1-lacZ::LEU2/IPO1 leu2::hisGAeu2: :hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
GL53 MA Ta/MA Ta POL2-lacZ::LEU2/POL2 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
GL74 MA Ta/MA Ta IP02-lacZ::LEU2/P02 leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
GL78 MATa/MATa DAL81-lacZ::LEU2/DAL81 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
GL1 23 MA Ta/MA Ta IP03-lacZ::LEU2/P03 leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
GLE4 MA Ta/MA Ta IPO1-lacZ::LEU2/IP01 leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52
GLE53 MA Ta/MA Ta POL2-lacZ::LEU2/POL2 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52





CGX179 + pRS315 and
pRS316











GLE78 MA Ta/MA Ta DAL81-lacZ::LEU2/DAL81 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
GLE123 MATa/MATa IP03-lacZ::LEU2/IP03 leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52
CG858 MA Ta/MA Ta IPO1-lacZ::LEU27PO1 leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pDAD2)
CG859 MA Ta/MA Ta IPO1-lacZ::LEU2/IPO1 leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
CG898 MATa/MATa POL2-acZ::LEU2/POL2 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pDAD2)
CG899 MA Ta/MA Ta POL2-acZ::LEU2/POL2 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
CG904 MATa/MA Ta IP02-acZ::LEU2/P02 leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pDAD2)
CG905 MATa/MA Ta IP02-lacZ::LEU2AP02 leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
CG886 MATa/MA Ta DAL81-lacZ::LEU2/DAL81 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pDAD2)
CG887 MATa/MATa DAL81-lacZ::LEU2/DAL81 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
CG892 MA Ta/MA Ta IP03-lacZ::LEU2/IP03 leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pDAD2)
CG893 MA Ta/MA Ta IP03-lacZ::LEU2/IP03 leu2::hisGAleu2::hisG
ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG70)
CJ3 MATa/MATa DAL81-lacZ::LEU2/DAL81 leu2::hisG/
leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (YCpR2V)
















CG879 MATa IPO1-lacZ::LEU2 leu2::hisG ura3-52
CGX184 MA Ta/MA Ta IPO1-lacZ::LEU2/IPO1-lacZ::LEU2
leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
CG926 MATa/MATa IPO1-lacZ::LEU2/IPO1-lacZ::LEU2
Ieu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pRS31 6)
CG928 MA Ta/MA Ta IPOI-lacZ::LEU2/IPO1-lacZ::LEU2
leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG38)
CG909 MATa DAL81-lacZ::LEU2 leu2::hisG ura3-52
CG911 MATa DAL81-acZ::LEU2 leu2::hisG ura3-52
CGX1 90 MA Ta/MA Ta DAL81 -lacZ: :LEU2/DAL81-lacZ: :LEU2
leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
CG927 MA Ta/MA Ta DAL81 -IacZ::LEU2/DAL81- I acZ::LEU2
leu2::hisGleu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 (pRS316)











a All strains are congenic to the '1278b genetic background.
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(Alani et al., 1987). Derivatives of GL4, GL53, GL74, GL78, and GL123
lacking pCG70 were isolated in the following way. Patches of cells of these 5
strains were grown for 2 days at 30°C on nonselective rich YPAD medium.
Cells from the patches were then streaked to obtain single cells on YPAD
plates. After 2 days of growth at 30°C, the streakouts were replica plated to
SC-ura medium. Strains derived from segregants that had lost URA3-marked
pCG70 did not grow on this medium and were isolated from the YPAD master
plate. These strains were named GLE4, GLE53, GLE74, GLE78, and GLE123.
Qualitative PseudohypDhal Growth Assay
This assay was performed as described previously (Gimeno and Fink,
1994). In those experiments where transformants were studied, two
independent transformants were assayed. In the experiments reported here,
the pairs of transformants always had the same phenotype.
Light Microscopic Techniques
These techniques have been described in detail elsewhere (Gimeno et
al., 1992).
Plasmid Construction
Recombinant DNA methods were performed using established protocols
(Maniatis et al., 1982). Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 5.2. The
DNA immediately adjacent to lacZin the 5 PHD1 inducible fusion genes was
cloned essentially as described by M. Snyder (Snyder, 1994). First, GLE4,
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Description Source or Derivation
PHD1 2pm overexpression plasmid (Gimeno and Fink, 1994)
PHD1 2pm overexpression plasmid (Gimeno and Fink, 1994)
URA3-marked 2pm GAL 1-10 promoter (Pellman et al., 1994)
vector
LEU2 disruption vector (Alani et al., 1987)
URA3-marked 2prm vector (Connelly and Hieter, 1994)
LEU2-marked CENvector (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)
URA3-marked CENvector (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)
E colicloning vector (Stratagene, 1991)
GAL -10-PHD1 in pDAD2 This study
IPO 1 fragment in Ylp5 derivative This study
POL2 fragment in Ylp5 derivative This study
IP02fragment in Ylp5 derivative This study
DAL81 fragment in YIP5 derivative This study
IP03 fragment in Ylp5 derivative This study
Nsil-Sall fragment of pCG85 in Pstl-Sall digested This study
pBluescriptll SK+
Nsil-Sall fragment of pCG91 in Pstl-Sall digested This study
pBluescriptll SK+
Nsil-Sall fragment of pCG80 in Pstl-Sall digested This study
pBluescriptll SK+
Nsil-Sall fragment of pCG88 in Pstl-Sall digested This study
pBluescriptll SK+
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Nsil-Sall fragment of pCG90 in Pstl-Sall digested
pBluescriptll SK+
URA3-marked RA S2Vail 9 vector
URA3-marked integrative vector
This study
(Gimeno et al., 1992)





GLE53, GLE74, GLE78, and GLE123 were transformed with Pvul disgested
Ylp5 which integrates into the transposon at the ampicillin-resistance gene.
Genomic DNA of these transformants was prepared as described by Hoffman
and Winston (Hoffman and Winston, 1987) and digested with Nsil to release a
linear fragment containing the bacterial origin of DNA replication, lacZ, and a
fragment of the S. cerevisiae DNA that is fused to lacZ. Nsil-digested genomic
DNA was circularized in a dilute ligation reaction and transformed into E. coli.
The 5 plasmids derived in this manner are pCG80, pCG85, pCG88, pCG90,
and pCG91. Nsil-Sall digestion of these 5 plasmids liberates one DNA
fragment that contains the recovered S. cerevisiae genomic DNA fragment
fused to lacZ and another DNA fragment containing the vector backbone. The
Nsil-Sall fragments containing the yeast DNA and lacZfrom pCG80, pCG85,
pCG88, pCG90, and pCG91 were subcloned into Pstl-Sall digested
pBluesciptll SK+ for more facile analysis (pCG93-pCG97).
DNA Sequencing
Double stranded DNA was prepared by the method of Haltiner et al.
(Haltiner et al., 1985) and sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination
method of Sanger et al. (Sanger et al., 1977). The lacZ-fusion junctions of the
5 PHD1 inducible genes were sequenced using oligonucleotide primer ZLP
(5'-CGTTGTAAAACGACGGGATCCCC) which is complementary to
sequences in the transposon. Plasmids pCG93-pCG97 were the template
DNAs in these sequencing reactions. Protein and DNA homology searches
were performed at the National Center for Biotechnology Information using the
BLAST network service (Altschul et al., 1990).
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Construction of a Plasmid Containing PHD1 Under the Control of the GAL1-10
Promoter
A GAL 1-10-PHD1 plasmid was constructed using PCR. Primers were
designed to allow the amplification and subcloning of the 1.1 kb PHD1 open
reading frame (Gimeno and Fink, 1994) into pDAD2, a GAL1-10 promoter and
PHO5 terminator containing 2pm based URA3 marked plasmid. pDAD2 was
constructed in the same way as pDAD1 except that the polylinker is in the
opposite orientation (Davis and Fink, 1990). Oligonucleotide PCR1 (5'-
AGGGAATTCATGTACCATGTTCCTGAAATGAGGC) has the hexanucleotide
sequence recognized by EcoRI after the first 3 nucleotides and then 25 bases
identical to the first 25 nucleotides of the PHD1 open reading frame.
Oligonucleotide PCR2 (5'-AGGGGATCCTTGTTCATAGA
GCAAAGAGTTAACGG) was synthesized, which has the hexanucleotide
sequence recognized by BamHI after the first 3 nucleotides followed by 26
bases complementary to nucleotides 1841 to 1816 in the PHD1 sequence
reported previously (Gimeno and Fink, 1994) which occur shortly after the end
of the PHD1 open reading frame. PCR1 and PCR2 were used to prime a PCR
using pCG19 as template and VentR DNA polymerase (NEB, Inc.). The
amplified 1.1 kb fragment was digested with EcoRI and BamHl and ligated into
EcoRI-BamHl digested pDAD2. pCG70 was constructed in this manner.
MATa/MATa strains carrying pCG70 and growing on nitrogen starvation




The filter disk 13-galactosidase (3-gal) assay was performed essentially
as previously described (Brill et al., 1994). Briefly, strains to be tested were
grown as patches of cells on appropriate medium dictated by the experiment
at 30°C overnight. The patches of cells were then replica plated to Whatman
#50 paper disks (Schleicher & Schuell, #576) that had been placed on the test
medium in the petri dishes. After growth overnight at 30°C, the paper disks
were removed from the plates and the cells on them were permeabilized by
immediately immersing them in liquid nitrogen for 30 seconds. After this
treatment, the paper disks were thawed at room temperature for 20 seconds
and then placed in petri dishes that contained a disk of Whatman #3 paper
(Schleicher & Schuell, #593) saturated with 2.5 ml of Z buffer containing 37 pi
of 2% weight per volume of the chromogenic 8-gal substrate 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3-indolyl-B-D-galactoside (X-gal). The permeabilized strains on the
paper disks were incubated at 30°C and inspected at timed intervals for the
blue color diagnostic of -gal activity in this assay. The assay was stopped by
removing the paper disk containing the patches of cells and air drying it. In
those experiments where transformants were studied, two independent
transformants were assayed. In the experiments reported here, the pairs of
transformants always had the same phenotype.
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Results
A Genetic Screen Identifies Genes Induced by PHD1 Overexpression
We carried out a screen (called IPO for Induced by PHD1
Overexpression) for genes that are induced by overexpression of the putative
transcription factor PHD1. First, a 2pm (high copy number) plasmid containing
PHD 1 under the control of the GAL 1-10 promoter was constructed (pCG70). A
,1 278b MATa/MA Ta leu2::hisG/7eu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 diploid strain
carrying this plasmid was then generated (CG814). In CG814, PHD1
expression is repressed when glucose is the sole carbon source and induced
when galactose is the sole carbon source.
The logic of the IPO screen was to identify genes that are induced when
CG814 is grown on galactose, and in this way identify genes that are induced
by PHD1 overexpression (Fig. 5.1). The protocol began by transforming
CG814 with a S. cerevisiae genomic library that had been mutagenized in E
coli with a mini-Tn3::LEU2 transposon in which one of the transposon's 38-
base pair terminal repeats extends in frame into lacZ. In this transposon, lacZ
lacks both an initiator ATG codon and a promoter so acZ expression in yeast
only occurs when the transposon resides in frame in a gene (Snyder, 1994).
Because 71278b strains have a low transformation efficiency, it was
necessary to use a high efficiency transformation protocol (Gietz et al., 1992).
A total of 70,000 transformants were selected on 100 9-cm-diameter SC-ura-
leu plates at a density of 700 transformants per plate. After 2 days of growth at
300C, transformants were replica plated to paper disks on both SC-ura-leu
glucose plates and paper disks on SC-ura-leu galactose plates. These 200
plates were incubated at 30°C overnight and then their paper disks, on which
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Figure 5.1 IPO screen. A MATa/MATa diploid S. cerevisiae strain carrying a
GAL 1-10-PHD1 construct, which is repressed by glucose and induced by
galactose, was transformed with an integrative library of random acZ-fusions
to yeast genes. Transformants were selected on SC-ura-leu glucose medium
at a density of 700 colonies per plate. Transformants were replica plated to
paper disks on selective SC glucose and SC galactose plates and grown
overnight. The paper disks were then processed for paper disk 1-gal assays.
The colonies on the processed paper disks were examined visually for
colonies that had turned blue on the SC galactose plates but not on the SC














the transformant colonies had grown, were removed and processed for paper
disk B-gal assays.
The colonies were assayed by incubation in B-gal assay buffer
containing X-gal at room temperature for 2 hours to 3 days and examined
visually to identify those that had turned blue, an indication that they were
expressing B-gal. About 70 colonies out of the 700 on each filter were blue.
Cells from 178 fusion gene containing strains that appeared to express more
B-gal when grown on galactose than when grown on glucose were isolated
directly from the processed paper disks.
These 178 strains were rescreened by the paper disk B-gal assay after
growth as patches on SC-ura-leu glucose and SC-ura-leu galactose plates.
Of these strains, 141 were found to contain fusion genes that were either not
induced or weakly induced by galactose and these strains were not
characterized further. The remaining 37 candidate strains were patched on
nonselective YPAD medium, grown overnight at 30°C, and streaked to obtain
single cells on 5-FOA plates to select for strains that had lost the PHD 1-
containing URA3-marked plasmid pCG70. Cells from colonies growing on 5-
FOA plates were screened by the paper disk B-gal assay after 2 days of
growth at 30°C as patches on SC-leu glucose and SC-leu galactose plates.
Of these strains, 30 contained fusion genes that were induced by galactose
and these strains were classified as containing galactose-inducible but PHD1-
independent fusion genes and were not characterized further. The remaining
7 candidate strains were patched on nonselective YPAD medium, grown for 2
days at 30° C, and streaked to obtain single cells on YPAD plates. The
resulting colonies were replica plated to SC-leu plates and the 2 strains that
segregated Leu- clones were classified as containing unstable fusion genes
and not characterized further.
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The remaining 5 strains (GL4, GL53, GL74, GL78, and GL123)
contained fusion genes that were induced by galactose in a pCG70-
dependent fashion and were subjected to one final experiment. Derivatives of
these 5 strains lacking plasmid pCG70 were isolated (GLE4, GLE53, GLE74,
GLE78, and GLE123) and retransformed with pCG70 and pDAD2 (the vector
backbone of pCG70 that has no insert). The resulting 10 strains were assayed
by the paper disk 13-gal assay after overnight growth at 30°C as patches on
SC-ura glucose and SC-ura galactose plates (Fig. 5.2). The fusion genes in
the 5 strains carrying pDAD2 were not inducible by galactose whereas the
fusion genes in the 5 strains carrying pCG70 were galactose-inducible. Thus,
the 5 fusion genes were shown to be galactose-inducible in a PHD1-
dependent fashion.
Sequence Analysis of the 5 PHD1-lnducible Fusion Genes
To obtain information about the functions and identities of the 5 PHD1-
inducible fusion genes, I cloned and sequenced the DNA immediately
adjacent to lacZ. Two of the fusions were to known genes, POL2 encoding a
DNA polymerase (Budd and Campbell, 1993; Morrison et al., 1990; Wang et
al., 1993) and DAL81 encoding a positive transcriptional regulator of genes
involved in the catabolism of several nitrogen sources (Bricmont and Cooper,
1989; Bricmont et al., 1991; Coornaert et al., 1991). The fusion to POL2 was at
nucleotide 2176 (Morrison et al., 1990) while the fusion to DAL81 was at
nucleotide 2948 (Coornaert et al., 1991). Only 20 base pairs of yeast DNA
from the IP03-lacZfusion gene were recovered from the genome.
Interestingly, 19/20 of these base pairs are identical to the sequence of bases
3396-3415 of the CDC91 gene (Genbank accession number L31649). This
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Figure 5.2 Regulation of PHD1-inducible genes. The 5 MATa/MATa strains
that have PHD1-inducible acZ-fusion genes (GLE4 with IPO1-lacZ, GLE53
with POL2-IacZ, GLE74 with IP02-lacZ, GLE78 with DAL81-lacZ, and GLE123
with IP03-lacZ) were transformed with the GAL1-10-PHD1 plasmid pCG70
(CG859, CG899, CG905, CG887, and CG893) and with the control plasmid
pDAD2 (CG858, CG898, CG904, CG886, and CG892). These 10 transformed
strains were patched onto a SC-ura plate (A) and grown at 30°C for 18.5
hours and then replica plated to paper disks on SC-ura glucose (B) and SC-
ura galactose plates (C). Replica plated strains were grown for 23.5 hours,
subjected to the paper disk B-gal assay, and developed at 30°C for 5 hours.
GLE53 was transformed with the activated RAS2(RAS2va1 1 l 9) plasmid
YCpR2V (CJ3) and a control plasmid (CG886). These two strains were
patched onto a SC-ura glucose plate (D) and grown at 30°C for 18.5 hours
and then replica plated to paper disks on SC-U glucose (E) and nitrogen
starvation (SLAD) (F) plates. Strains that had been replica plated were grown
for 23.5 hours, subjected to the paper disk B-gal assay, and developed at




















means that P03 may be identical to CDC91. This unpublished gene is
essential for yeast cell viability and encodes a 394 amino acid protein that is
not significantly related to known proteins. CDC91 has a perfect MBP1
binding site about 460 base pairs upstream of its initiator ATG codon,
suggesting that it may be under MBP1 control. MBP1 is a transcriptional
regulator of a battery of genes involved in S phase and has a DNA binding
domain that is related to the DNA binding motif present in PHD1. Interestingly,
POL2 also has an MBP1 binding site in its promoter and is known to be a
target of MBP1 (Araki et al., 1992). These results suggest that PHD1 may be
able to activate transcription via MBP1 binding sites as proposed previously
(Gimeno and Fink, 1994). Sequencing of fragments of the other 2 PHD1-
inducible yeast genes revealed that they had not been previously
characterized. DNA sequence tags of these 2 novel genes are listed (Table
5.3). These 2 novel genes were named IP01 and IP02.
Analysis of Strains Carrying Disruptions of PHD1-lnducible Genes
The 5 transformants containing PHD1-inducible acZfusions are heterozygous
for insertion mutations in these genes. After I segregated off the pCG70
plasmid, the resulting strains from each of these 5 transformants were
sporulated and subjected to tetrad analysis (10 tetrads each). The haploid
ascospore segregants that had received the disrupted genes could be
identified because they were Leu2+ (the transposon carries LEU2) and
produced -gal activity detectable in the paper disk -gal assay. As expected,
disruption of POL2 was lethal (lethality segregated 2:2 in the cross and viable
spores were always Leu2- and never produced -gal activity). As previously
reported, disruption of DAL81 was not lethal but caused slow growth on plates
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DNA sequence tags of the IP01 and IP02 genes determined using pCG95 and
pCG96 as templates and primer ZLP are shown.
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where allantoin was the sole nitrogen source. This phenotype occurs because
DAL81 is required for the induction of the enzymes that catabolize allantoin.
Disruption of IP01 was not lethal whereas disruption of IP02 and IP03 was
lethal.
Analysis of PseudohyDhal Growth in Strains that Have Disruption Alleles of
IP01 and DAL81
MATa/MATa diploid strains homozygous for disruption alleles of IP01
(CGX184) and DAL81 (CGX190)were constructed. The DAL81-lacZ allele is a
partial loss of function allele because, as expected for da181 mutants (Bricmont
and Cooper, 1989), DAL81-acZ strains grow more slowly on a medium where
allantoin is the sole nitrogen source than do wild-type strains. CGX184 and
CGX190 were made prototrophic by transformation with the URA3-marked
centromeric plasmid pRS316 resulting in CG926 and CG927, respectively.
CG926, CG927, and the wild-type control strain CG824 were grown on nitrogen
starvation medium (SLAD) for 46 hours at 300C and observed to undergo
similar levels of pseudohyphal growth. CGX184 and CGX190 were then
transformed with the PHD1-overexpression plasmid pCG38 creating CG928
and CG929, respectively. CG928, CG929, and a PHD1-overexpressing wild-
type control strain, CG930, were grown on nitrogen starvation medium (SLAD)
for 46 hours at 30°C and observed to undergo similar enhanced pseudohyphal
growth. The qualitative pseudohyphal growth assays performed in this section
were carried out as described in Materials and Methods.
Analysis of DAL81 Regulation
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As a secondary screen it was determined if any of the 5 fusion genes
were induced by nitrogen starvation, the signal that induces pseudohyphal
growth. GLE4, GLE53, GLE74, GLE78, and GLE123 were transformed with
pRS316, a URA3 marked centromeric plasmid, and the resulting 5 transformed
strains (CG862, CG901, CG907, CG889, and CG895) were patched on a SC-
ura-leu plate. After growth at 30°C overnight, the 5 strains were replica plated to
paper disks on SC-ura-leu and nitrogen starvation (SLAD) plates. These 2
plates were incubated at 30°C overnight and then the paper disks were
removed and processes for the paper disk B-gal assay. The DAL81 gene fusion
to lacZ was clearly induced by nitrogen starvation (SLAD) medium (Figs. 5.2E
and 5.2F). IP01 appeared to be moderately induced by SLAD medium.
I then determined whether the RAS2val 9 mutation that induces
pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno et al., 1992) could induce expression of DAL81-
lacZ GLE78 was transformed with a RAS2vail 9 plasmid (YCpR2V) giving rise
to CJ3. The expression of DAL81-lacZ in CJ3 and in a wild-type DAL81-1acZ
strain (CG886) grown on both rich SC-ura medium and nitrogen starvation
(SLAD) medium was determined (Figs. 5.2E and 5.2F). RAS2val 9 did not
affect the expression of DAL81-lacZon SC-ura medium. However, RAS2val19
dramatically induces DAL81-IacZon SLAD medium. Thus, RAS2vail 9 induces
DAL81-lacZ in a nitrogen starvation-dependent manner.
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Discussion
PHD1 Overexpression Induces POL2
It is very interesting that PHD1 overexpression induces POL2 because
this gene is regulated by MBP1 (Araki et al., 1992). MBP1 is a cell cycle-
regulatory transcription factor that induces S phase-specific genes (Johnston
and Lowndes, 1992; Koch et al., 1993). The DNA binding domain of MBP1 is
related to the PHD1 DNA binding motif suggesting that these two proteins may
bind to the same or related DNA sequences and thus regulate the same genes
(Gimeno and Fink, 1994). This connection also raises the possibility that PHD1
may have a role in cell cycle regulation, an attractive idea because MBP1
regulates genes involved in morphogenesis and cell separation, two of the
component processes of pseudohyphal growth (Dohrmann et al., 1992; Gimeno
and Fink, 1994; Lew and Reed, 1993; Nasmyth, 1993). This issue is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 4. Alternatively, PHD1 may not normally control
MBP1-regulated genes: in this case PHD1 overexpression would fortuitously
activates genes of the MBP1 regulon because the DNA binding motif present in
PHD1 is similar to the MBP1 DNA binding domain.
PHD1 Overexpression Induces DAL81
DAL81 is required for the induced expression of genes encoding
enzymes that catabolize allantoin, 4-aminobutyric acid, arginine, and urea
(Coornaert et al., 1991). These enzymes are induced when yeast cells exhaust
their preferred nitrogen sources and then begin to utilize poor nitrogen sources.
DAL81 is also induced by three different pseudohyphal growth activating
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conditions, PHD1 overexpression, nitrogen starvation and RAS2vaIl 9 . These
results raise the possibility that PHD1 may be involved in the transduction of the
nitrogen starvation signal, the RAS2val 9 signal, or both to DAL81.
The loss of function DAL81-1acZ allele affects neither nitrogen starvation
induced pseudohyphal growth nor PHD1-overexpression enhanced
pseudohyphal growth. These results should be interpreted with caution
because the DAL81-lacZ allele may not be a null allele and are most easily
explained by postulating that DAL81 is not required for cell elongation, agar
invasion, or incomplete cell separation. In this model, DAL81 is required for
pseudohyphal cells to express the nitrogen catabolic enzymes that enable them
to utilize the poor nitrogen sources they are likely to encounter while foraging. If
PHD1 directly regulates pseudohyphal growth and DAL81, and DAL81 is only
required for nitrogen catabolic enzyme induction in pseudohyphal cells, then
there must be other PHD1 targets that are involved in cell elongation, agar
invasion, and incomplete cell separation. The identification of IPO genes whose
disruption blocks pseudohyphal growth would support the idea that PHD1 plays
a direct role in pseudohyphal growth control.
Conclusions
The IPO screen identified 5 genes that are induced by PHD1
overexpression. These genes may or may not be normally regulated by PHD1.
The IPO screen is clearly not saturated and many more PHD1-induced genes
could be readily isolated with it. The work in this chapter raises the interesting
possibilities that PHD1 may be involved in cell cycle regulation and nitrogen
metabolism, two processes that have obvious connections to pseudohyphal
growth. The work in this chapter also raises the possibility that PHD1 may bind
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to the MBP1 binding site which is called a Mlul cell cycle box (Nasmyth, 1993)
or to a related DNA sequence. This hypothesis could be tested with standard
transcription factor biochemistry experiments.
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Chapter 6:
Investigation of the Role of PHD1 Homolog SOK2 in the
Regulation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pseudohyphal Growth
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Introduction
Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the isolation and characterization of
PHD1, a Saccharomyces cerevisiae gene encoding a putative transcription
factor that ectopically activates pseudohyphal growth upon overexpression
(Gimeno and Fink, 1994). PHD1 has an 100 amino acid DNA binding motif
that is 70% identical to a region of StuA, an Aspergillus nidulans protein. This
identity is especially interesting because StuA regulates conidiophore
morphogenesis, a process with striking functional and morphological
similarities to pseudohyphal growth (Miller et al., 1991; Miller et al., 1992;
Timberlake, 1990; Timberlake, 1991).
A S. cerevisiae gene called SOK2, whose product is also related to
PHD1, was recently identified and may act in the RAS-cAMP pathway
downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Ward and Garrett, 1994). A
detailed explanation of the carbon source signal transmitted by the RAS-cAMP
pathway and the role of this pathway in the control of carbon metabolism is
presented in Chapter 1. Readers are encouraged to review this information
because in the Discussion section of this chapter it is integrated with the data
presented in this chapter to form a model for how the RAS-cAMP pathway
might regulate pseudohyphal growth.
In S. cerevisiae, the 3 TPKgenes encode the 3 functionally redundant
catalytic subunits of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Cannon and Tatchell,
1987; Toda et al., 1987). Mutant yeast strains lacking any single TPKgene or
any pair of TPKgenes are viable, whereas tpkl' tpk2 tpk3- yeast strains are
inviable. When the RAS-cAMP pathway is inactive, two TPK proteins
associate with two BCY1 proteins, the regulatory subunits of cAMP-dependent
protein kinase (Toda et al., 1987), to form a catalytically inactive
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heterotetramer (Broach and Deschennes, 1990). When the RAS-cAMP
pathway is active, cellular cAMP levels rise causing cAMP molecules to bind
specifically to the BCY1 proteins. When BCY1 proteins bind cAMP, they
release the TPK proteins, which are then catalytically active as serine-
threonine protein kinases. These kinases then phosphorylate substrate
proteins in the cell which mediate the varied physiological effects of an active
RAS-cAMP pathway.
Yeast cells downregulate the RAS-cAMP pathway at the level of cAMP
dependent protein kinase by having two cAMP phosphodiesterases, PDE1
(Nikawa et al., 1987) and PDE2 (Sass et al., 1986), that hydrolyze cAMP to
AMP. The consequence is a lowering the intracellular concentration of cAMP
and the reassociation of BCY1 proteins with TPK proteins. The second
messenger, cAMP, is synthesized by an adenylate cyclase which in turn is
activated by two proteins called RAS1 and RAS2 (Kataoka et al., 1984;
Powers et al., 1984; Toda et al., 1985). Interestingly, a constitutively active
version of the RAS2 protein called RAS2vaI19 (Kataoka et al., 1984) causes
inappropriate activation of the pseudohyphal growth program (Gimeno et al.,
1992), the first evidence suggesting that the RAS-cAMP pathway might directly
regulate pseudohyphal growth.
SOK2 was isolated by Mary Ward and Stephen Garrett as a high copy
number suppressor of the temperature-sensitive growth defect of a tpkl-
tpk2(ts) tpk3- mutant (Ward and Garrett, 1994). Subsequently, deletion of
SOK2 was found to exacerbate the temperature sensitivity of the tpk2(ts)
mutation. Together, these results suggest that SOK2 may function in the RAS-
cAMP pathway downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase. SOK2 is
predicted to encode a 470 amino acid protein that contains a DNA binding
motif that is 81.7% identical to the DNA binding motif found in PHD1. Because
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PHD1 and the RAS-cAMP pathway have been implicated in pseudohyphal
growth control, SOK2 was a good candidate for another pseudohyphal growth
regulatory gene. For this reason its possible role in pseudohyphal growth was
studied.
To determine whether SOK2 plays a role in the control of
pseudohyphal development, the pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of MATa/a
sok2/sok2, MATa/a SOK2-2pm, MATa/a phdl/phdl sok2/sok2, and MATa/a
PHD1-2pm SOK2-2pm yeast strains were determined. The results of these
experiments led to the conclusion that SOK2 is a pseudohyphal growth
regulatory protein and that it interacts genetically with PHD1. Therefore, it
became important to determine whether the RAS-cAMP pathway is involved at
the level of cAMP in pseudohyphal growth control. This experiment was done
by determining the pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of MATa/a PDE2-2pm
and MATa/a RAS2val 1 9 PDE2-2p#m strains. Yeast strains that are PDE2-2pm
overexpress a cAMP phosphodiesterase and have greatly reduced levels of
cAMP. The results of these experiments strongly suggest that cAMP is an
important regulator of pseudohyphal growth. These experiments show that
the related putative transcription factors PHD1 and SOK2 control




Yeast Strains, Plasmids. Media, and Microbiological Techniques
Yeast strains and plasmids are listed in Table 6.1. Standard yeast
media, including synthetic complete medium (SC) lacking specific
components, were prepared and yeast genetic manipulations were performed
as described (Sherman et al., 1986). SLAD medium was prepared as
described previously (Gimeno and Fink, 1994). Yeast transformations were
performed by standard protocols (Gietz et al., 1992; Ito et al., 1983). Genomic
DNAs were isolated from yeast strains by a standard method (Hoffman and
Winston, 1987).
Yeast Strain Construction
Construction of yeast strains is shown in tabular form (Table 6.1). All S.
cerevisiae strains used in this study are congenic to the 1278b genetic
background and are derived from MB758-5B (MATa ura3-52) (Siddiqui and
Brandriss, 1988), MB1000 (MATa) (Brandriss and Magasanik, 1979), or both.
Qualitative PseudohyDhal Growth Assay
This assay was performed as described previously (Gimeno and Fink,
1994). In those experiements where transformants were studied, two
independent transformants from each transformation were assayed. In the
experiments presented here, the pairs of transformants always had the same
phenotypes.
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Table 6.1 Yeast Strain and Plasmid List
Strain or Genotype or Description Reference, Source,
Plasmid or Derivation
S. cerevisiae strainsa
L5366 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/ura3-52 (Gimeno and Fink, 1994)
10480-2C MATa leu2::hisG ura3-52 Fink lab collection
10480-6D MATa leu2::hisG ura3-52 Fink lab collection
CGX179 MA Ta/MA Ta leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52 10480-2CX 10480-6D
CJ24 MA Ta/MATa sok2::URA3/SOK2 ura3-52/ura3-52 L5366 transformant
CJ14 MATa sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CJ24 ascospore
CJ15 MATa sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CJ24 ascospore
CGX210 MA Ta/MA Ta sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 CJ14XCJ15
CJ26 MA Ta/MA Ta sok2::URA3/SOK2 ura3-52/ura3-52 L5366 transformant
CJ22 MATa sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CJ26 ascospore
CJ23 MATa sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CJ26 ascospore
CGX218 MATa/MA Ta sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 CJ22XCJ23
CGX134 MATa/MA Ta phdlAl ::hisG-URA3-hisG/PHD1 (Gimeno and Fink, 1994)
ura3-52/ura3-52
CG611 MATa phdlA l::hisG-URA3-hisG ura3-52 CGX134 ascospore
CGX214 MA Ta/MTa phdlA ::hisG-URA3-hisG/PHD1 CJ14XCG611
sok2::URA3/SOK2 ura3-52/ura3-52
CJ27 MATa phdl l::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CGX214 ascospore
CJ28 MATa phdlA::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3 ura3-52 CGX214 ascospore




CGX219 MATa/MA Ta phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG/PHDI
sok2::URA3/SOK2 ura3-52/ura3-52
CJ46 MATa or MATa phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3
ura3-52
CJ47 MA Ta or MA Ta phdl IA::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3
ura3-52
CGX224 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlA ::hisG-URA3-hisG/
phdlA 1::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3
ura3-52/ura3-52
CJ48 MATa or MA Ta phdlA 1::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3
ura3-52
CJ49 MATa or MA Ta phdlA ::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3
ura3-52
CGX225 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlA 1::hisG-URA3-hisG/
phdlA l::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3
ura3-52/ura3-52
CG953 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/ura3-52 (pRS316) (Gir
CGX137 MA Ta/MA Ta phdlA l::hisG-URA3-hisG/ (Gir
phdlA 1::hisG-URA3-hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
CG934 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/ura3-52 (pCG38) (Gir
CG995 MA Ta/MA Ta ura3-52/ura3-52 (pMW61)
CJ52 MATa/MATa leu2::hisG/eu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pCG41 & pMW61)
CJ53 MA Ta/MA Ta leu2::hisGAeu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pRS3052p & pMW61)
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MA Ta/MATa leu2::hisG/eu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pRS3052p & YEp1 95)
MA Ta/MATa leu2::hisG/leu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(YEpPDE2-1 & pRS316)
MA Ta/MA Ta leu2::hisG/eu2::hisG ura3-52/ura3-52
(pRS3052p & pRS316)









a All strains are congenic to the '1278b genetic background.
PHD1 cloned into pRS202
PHD1 cloned into pRS3052p
sok2::URA3 disruption construct
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These techniques have been described in detail elsewhere (Gimeno et
al., 1992).
Disruption of SOK2
SOK2 was disrupted in a 71278b strain using pMW52 which contains
the sok2::URA3 disruption DNA fragment (Ward and Garrett, 1994). Briefly, 10
pg of pMW52 were digested with Pvull and Sphl, extracted once with an equal
volume of a 1:1 mixture of phenol and 24:1 chloroform-isoamyl alcohol,
extracted again with an equal volume of 24:1 chloroform-isoamyl alcohol,
ethanol precipitated, and used to transform L5366 (MATa/MATa ura3-52/ura3-
52) as previously described (Gietz et al., 1992). Stable Ura+ transformants
were selected on SC-ura plates. CJ24 and CJ26 were constructed in this
manner and were independently derived. CJ24 and CJ26 were sporulated,
and two Ura+ (sok2::URA3) sister ascospore segregants from each strain were
confirmed to be sok2::URA3 by genomic Southern blotting analysis. In this
way CJ24 gave rise to CJ14 and CJ15 and CJ26 produced CJ22 and CJ23.
CJ14 and CJ15 were mated to produce CGX210 and CJ22 and CJ23 were
mated to produce CGX218. CGX210 and CGX218 are independent
MATa/MA Ta sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 strains. CGX210 and
CGX218 behaved identically in the experiments presented here.
Construction of phdl/phdl sok2/sok2 Double Mutant Strains
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This construction was initiated by crossing CJ14 (MATa sok2::URA3
ura3-52) by CG611 (MATa phdll ::hisG-URA3-hisG ura3-52) to produce strain
CGX214 and CJ22 (MATa sok2::URA3 ura3-52) by CG611 (MATa
phdlAl::hisG-URA3-hisG ura3-52) to produce strain CGX219. CGX214 and
CGX219 were sporulated and subjected to tetrad analysis. Tetrads in which the
Ura+ phenotype segregated 2:2 were identified. Two Ura+ sister ascospore-
derived strains (CJ27 and CJ28) of opposite mating types from one of these
tetrads derived from CGX214 were crossed to generate CGX217, a
MA Ta/MA Ta phdlA l :.:hisG-URA3-hisG/phd l 1 ::hisG-URA3-hisG
sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 strain. CGX217 was confirmed to
have this genotype by genomic Southern blotting analysis. Four Ura+ sister
ascospore-derived strains (CJ46, CJ47, CJ48, and CJ49) of opposite mating
types derived from CGX219 were identified and CJ46 and CJ47 were crossed
to generate CGX224 and CJ48 and CJ49 were crossed to generate CGX225,
producing two more MATa/MA Ta phdlA 1 ::hisG-URA3-hisG/phdlA: 1::hisG-
URA3-hisG sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 ura3-52/ura3-52 strains. Again, these
genotypes were confirmed with genomic Southern blotting analysis. CGX217,
CGX224, and CGX225 behaved identically in the experiments presented here.
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Results
100 Amino Acids of SOK2 Are 80% Identical to the DNA Bindinq Motif Present
in PHD1
I became interested in SOK2 when I learned that Mary Ward and
Stephen Garrett had identified a StuA homolog as a high copy number
suppressor of the temperature-sensitive growth defect of a tpkl- tpk2(ts) tpk3-
yeast mutant (Ward and Garrett, 1994). After consulting with these two
scientists, a collaboration was initiated: I would study the possible role of
SOK2 in pseudohyphal growth and they would investigate the potential role of
PHD1 in the RAS-cAMP signaling pathway.
A comparison of the 366 amino acid PHD1 sequence and the 470
residue SOK2 sequence revealed that these two proteins are significantly
related only in their 104 amino acid SW14-like DNA binding motifs which are
81.7% identical (Fig. 6.1). In addition, both the PHD1 and SOK2 DNA binding
motifs are 71.2% identical to the SWI4-like DNA binding motif found in A.
nidulans StuA. These DNA binding motifs are located in similar areas of the
PHD1 and SOK2 proteins: in PHD1 the DNA binding motif begins at amino
acid 184 and in SOK2 it begins at amino acid 183. The remarkable similarity
between the PHD1 and SOK2 DNA binding motifs suggests that they may
recognize identical or similar DNA sequences and that they may regulate the
same genes.
Analysis of PseudohyDhal Growth in Strains that Have Mutant Alleles of SOK2
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Figure 6.1 The DNA binding motif present in SOK2 is 81.7 % identical to the
DNA binding motif in PHD1. Alignments of the DNA binding motifs in PHD1 and
StuA with the DNA binding motif present in SOK2. The name of the protein
whose amino acid sequence is shown is to the left of the sequence. When an
amino acid in SOK2 is identical to the corresponding amino acid in a similar
protein, both amino acids are designated by a white letter in a black rectangle.
To the right of the sequence is the position of the amino acid sequence with
respect to the amino terminus of the protein from which it originates. Over the
region shown, SOK2 is 81.7% identical to PHD1 and both SOK2 and PHD1 are



















To determine if SOK2 plays a role in the control of pseudohyphal
development, the pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of MATa/a sok2/sok2,
MATa/a SOK2-2pm, MATa/a phdl/phdl sok2/sok2, and MATa/a PHD1-2pm
SOK2-2pm yeast strains were determined. The 2pm-based SOK2
overexpression plasmid pMW61 was used to determine the pseudohyphal
growth phenotype of SOK2 overexpression. When grown on SLAD medium,
MATa/a pMW61-carrying strains were found to exhibit weakly enhanced
pseudohyphal growth (Fig. 6.2). MATa/a strains simultaneously overexpressing
SOK2 and PHD1 were constructed using pMW61 and pCG41, a 2pm-based
PHD1 overexpression plasmid. These strains underwent enhanced
pseudohyphal growth indistinguishable from that manifested by strains
overexpressing only PHD1 (Fig. 6.3).
The SOK2 gene was replaced with the sok2::URA3 disruption allele
which consists of the SOK2 gene disrupted at a Spel site located between the
nucleotides encoding amino acids 26 and 27. Evidence that sok2::URA3 is
nonfunctional is that, unlike SOK2 overexpressed from a 2pm plasmid,
sok2::URA3 overexpressed from a 2um plasmid does not suppress the
temperature sensitive growth of a tpkl- tpk2-(ts) tpk3- yeast strain. Interestingly,
MATa/a sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3 strains were found to exhibit greatly enhanced
pseudohyphal growth when grown on nitrogen starvation (SLAD) medium. For
comparison, wild-type, phdlA l ::hisG-URA3-hisG/phdlA l ::hisG-URA3-hisG, and
PHD1-overexpressing strains are also shown (Fig. 6.2). This result suggests
that on SLAD medium SOK2 inhibits pseudohyphal growth. Next, MATa/a
phdlA 1 ::hisG-URA3-hisG/phd ld 1 ::hisG-URA3-hisG sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3
double mutant strains were constructed. These strains underwent moderately
enhanced pseudohyphal growth, demonstrating that sok2::URA3/sok2::URA3
pseudohyphal growth enhancement is a PHD1-dependent process.
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Figure 6.2 Analysis of the effects of mutant alleles of SOK2 on pseudohyphal
growth. Wild-type (A, CG953), phdl/phdl (B, CGX137), SOK2-2pm (C,
CG995), PHD1-2pm (D, CG934), sok2/sok2(E, CGX210), and phdl/phdl
sok2/sok2 (F, CGX225) strains were subjected to the qualitative pseudohyphal
growth assay. Strains were patched on SC-ura medium, grown overnight at
30°C, and then streaked to obtain single cells on nitrogen starvation (SLAD)
medium. Representative microcolonies were photographed after two days.












Figure 6.3 Analysis of the effect on pseudohyphal growth of simultaneously
overexpressing PHD1 and SOK2. Wild-type (A, CJ55), SOK2-2pm (B, CJ53),
PHD1-2pm (C, CJ54), and PHD1-2pm SOK2-2pm (D, CJ52) strains were
subjected to the qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay. Strains were patched
on SC-ura medium, grown overnight at 30°C, and then streaked to obtain single
cells on nitrogen starvation (SLAD) medium. Representative microcolonies















OverexDression of cAMP Phosphodiesterase 2 Inhibits Pseudohyphal Growth
and Is Epistatic to Activated RAS2
The preceding experiments show that SOK2 has a direct or indirect role
in pseudohyphal growth control. Experiments by Ward and Garrett demonstrate
that SOK2 may be a component of the RAS-cAMP pathway, which functions
downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase. To learn if SOK2 might
regulate pseudohyphal growth by functioning in the RAS-cAMP pathway
downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase, I determined whether this part
of the RAS-cAMP pathway participates in pseudohyphal growth control.
It is well established that the constitutively active RAS2val 19 gene
strongly enhances pseudohyphal growth (Gimeno et al., 1992). RAS2val 9
could enhance pseudohyphal growth either by the well characterized cAMP-
dependent pathway or via a cAMP-independent pathway. To help distinguish
between these two possibilities, the pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of
MATa/a wild-type control strains and MATa/a PDE2-2pum strains were
compared. PDE2 encodes a high affinity cAMP phosphodiesterase that
functions to downregulate the RAS-cAMP pathway (Sass et al., 1986) and
PDE2 overexpression suppresses the phenotypes caused by RAS2val 1 9 It
was found that MATa/a PDE2-2pm strains had dramatically inhibited
pseudohyphal growth when compared to MATa/a wild-type controls (Fig. 6.4).
This suggests that cAMP is an important pseudohyphal growth regulatory
molecule.
Next, an epistasis experiment was performed to determine if inhibition of
pseudohyphal growth by PDE2 overexpression is epistatic to enhancement of
pseudohyphal growth by RAS2val9 The pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of
MATa/a wild-type control strains, MATa/a RAS2vaIl9 strains, MATa/a PDE2-
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Figure 6.4 Analysis of the effect of phosphodiesterase 2 overexpression on
pseudohyphal growth. Wild-type (A and E, CJ57), PDE2-21m (B and F, CJ56),
RAS2aI1l 9 (C, CJ58), PDE2-2pm RAS2vaI19 (D, CJ59) strains were subjected
to the qualitative pseudohyphal growth assay. Strains were patched on SC-ura
medium, grown overnight at 30°C, and then streaked to obtain single cells on
nitrogen starvation (SLAD) medium. Representative microcolonies were








2pm strains, and MATa/a RAS2vail 9 PDE2-2pm double mutant strains were
compared (Fig. 6.4). The pseudohyphal growth of the MATa/a RAS2vaIl 9
PDE2-2pm strain was far less enhanced than that of the MATa/a RAS2vail 9
strain. The MATa/a RAS2vail 9 PDE2-2Pm strains exhibited more prolific
pseudohyphal growth than either the MATa/a PDE2-2pm strains or the MATa/a
wild-type control strains. This probably occurs because the elevated levels of
PDE2 in the MATa/a RAS2vail 9 PDE2-2Pm strains are not high enough to
reduce the cAMP levels in these strains to wild-type concentrations. This
epistasis experiment strongly suggests that RAS2val 19 enhances
pseudohyphal growth by the well characterized cAMP-dependent mechanism
that involves cAMP-dependent protein kinase. These important results suggest
that diploid cells integrate RAS-cAMP pathway signals into their decision to
undergo pseudohyphal growth. Thus it is possible that SOK2 may regulate




A Model for Pseudohyphal Growth Control by PHD1 and SOK2
The pseudohyphal growth phenotypes of diploid yeast strains containing
mutant alleles of either or both PHD1 and SOK2 can be explained by first
assuming that PHD1 and SOK2 regulate one or more genes that control or carry
out the pseudohyphal growth program. In this model, PHD1 acts positively on
these genes, SOK2 acts negatively on them, and PHD1 and SOK2 compete for
the same regulatory binding sites in the promoters of these genes. PHD1
overexpression enhances pseudohyphal growth because it pushes the
promoter binding equilibrium between PHD1 and SOK2 to the PHD1 side.
Likewise, disruption of SOK2 enhances pseudohyphal growth because PHD1
proteins do not have to compete with SOK2 proteins for promoter binding. That
MATa/a sok2/sok2 phdl/phdl strains exhibit moderately enhanced
pseudohyphal growth suggests that there is at least one positively acting PHD1
homolog. This last proposal is supported by the result that MATa/a phdl/phdl
strains undergo normal pseudohyphal growth when starved for nitrogen.
This model has a problem explaining why overexpression of SOK2
weakly enhances pseudohyphal growth and why simultaneous overexpression
of PHD1 and SOK2 results in the same pseudohyphal growth phenotype as
overexpression of PHD1 alone. The simplest explanation for both of these
observations in the context of this model is that overexpression of SOK2 exerts
a dominant negative effect that is not unlike the pseudohyphal growth
enhancing effect of SOK2 disruption. A similar phenomenon has been
documented for the SEC12 gene (Hardwick et al., 1992).
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One of the more interesting features of this model is that it predicts the
presence of a gene that is functionally redundant with PHD1 in the yeast
genome. If this gene exists, its product will probably have a DNA binding motif
that is very similar to both the DNA binding motifs in PHD1 and SOK2. PHD1,
SOK2, and other related proteins, if they exist, may determine a cell's
developmental fate by receiving and integrating information from signal
transduction pathways, including the RAS-cAMP pathway, that report
environmental and cellular conditions.
The Possible Role of the RAS-cAMP Pathway in PseudohyDhal Growth Control
Upregulation of the RAS-cAMP pathway promotes pseudohyphal growth
and downregulation of the RAS-cAMP pathway inhibits it. Interestingly, the
opposite is true for sporulation: upregulation of the RAS-cAMP pathway inhibits
this process while RAS-cAMP pathway downregulation promotes it. That the
RAS-cAMP pathway transmits information about a cell's carbon status (see
Chapter 1) makes this reciprocal relationship especially interesting for the
following reasons.
When starved for nitrogen, diploid cells decide to either sporulate or
undergo pseudohyphal growth. This decision is regulated by the availability of
a carbon source. Faced with both carbon and nitrogen starvation, the cells
sporulate. When the nitrogen starvation occurs in the presence of an abundant
carbon source like glucose, pseudohyphal growth results. The RAS-cAMP
pathway may provide information about the availability and quality of a cell's
carbon source that is integrated with information about the cell's nitrogen status
and probably other information to determine the cell's developmental fate.
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In this model, when a cell is starved for nitrogen, the upregulation of the
RAS-cAMP pathway that occurs if it is also growing on an abundant and good
carbon source signals for it to undergo pseudohyphal growth. Alternatively,
when a cell is starved for nitrogen and is growing under conditions of carbon
starvation or on a poor carbon source, downregulation of the RAS-cAMP
pathway signals the cell to sporulate. To accomodate other data about the
RAS-cAMP pathway, this model must stipulate that the RAS-cAMP pathway is
one of several inputs into a cell's decision to sporulate or undergo
pseudohyphal growth and, in a wild-type cell is capable of influencing but not
determining the cell's developmental fate. Work described in this chapter
suggests that SOK2 may receive pseudohyphal growth regulatory signals from
the RAS-cAMP pathway. PHD1 may receive pseudohyphal growth regulatory
signals from the RAS-cAMP pathway or from another pathway, for instance one
that transmits information about a cell's nitrogen status. It will be very interesting
to test the model that PHD1 and SOK2 receive and integrate pseudohyphal
growth regulatory signals from the RAS-cAMP and other signaling pathways to
determine a cell's developmental fate.
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This thesis presents the characterization of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
pseudohyphal development. Chapters 2 and 3 include observational
experiments showing that pseudohyphal cells are morphologically distinct
from ellipsoidal cells, that pseudohyphae elongate by budding, that a
pseudohyphal cell can bud to produce another pseudohyphal cell or a mitotic
ellipsoidal cell, and that newborn pseudohyphal and sated ellipsoidal cells
both have a unipolar budding pattern. This last result suggested that one role
of the tightly regulated unipolar budding pattern of newborn MATa/a diploid
cells is to allow pseudohyphal growth. Additional observational experiments
showed that the first pseudohyphal cell of a pseudohypha is formed by
budding from an ellipsoidal mother cell and that the role of pseudohyphal cells
in the pseudohypha is probably to deliver vegetative ellipsoidal cells to new
substrates that they subsequently colonize.
Chapter 3 also presents several physiological and genetic experiments.
The most important physiological experiment is that a medium with abundant
glucose as sole carbon source and starvation levels of ammonium sulfate as
sole nitrogen source induces pseudohyphal growth. This and experiments
with shr3/shr3 mutants showed that nitrogen starvation induces pseudohyphal
growth. Experiments with mating type locus mutants established that the
mating type locus regulates pseudohyphal growth and that pseudohyphal
growth is a MATa/a diploid-specific dimorphic transition. Subsequent work
by others has shown that mutant haploid strains that have the diploid budding
pattern undergo pseudohyphal growth when starved for nitrogen (Sanders
and Herskowitz, 1994; Wright et al., 1993). This result suggests that the
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mating type locus regulates pseudohyphal growth by programming the cell-
type specific budding patterns of diploids and haploids
Work in Chapters 3 and 6 strongly implicates the RAS-cAMP signaling
pathway as a direct regulator of pseudohyphal growth. The constitutively
active RAS2val 9 allele inappropriately activates pseudohyphal growth.
Overexpression of the phosphodiesterase 2 gene (PDE2) downregulates the
RAS-cAMP signaling pathway and inhibits nitrogen starvation-induced
pseudohyphal growth. A model in Chapter 6 suggests that the RAS-cAMP
pathway transmits carbon status signals that cells factor into their decision to
undergo pseudohyphal growth.
Chapter 4 describes the isolation and characterization of the PHD1
gene. PHD1 activates the pseudohyphal growth program when
overexpressed and probably encodes a transcription factor. PHD1 contains a
DNA binding motif homologous to the DNA binding domains of the MBP1 and
SWI4 cell cycle regulatory transcription factors. MBP1 and SWI4 activate the
transcription of Start-specific genes by binding to related DNA sequences in
their promoters. The DNA binding motif in PHD1 is about 70% identical to the
DNA binding motif present in StuA. StuA is an Aspergillus nidulans protein
that regulates a pseudohyphal growth-like process. Interestingly, phdl/phdl
strains undergo normal pseudohyphal growth in response to nitrogen
starvation. This result suggests that if PHD1 directly regulates pseudohyphal
growth one or more genes that are functionally redundant with PHD1 exist.
As described in Chapter 5, PHD1 overexpression activates POL2, a
gene of the MBP1 regulon. This raises the possibility that PHD1 may activate
transcription by binding to MBP1 binding sites or related DNA sequences.
This possibility is attractive because genes regulated by MBP1 are involved in
morphogenesis and cell separation, two of the component processes of
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pseudohyphal growth. Overexpression of PHD1 also activates DAL81, a
positive transcriptional regulator of nitrogen catabolic genes. If DAL81 is not
required for pseudohyphal growth, as suggested by some experiments
presented in Chapter 5, PHD1 may induce it so that pseudohyphal cells have
the catabolic enzymes they need to utilize the poor nitrogen sources that they
are likely to encounter while foraging.
The SOK2 protein has a DNA binding motif that is 81.7% identical to the
DNA binding motif present in PHD1. SOK2 may act in the RAS-cAMP
pathway downstream of cAMP-dependent protein kinase. As described in
Chapter 6, deletion of SOK2 dramatically enhances pseudohyphal growth
while overexpression of SOK2 weakly enhances pseudohyphal growth.
PHD1 and SOK2 genetically interact because phdl/phdl sok2/sok2 strains
undergo significantly less enhanced pseudohyphal growth than sok2/sok2
strains. A model that explains these results is that SOK2 is a repressor of
pseudohyphal growth while PHD1 is an activator. In this model, SOK2 and
PHD1 receive and integrate environmental and cellular signals that determine
whether a cell enters the pseudohyphal growth pathway.
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Prospectus
During the three years that the pseudohyphal growth field has existed, it
has produced studies that report that one or more genes are directly or
indirectly involved in pseudohyphal growth (Blacketer et al., 1993; Gimeno
and Fink, 1994; Gimeno et al., 1992; Hu and Ronne, 1994; Liu et al., 1993).
These studies tend to report that one or more genes, usually thought to be
involved in signal transduction, when overexpressed or mutated inhibit or
activate pseudohyphal growth. These sorts of studies are important because
they identify candidate direct pseudohyphal growth regulatory genes that also
can be useful tools. The list of candidate pseudohyphal growth regulatory
genes is rather long, so for this class of genes the focus of the pseudohyphal
growth field should begin to shift from gene identification to gene
characterization.
An especially fertile area of the pseudohyphal growth field is the
identification of genes involved in cell elongation, agar invasion, and
incomplete cell separation, three of the component processes of
pseudohyphal growth. This research area is fertile because members of this
class of genes have not yet been reported. Another productive area of
research is the identification of homeotic pseudohyphal growth mutants. This
interesting class of mutants includes those that produce pseudohyphal cells
instead of blastospore-like cells and those that produce pseudohyphae that
have backbones of ellipsoidal instead of pseudohyphal cells. The defective
genes in these mutants might be involved in programming cell identity.
An exciting subfield of pseudohyphal growth focuses on the genetic
similarities between A. nidulans conidiation and pseudohyphal growth in S.
cerevisiae. One important regulator of conidiation is StuA and it is
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homologous to PHD1 and SOK2, two pseudohyphal growth regulatory genes
(Chapter 6). Another important conidiation regulator, AbaA (Sewall et al.,
1990), enhances pseudohyphal growth when expressed in S. cerevisiae
(Andrianopoulos et al., 1993). S. cerevisiae has an AbaA homolog called
TEC1 (Andrianopoulos and Timberlake, 1991; Laloux et al., 1990) and its
possible role in pseudohyphal growth is being investigated. These results
suggest that the genetic regulation of conidiation and pseudohyphal growth
may be similar. It will be interesting to learn if S. cerevisiae has homologs of
BrlA, WetA, and MedA, three other master regulators of conidiation
(Clutterbuck, 1969; Timberlake, 1990; Timberlake, 1991), that are involved in
pseudohyphal growth.
The physiology of pseudohyphal growth also promises to be a fruitful
and important area of research. Basic questions like the role of carbon source
in pseudohyphal growth and if starvation for nutrients other than nitrogen can
induce pseudohyphal growth remain to be systematically studied. It should
also be determined if GLN3, a well characterized transcription factor known to
transduce nitrogen starvation signals (Minehart and Magasanik, 1991), is
involved in transducing the nitrogen starvation signal that induces
pseudohyphal growth.
Subsequent sections of this prospectus will describe how the role of
PHD1 and SOK2 in pseudohyphal growth could be characterized, how genes
involved in the component processes of pseudohyphal growth could be
identified, and advances that would help the pseudohyphal growth field
progress. The strategies discussed for elucidating the role of PHD1 and
SOK2 in pseudohyphal growth are generalizable to any regulatory protein of
interest. The basic concept of these strategies involves two lines of
experimentation. The first is to identify the signals and proteins that directly
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regulate the protein of interest. The second is to identify the proteins and/or
genes that the protein of interest regulates. When these genes and gene
products have been identified and their functions are understood, it will be
clear if the protein of interest directly or indirectly regulates pseudohyphal
growth. An example of this approach is the characterization of the indirect
pseudohyphal growth regulatory gene SHR3 presented in the appendix to
Chapter 2.
Characterizing PHD1 and SOK2 and Identifying Pseudohyvhal Growth Genes
Tantalizing evidence exists that PHD1 and SOK2 are involved in
pseudohyphal growth control. The models for PHD1 and SOK2 function
presented in this thesis predict that there is at least one gene that is
functionally redundant with PHD1. This hypothetical gene's product will
probably have a DNA binding motif that is very similar to the DNA binding
motif present in PHD1. Thus, it should be possible to clone it using PCR and
degenerate primers complementary to the DNA encoding the most highly
conserved regions of PHD1, SOK2, and StuA. DNA probes containing the
PHD1 or SOK2 genes might hybridize to this possible homolog under low
stringency conditions. This may allow the homolog to be cloned by colony or
plaque hybridization techniques. If additional PHD1 structural homologs exist,
it is important that they be identified before the work described in the rest of
this section is attempted, and it will be interesting to determine if they are
functionally redundant with PHD1. If the search for PHD1 homologs fails, it
should be determined if MBP1 and SWI4, which are relatively distantly related
to PHD1 at the amino acid sequence level, are functionally redundant with
PHD1.
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PHD1 and SOK2 appear to have different roles in pseudohyphal
growth control: PHD1 behaves like an activator while SOK2 has
characteristics of a repressor. It would be interesting to construct a panel of
PHD1-SOK2 chimeras to determine which regions of these two proteins are
responsible for their different activities. These experiments might give insights
into whether PHD1 and SOK2 bind to the same DNA sequences and whether
PHD1 is an activator while SOK2 is a repressor.
The genes and signals that control the activity of PHD1 and SOK2 and
the direct targets of PHD1 and SOK2 must be discovered in order for the role
of PHD1 and SOK2 in pseudohyphal growth to be elucidated. There is
already some evidence that PHD1 and SOK2 may receive signals from the
RAS-cAMP pathway. In addition, some evidence supports the interesting
possibility that PHD1 may regulate Start-specific genes and nitrogen catabolic
genes. These issues will be clarified with a combination of biochemical, cell
biological, and genetic approaches.
It should be determined if PHD1, SOK2, or both bind to the promoters of
POL2, DAL81, and IPO1-IP03 and if the binding sites are also regulatory loci
that respond to nitrogen starvation, cAMP, or other signals. After saturation of
the IPO screen, it should be systematically determined if mutations in PHD1,
SOK2, or newly discovered PHD1 homologs affect the normal environmental
regulation of IPO genes. It should also be determined if PHD1, SOK2, or
PHD1 homologs are regulated transcriptionally, translationally, or
posttranslationally by signals and signaling pathways that directly or indirectly
control pseudohyphal growth.
An IPO gene that has PHD1, SOK2, or PHD1 homolog regulatory
binding sites in its promoter and whose induced expression is dependent on
one or more of these gene products would be valuable tool. This reporter
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gene could be used in a screen for mutations that block its induced
expression. Some of these mutations would probably be in genes that
encode signal transduction proteins that are upstream of PHD1. Such IPO
genes may also encode proteins that are responsible for the agar invasion,
incomplete cell separation, and cell elongation that characterize
pseudohyphal growth. Characterization of these IPO genes would reveal
such an involvement.
A genetic screen that may identify genes required for pseudohyphal
growth that are regulated by PHD1 is already in progress. In consultation with
me, one of my Fink laboratory colleagues, Hans-Ulrich Mosch, constructed a
haploid MATa/a PHD1-2pm strain that undergoes enhanced pseudohyphal
growth on nitrogen starvation medium. This strain was mutagenized and
mutants that no longer undergo pseudohyphal growth were isolated. These
mutants may be deficient in genes that are regulated by PHD1 and are directly
involved in pseudohyphal growth. This elegant screen is an excellent strategy
for identifying and isolating structural genes involved in the component
processes of pseudohyphal growth.
The experiments proposed in this section will determine if PHD1 and
SOK2 are directly involved in pseudohyphal growth control and will probably
also identify regulatory and structural genes directly involved in this process.
Discovering a Pseudohyphal Growth-Specific Gene
The discovery of a pseudohyphal growth-specific gene would be a
major advance. Such a gene, however, may not exist because the component
processes of pseudohyphal growth could be elaborated exclusively with
genes that also function at other times in the life cycle. If a pseudohyphal
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growth-specific gene were isolated, it could be used to identify the cis-acting
sequences and the regulatory proteins that confer upon it its expression
pattern. A pseudohyphal growth-specific gene would also be very useful in
distinguishing between mutations that induce pseudohyphal growth and
mutations that cause cell elongation or abnormal growth.
One approach to cloning a pseudohyphal growth-specific gene would
be to first identify a pseudohyphal growth-specific metabolite or protein and
then devise an elegant way to isolate mutants that lack it. To give an example
from another system, meiotic spores have a spore-specific dityrosine-
containing macromolecule that is conveniently fluorescent. Nonfluorescent
mutants were isolated and one of them had spores that lacked dityrosine. This
strain had a mutation in a gene encoding a cytochrome P450 homolog (DIT2),
an excellent candidate for a dityrosine biosynthetic enzyme (Briza et al.,
1990). Northern analysis showed that DIT2 is a sporulation-specific gene.
A Quantitative Assay for Cell Elongation
The assays used up until now to study pseudohyphal growth are
qualitative. These assays demonstrate large differences in pseudohyphal
growth between test strains. For this reason, only genes that cause dramatic
pseudohyphal growth phenotypes when overexpressed or mutated have been
studied. Qualitative assays have also made epistasis analysis complicated
because double mutants often have intermediate phenotypes that make it
difficult to judge which mutant phenotype predominates.
One quantitative assay would be to measure the lengths of invasive
pseudohyphal cells in a colony and in this way quantitate the cell elongation
component of pseudohyphal growth. That wild-type invasive pseudohyphal
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cells are heterogeneous with respect to their lengths and that each colony and
each pseudohyphal cell exists in a unique microenvironment complicates this
assay. Another sampling problem is that only the pseudohyphal cells in
pseudohyphae that have extended beyond the main mass of cells in the
colony can be counted. These cells may not be representative.
Data generated using this assay are shown in Table 7.1 for pairs of
congenic strains (see Chapter 4 for full genotypes) and experimental details
are described in a subsequent Materials and Methods section. Perhaps the
most interesting feature of these data is that pseudohyphal cells have very
heterogeneous lengths. This suggests that pseudohyphal cell length may be
environmentally regulated. These data suggest that phdl/phdl pseudohyphal
cells are the same length or perhaps a shorter length than wild-type cells.
These data also corroborate the observation that PHD1-2pm strains produce
longer invasive pseudohyphal cells than their wild-type counterparts. These
data and the accompanying comments should give the reader a sense of the
applications and limits of this assay. It is important for assay development to
continue and produce improved methods of quantitating pseudohyphal
growth.
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Table 7.1 Lengths of Invasive Pseudohyphal Cells
Geno- PHD1/ PHD1/ phdl/ phdl/ PHD1- PHD1-
type PHD1 PHD1 phd phdl 2um 2um
Strain CG953A CG953B CGX135 CGX137 CG934A CG934B
Min. 6.6 7.3 7.1 6.8 6.1 7.3
Max. 16 15.2 13.5 12.1 19.3 18.8
N 50 50 50 50 50 50
Mean 10.1 10.7 9.7 9.1 12.5 12.3
Median 10.0 10.5 9.6 9.2 12.8 12.6
S. D. 1.9 1.8 1.3 1.1 2.8 2.1
S. E. M. 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3
All lengths are in pm. Min. is the length of the shortest cell in the sample and
Max. is the length of the longest cell in the sample. N is the sample size.
Mean is the mean length and Median is the median length. S. D. is the
standard deviation and S. E. M. is the standard error of the mean. CG953A
and CG953B are two independent transformants isogenic to CG953 (Chapter




Quantitation of Pseudohyphal Cell Dimensions
Strains to be tested were patched onto plates containing synthetic
complete medium lacking uracil (SC-ura), grown overnight at 30°C, and then
streaked to obtain single cells on fresh nitrogen starvation (SLAD) plates (25
ml). Each plate always had four streakouts on it. The streaking technique was
such that a gradient of colony density existed in the streak, with the highest
density existing in the center of the plate. Cultures were grown at 300C and
were analyzed after 5 days. Blocks of agar containing a colony that was well
separated from its neighbors were cut out of the plates with a scalpel. A thin
slice of agar containing the colony was then cut from the block and
noninvasive cells were removed from it by rinsing it under a stream of water.
The slice of agar containing the colony was trimmed to a 0.1 mm2 square and
placed on a microscope slide. A cover slip was then applied with gentle
pressure on top of the agar slice.
Invasive intact pseudohyphae in these samples were visualized with
Nomarski optics using a Zeiss Axioskop equipped with a 63X plan-
apochromat objective, a 4XTV video adaptor, a Hamamatsu C2400 Newvicon
video camera, a Hamamatsu Argus-10 image processor, and a Panasonic
WV-5410 monochrome monitor set at moderate contrast. Images were
recorded and played back using a Panasonic TQ-3031 F optical memory disc
recorder and cells were measured using the line measurement function on the
Argus-10 image processor. This image processor was calibrated with a 20 pm
scale and images were displayed at a size such that 1 pm was equal to 13
pixels. Only mature (that had budded or that were budding) pseudohyphal
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cells in the linear backbones of pseudohyphae were measured. For each
genotype, two independently derived yeast strains were included in the
experiment. Fifty cells of each duplicate strain were measured.
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